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1
Introduction 

The present chapter introduces the field of Li-ion batteries and highlights the 
relevance of atomic layer deposition (ALD) in this field. In the first section the working 
principle of a Li-ion battery is described, including the typical materials used. In the 
following section the current trends in Li-battery chemistries and strategies are 
presented. In the next section, the opportunities of ALD for Li-ion batteries are briefly 
reviewed. Finally, the main objective and research questions of this thesis are 
outlined. 
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1.1 Lithium-ion batteries

With the increasing trend of devices to become mobile and wireless, batteries
become more and more important. Batteries as chemical devices are ideal for storing 
electrical energy in the form of chemical energy. Moreover, batteries will play a crucial 
role in the future energy system and the strive to create a carbon-neutral society. This 
is due to the rapid rise of e-mobility, but also to their capacity to balance supply and 
demand within the electricity system. Numerous different rechargeable battery 
chemistries exist nowadays, typical examples being lead acid, nickel-cadmium, and 
nickel metal hydride batteries. Li-ion batteries are now taking dominance for a wide 
range of applications, due to their high energy and power density over earlier
generation batteries. The energy density relates to the amount of energy that can be 
stored per battery unit, whereas power density relates to the maximum amount of 
energy that can be (dis)charged per battery unit per unit of time. Batteries with a 
higher energy density will be able to store larger amounts of energy, while batteries 
with a higher power density will be able to release higher amounts of energy a lot 
quicker. In Figure 1.1 a comparison between different battery systems is illustrated in 
terms of energy density relative to weight and size. As the names imply, the
gravimetric energy density, defines the battery energy density in weight (Wh · kg-1), 
while the volumetric energy density, reflects the battery energy density in volume 
(Wh · l-1). For example, a battery with a higher gravimetric energy density will be 
lighter than a similar battery with a lower gravimetric energy density. The energy 
density range for Li-ion batteries is rather broad, as it covers a wide range of Li-ion 
chemistries, each having their own advantages, targeting different applications. Li-ion
batteries are adopted as energy storage solution for applications varying in size from 
microsystems, portable electronics, electric vehicles up to grid-scale energy storage.1

FFiguree 1.11 Comparison of energy densities for several rechargeable battery types. Li-ion
batteries are ahead of most other battery types in these respects. Lithium-sulfur, sodium-ion
and lithium-air batteries are beyond the scope of this research and therefore not shown.
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For portable applications, the market share of the Li-ion cell is over 75 %.2 Electric 
vehicles cover a huge class of applications ranging from bikes and cars to trucks, ships 
and planes. Despite their technological promise, Li-ion batteries still have several 
shortcomings, particularly regarding safety. Li-ion batteries are extremely sensitive to 
high temperatures and are inherently flammable. For example, Li-ion batteries can be 
damaged and tend to overheat at high voltages. Safety mechanisms are required to 
limit voltage and internal pressure, which can increase weight and limit performance 
in some cases. Li-ion batteries are also subject to capacity loss after a few years and 
are relatively expensive compared to, for example, Ni-Cd batteries. Moreover, despite 
the high energy density of Li-ion compared to other kinds of batteries, they are still 
around a hundred times less energy dense than gasoline (which contains 12,700 
Wh · kg-1). Further advancement of Li-ion battery technology is necessary to meet the 
future needs regarding energy and power density, weight, charging time, lifetime, 
safety, and costs. The energy density of Li-ion batteries increased from 80 Wh · kg-1 in 
the 1990s to state-of-the-art 250 Wh · kg-1, with an average growth rate of 7 - 8 % per 
year.3 The main reason for this increase is the development of new battery 
chemistries. This is further discussed in section 1.2. 

1.1.1 Working principle 
The three primary components of a Li-ion battery cell are the negative and positive 
electrodes and the electrolyte. Li-ion batteries rely on the shuttle of Li-ions back and 
forth between the two electrodes during charge-discharge cycles. The basics of Li-ion 
batteries are explained using Figure 1.2 by adopting the most common battery 
chemistry, i.e. the combination of a graphite anode and a LiCoO2 cathode. Strictly 
speaking, the roles of anode and cathode switch when going from discharging to 
charging state. Here we use the terms defined during discharging as referred to in the 
battery literature.4 During charging, the electrolyte carries positively charged lithium 
ions from the cathode to the anode. Conventionally, Li-ion batteries use liquid 
electrolytes, containing a high concentration of a Li salt (e.g., LiPF6 or LiClO4) to ensure 
ionic conductivity between the two electrodes. The electrolyte does not conduct 
electrons. Moreover, the separator prevents physical contact between the anode and 
cathode and blocks the flow of electrons inside the battery. The release of lithium ions 
from the cathode induces free electrons which lead to the generation of an electrical 
current flowing through the positive current collector and the external circuit towards 
the negative current collector and into the anode. While the battery is discharging, 
the opposite reaction happens. The anode releases lithium ions, which diffuse 
towards the cathode. The latter generates a flow of electrons through the negative 
current collector and the external circuit towards the positive current collector and 
into the cathode, providing an electric current to the device being powered (cell 
phone, computer, etc.).  
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The working mechanism of a Li-ion battery can be understood more clearly when 
considering the reactions occurring at each electrode. During charging, the cobalt is 
partially oxidized from Co3+ into Co4+ and Li-ions (Li+) are released: 

LiCoO2

ch

d

Li1-xCoO2 + x Li+ + x e- (Eq. 1.1) 

The reverse occurs during discharging: electrons are accepted by the cathode, Co4+ is 
reduced to Co3+ and intercalation of Li-ions takes place to balance the charge. To 
prevent irreversible structure changes of the LiCoO2 electrode, not all Li+ ions can be 
removed and therefore, x should be less than 0.5. Upon charging, Li+ ions are 
transported into a graphite (C6) electrode and are subsequently reduced:  

x Li+ + x e- + y C6

ch

d

y LizC6 (Eq. 1.2) 

Here, z = x/y and has a maximum value of 1. During discharging the reverse occurs, 
where the graphite releases electrons and de-intercalates Li-ions which dissolve into 

FFiguree 1.22 A schematic representation of a typical lithium-ion battery. During discharge, the 
graphite anode de-intercalates lithium ions and releases electrons. The lithium ions are 
transported through the electrolyte, while electrons travel through the external circuit 
generating electricity. Ions and electrons move in the opposite direction during the charging 
phase. The chemistry at the electrodes is explained using equation 1.1-1.3. 
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the electrolyte. The full reaction taking place (left to right: discharging, right to left: 
charging) is then: 

The reactions at both anode and cathode must be highly reversible for hundreds of 
charge/discharge cycles.  

When the LiCoO2 is fully delithiated, the battery is fully charged. The output 
potential of the cell finds its origin in the electrochemical potential difference of the 
electrodes. In general, the standard redox potential of the electrode redox reaction 
should be low for the anode (e.g., 0.065 - 0.25 V vs Li/Li+ for graphite) and high for the 
cathode (e.g., 3.9 V vs Li/Li+ for LiCoO2), leading to a high cell voltage. In the lithium 
battery community, the electrode potentials are referred to the Li/Li+ system since in 
a lithium battery the anode typically is Li metal or lithium intercalated in graphite with 
a redox potential very close to the metal Li/Li+ electrode.  

Theoretically, the energy density of the battery is determined by the amount of Li 
that can be stored reversibly in the electrodes, and by the difference in standard 
reduction potential between them. This can be seen from following equation:  

Here, E is the total energy stored in the battery, Qtot is the total charge that flowed 
during the charging, and  is the voltage during the charging.5 Since both the voltage 
and Li-ion charge capacity (Qtot) are determined by the electrodes, these fully 
determine the battery’s energy density. A battery is commonly characterized by its 
potential and capacity. The capacity is generally expressed in mAh (1 mAh 
corresponds to 3.6 C of charge). Another way to characterize the battery is by 
expressing the energy density as Wh · kg-1 (as shown in Figure 1.1), this then 
incorporates both charge and potential into one quantity.  

1.2 Current trends in Li-battery chemistries and strategies 

A significant improvement in the performance of Li-ion batteries is needed to meet 
the future needs of our society. This also requires new designs that cover specific 
purposes. The energy density is a main concern regarding portable and micro-
electronics to extend operating time. In contrast, batteries for stationary energy 
storage particularly need high power output for a short period of time. For electric 
vehicles, both high power and high energy density are required. The latter would 
enable a long driving range. Often several additional criteria need to be fulfilled, such 
as long life, low cost, long autonomy, and high degree of safety, thereby also 

LiCoO2 + y C6 

ch

d

Li1-xCoO2 + y LizC6 (Eq. 1.3)  

E = Qtot ·  (Eq. 1.4)  
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minimizing their environmental impact. To date, not any battery configuration meets 
all the criteria, although many promising developments could enable improved 
performance. However, the choice of battery for any application will still involve some 
compromise, as ultimately it might be impossible to develop the ‘ideal’ battery. Yet, 
intensive research is being pursued to develop novel, high performance and long-
lasting electrodes and electrolytes while keeping in consideration environmental 
issues as well as wide availability of raw materials. 

1.2.1 Electrodes 
In most cases, carbon materials, such as graphite, are used as anodes, whereas air-
stable Li-based metal oxides (usually cobalt, nickel or manganese) are employed as 
cathodes. Graphite as well as the counter-electrode LiCoO2 are typical examples of 
intercalation-type electrodes. Here, specific lattice sites are available within the 
crystal structure of the host material, and lithium can diffuse to those sites over 
diffusion planes in the case of layered materials such as graphite and LiCoO2, or by 
three-dimensional channels in the case of an open structure such as spinel LiMn2O4. 
Intercalation electrodes typically have less potential lithium storage than conversion 
electrodes and alloying electrodes, but a better reversibility and coulombic efficiency 
(the ratio of discharge capacity to charge capacity within the same cycle). Instead, 
conversion electrodes, such as  Fe3O4 or Mn3O4,6 and alloying electrodes, such as Sn 
and Si,7 offer energy densities up to an order of magnitude higher than intercalation 
electrodes, but suffer from low coulombic efficiencies and severe volume expansions, 
respectively. The latter can cause stress formation, electrode fracture and 
delamination from the current collector. These drawbacks render them less suited for 
continued cycling. There is a great deal of interest in the development of high-capacity 
anode materials as well as cathode materials. Hereafter, the state-of-the-art anode 
and cathode chemistries are being discussed. 

AAnodes 
Graphite is still applied in the great majority of commercially available Li-ion 
batteries.8 The theoretical specific capacity of graphite is 372 mAh · g-1 when LiC6 is 
formed. Graphite is currently approaching its theoretical capacity limit. The 
intercalation of lithium proceeds occurs between 0.1 V and 0.2 V vs Li+/Li and 
increases the interlayer distance by ca. 10 %.9 Despite the reliable performance of this 
anode, there is a number of shortcomings. The major issue is the lithium plating 
because of the low working potential of graphite (ca. 0.1 V vs Li+/Li) and overpotentials 
at high currents. High currents are needed due to the high charging speed required 
nowadays. Lithium plating not only causes battery performance decay but is also a 
safety issue. Consequently, it is of interest to use anodes with a lithiation potential 
higher than the one of graphite.10  
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Therefore, metal oxides are being investigated as alternatives. Among them, 
Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) is especially attractive, even considering the disadvantages of relatively 
low specific capacity (175 mAh · g-1) and relatively high redox potential (1.2 - 2.0 V 
vs Li+/Li). The LTO unit cell volume changes only by 0.2 % upon cycling.11 Therefore, it 
is an structurally stable material with excellently reversible Li+ de-/insertion. In 
addition to a negligible volume change, the common benefits of LTO include no 
electrolyte decomposition, no electrode-electrolyte interphase (EEI) formation, and 
thereby better safety and cyclability. Nevertheless, it is characterized by a relatively 
low intrinsic electronic conductivity (< 10-13 S · cm-1) and low Li+ diffusion coefficient, 
and therefore less suitable for high power applications.12 

Li metal is considered as the ultimate anode material due to its high theoretical 
 · g-1 compared to 372 mAh · g-1 for graphite) and low redox 

vs standard hydrogen electrode). Yet, there are concerns related 
to its adoption, such as dendrite formation, electrolyte consumption as a result of 
irreversible reaction with metallic lithium, mechanical instabilities and resultant low 
coulombic efficiency.13 These shortcomings lead to short lifetime and safety 
problems. The issues can be partly addressed using artificial EEI layers, as discussed 
later in section 1.2.4. 

Finally, silicon is potentially the best replacement for the graphite anode material 
because it has a high theoretical gravimetric capacity of 4200 mAh g-1.14 The large 
difference in capacity between silicon and graphite arises because a silicon atom can 
bond with up to about four lithium ions (Li4.4Si) while it takes six carbon atoms to bond 
with only one lithium ion (LiC6). Si anodes display an appropriate average voltage of 
ca. 0.4 V vs Li+/Li. Moreover, it is abundant and non-toxic. Unfortunately, Si suffers 
from poor cyclability due to the large volume change (280% during full-capacity 
cycling at room temperature), leading to subsequent mechanical and chemical 
degradation. The problems arising from volume changes can be partly addressed by 
the synthesis of Si nanoparticles, nanowires, nanotubes, nanofibers, nanorods, thin 
films and nanosheets, as discussed in section 1.2.3. Another strategy to tackle the 
volume change issue and electrolyte decomposition is the use of EEI layers. Finally, it 
is worth mentioning the route of adopting graphite and Si (or SiOx) in blends and 
composites, which improve volumetric performance while retaining good cyclability. 
The presence of oxygen allows a trade-off between volume expansion and initial 
coulombic efficiency.15 

CCathodes 
The first lithium-ion cathode material, LiCoO2 (LCO), which was commercialized in 
1991 by Sony,16 is still the most popular cathode for lithium-ion batteries due to its 
high capacity and good cyclability.17 The theoretical specific capacity of LCO is 274 
mAh g ; however, practical utilization is limited to about 50 %. Only half of the lithium 
ions (x = 0.5) are inserted and extracted electrochemically in the structure of Li1-xCoO2 
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to produce the electrical energy owing to its structural instability at higher voltage of 
4.2 V vs Li+/Li.18 Intensive studies have been done to overcome these issues, for 
example by coating the cathode with nanosized metal oxides (such as Al2O3, ZrO2, or 
ZnO) as artificial EEI. Drawbacks of LCO cathodes are the relatively high costs, toxicity, 
and availability of cobalt. 

Lithium manganese oxide, LiMn2O4 (LMO), was introduced a few years later,19 
followed by LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO), LiNi1-x-yAlxCoyO2 (NCA),20 and LiNi1-x-yMnxCoyO2 
(NMC).21 LMO forms a three-dimensional spinel structure that improves the ion flow, 
which results in lower internal resistance and improved current handling. A further 
advantage of spinel structures is their high thermal stability and enhanced safety. 
However, the disadvantage is that LMO suffers from severe capacity fading during 
discharging/charging. LMO has a more moderate theoretical specific energy than 
cobalt, namely 148 mAh · g-1. The practical specific capacity approaches to 
120 mAh g-1. Several attempts have been made for synthesizing modified LiMn2O4 
doped with various elements to inhibit capacity fading and improve the 
electrochemical performance. The Ni-substituted spinel LMNO is one of the most 
studied high-voltage (above ~ 4.2 V vs Li+/Li) cathode materials. Nickel confers higher 
charge density by increasing the voltage of the battery to values of 4.7 V vs Li+/Li. 
However, the high operating potential of these cathodes leads to electrolyte 
decomposition and formation of detrimental by-products.22 Furthermore, LMNO 
shows the phenomenon of Mn dissolution in the electrolyte during cycling, which 
leads to faster ageing of the entire electrochemical system.23 The introduction of NCA 
led to an outstanding increase in specific energy and longer lifetime. NMC significantly 
improved lifetime and safety, but at the cost of lower energy density.24 Nickel is 
known for its high specific energy but poor stability; manganese has the benefit of 
forming a spinel structure to achieve low internal resistance but offers a low specific 
energy. Combining the metals enhances each other strengths. NMC electrodes with 
a stoichiometry of LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 have a theoretical specific capacity of 
280 mAh · g-1. NMC is the battery of choice for, for instance, power tools and e-bikes. 

Lithium transition metal phosphates with an olivine structure were first 
introduced late nineties.25 Since then, various transition metals and combinations 
have been investigated, such as iron, manganese, vanadium, cobalt, and nickel. The 
reversible charging mechanism involves the transition between different crystalline 
phases, e.g., LiFePO4 (LFP) and FePO4. The maximum theoretical specific capacity of 
LFP is 170 mAh · g . The main drawback of LFP is its low electrical conductivity. 
Therefore, all the LFP cathodes under consideration are actually LiFePO4/C.26 Because 
of low cost, low toxicity, well-defined performance and long-term stability, LiFePO4 is 
finding a number of applications in vehicles, utility scale stationary applications and 
backup power. The Chinese electric bus market, for example, is currently dominated 
by LFP-based lithium-ion cells.27 
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1.2.2 Electrolytes
In classical Li-ion batteries the electrolytes are in liquid phase and consists of a lithium 
salt, such as LiPF6, LiBF4, or LiClO4, dissolved in an organic solvent, such as ethylene 
carbonate, dimethyl carbonate or diethyl carbonate. Typical ionic conductivities of 
liquid electrolyte at room temperature (20 °C) are in the range of 10  - 10 S · cm-1. 
Liquid electrolyte batteries typically possess bulky electrodes which are a mixture of 
electrode material, conductive additives (e.g. carbon black) and a binder. A schematic 
of the structure is shown in Figure 1.3. The liquid electrolyte penetrates the porous 
network, facilitating the Li+ transport. A separator is adopted between the anode and 
cathode and soaked in the liquid electrolyte. The main function of a separator is to 
keep the two electrodes apart to prevent electrical short circuits while also allowing 
the transport of lithium ions. The biggest drawback of the use of these types of 
electrolytes is the presence of the flammable organic solvent, which poses a 
significant safety risk due to the possibility of leaks. In addition, batteries with liquid 
electrolytes can suffer of limited power output because of the long distance that
Li-ions need to diffuse through. Another issue when using liquid electrolytes is their 
instability in contact with the electrodes. High cathode potentials or low anode 
potentials typically give rise to an electrode-electrolyte interphase (EEI) when using a 
liquid electrolyte. The EEI might stabilize the contact between the electrode and the 
liquid electrolyte as it prevents further contact between the two compounds. A typical 
example is seen in graphite, which can only be used due to the formation of a stable 
EEI. However, an EEI typically adds a significant impedance component to the system, 
reducing the power output of the device. At present no good electrolytes are 

FFiguree 1.33 Schematic of the cross-sections of a conventional and a solid-state Li-ion battery 
structure. 
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found that are stable or form a stabilizing EEI in contact with high voltage electrode 
materials.  

Therefore, recent advances in battery research involve the application of solid 
electrolytes. The main benefits of solid electrolytes are that there is no risk of leaks 
and electrolyte decomposition issues are greatly reduced. Solid electrolytes typically 
have a better electrochemical stability window, a higher thermal stability and good 
electronic resistivity. Moreover, the separator and safety packaging can be omitted, 
increasing the energy density, and allowing for a simplified battery structure. 
Solid-state batteries rely on the construction of solid films of anode, solid electrolyte 
and cathode material, sequentially on a substrate (or vice versa). Figure 1.3 shows the 
schematic cross-section of such a lithium battery structure. However, the main 
limitation of solid electrolytes is their ionic conductivity which is lower than that of 
their liquid counterparts.28,29 Solid-state electrolytes are classified as organic and 
inorganic solid electrolytes. Organic electrolytes are feasible for flexible battery 
designs owing to their soft intrinsic features. However, these materials face other 
issues, such as low Li+ conductivity (< 10  S · cm-1 at room temperature), large ionic 
transfer resistance, and oxidation at high voltages.30 Inorganic solid electrolytes 
consists of an inorganic material in the crystalline or glassy state, which conducts ion 
by diffusion through the lattice.31 Inorganic solid-state electrolytes can be oxide-, 
sulfide- or phosphate-based. Yet, the highest Li-ion conductivity in a solid material 
was reported to be ~ 10  S · cm-1 in the sulfide-based, superionic conductor 
Li10GeP2S12.32 Although this structure has excellent lithium conductivity, it proves 
highly reactive. The limited stability of this material prevents its practical use. Other 
typical examples of high performing electrolytes are the garnet structured 
Li6.75La3Zr1.75Nb0.25O12 (~ 10  S · cm-1),33 and the perovskite Li3xLa xTiO3 
(~ 10 4 S · cm-1).34 Despite their high ionic conductivities, these materials are not 
suitable for use in batteries. One frequent problem with high ionic conductive 
electrolytes is the limited stability window, e.g., Li3xLa xTiO3 gets reduced below 
1.5 V vs Li+/Li. Another issue is the required annealing temperature to limit the 
influence of grain boundaries. Annealing lead to intermixing between the different 
battery components, which might lead to the onset of electronic conductivity. So far, 
the most successful solid electrolyte seems to be nitrogen doped lithium phosphate 
glass (LixPOyNz). Although LiPON does not have an extremely high lithium conductivity 
(~ 10  S · cm-1), it shows a remarkably wide electrochemical stability window ranging 
from 0 up to 5.5 V vs Li+/Li. Furthermore, it has a low electronic conductivity 
(~ 10  S · cm-1) and thus allows batteries with very low self-discharge rates. A way to 
compensate for the lower ionic conductivity of solid electrolytes is by further 
downscaling the thickness of the solid electrolyte layers. A 100 nm thick electrolyte 
layer with conductivity of 10  S · cm-1 will h
electrolyte with conductivity of 10  S · cm-1. Therefore, their thickness is typically 
limited to a few tens of nm to guarantee sufficient Li-ion transport. Currently, solid-
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state batteries have found use in pacemakers, radio-frequency identification (RFID) 
and wearable devices. Increase in utilization of solid-state batteries in healthcare, 
wearable and drone applications boosts the growth of solid-state batteries.

1.2.3 Nano-structuring
Currently, there is a trend in conventional Li-ion batteries towards nano-structuring 
of the electrode materials.1,35,36 Commercial battery electrodes are mostly based on 
micrometer-sized particles of electrode material, which are mixed with binder 
compounds and conductive additives to form the electrode (see Figure 1.4a). When 
going to smaller particle sizes the surface-to-volume ratio will increase and hence also
the power output will increase. However, downscaling the particles to nanometer 
scale would cause an increase in undesired side-reactions and solid electrolyte 
interphase formation due to the large surface area exposed to the liquid. For the 
emerging solid-state batteries (see Figure 1.4b-d) such a trend towards nano-
structuring can also be observed. Although the system in Figure 1.4b has a large
amount of electrode material (thick films), the long charging times prevent the usage 
of the full practical capacity. When downscaling the layer thickness, the diffusion 
distance of the lithium ion reduces (Figure 1.4c). Therefore, charging and discharging 
requires less time, leading to a higher power output. In addition, this allows usage of 
the full electrode capacity since extreme charging times are no longer required. 
However, the capacity per footprint area is constrained by the limited thickness of the 
thin-film device. The film thickness is constrained by low ion and electron diffusion, 
similar to the constraints in particle size in conventional batteries.36,37 Nano-
structuring of thin-film batteries has the potential to increase storage capacity 

FFiguree 1.44:: Different battery architectures and their properties in terms of capacity and power.
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without compromising on power density. Using nano-structuring the total amount of 
electrode material, and thus storage capacity, is increased without the need to 
increase the film thickness (see Figure 1.4d).38 In Li-ion battery literature, nano-
structured batteries are typically referred to as 3D batteries. Calculations show that 
theoretically, capacities can be increased multifold compared to planar thin-film 
batteries and can even surpass that of coin cells.39 For example, a capacity 10 times 
larger than that of planar thin-film batteries (i.e., 1 mAh · cm–2) could be achieved by 
using an aspect ratio (AR) of 200 with an electrode thickness of 100 nm or an AR of 
50 with an electrode thickness of 370 nm. By using a large contact area with the 
electrolyte and/or the current collector, the solid electrolytes with low conductivity 
are compatible and a high power output is obtained.  

1.2.4 Electrode-electrolyte interphase 
At the electrode surfaces, an electrode-electrolyte interphase (EEI) is formed from 
decomposition products of the electrolytes. The formation of an EEI layer occurs 
when the redox potential of the electrodes used in a battery lies outside the 
electrochemical window of the electrolyte. This is further explained in Chapter 2. As 
mentioned before, the EEI might stabilize the contact between the electrode and the 
liquid electrolyte as it prevents further contact between the two components. 
However, it typically adds a resistance to the system, reducing the power output of 
the device. Moreover, EEI formation and growth consume active lithium and 
electrolyte materials, leading to an increasing battery resistance and thus degradation 
of the battery performance. The EEI is mainly formed during the first few charging 
cycles. In comparison to the EEI on the cathode, the EEI on the anode is more unstable 
due to the evident reduction reactions and the larger volume expansion of anode 
materials (e.g. Li and Si). A good quality EEI allows Li+ transport while blocking further 
electrolyte decomposition.40 An ideal EEI film should restrain dendrite growth, surface 
roughening, and reduce the unexpected side reactions at the electrode-electrolyte 
interface. While not completely understood, this nanometer scale EEI film is of 
paramount importance to the performance of the battery.  

To achieve good interface compatibility between the electrolyte and electrode, 
artificial EEIs were proposed to stabilize the interfaces. Fabrication of artificial EEIs 
has drawn increasing attention due to its effectiveness in performance improvement, 
the promise of scalable manufacturing, and more important, the tunability of 
properties in all aspects. The physical and chemical properties of artificial EEI’s can be 
finely designed and tuned to address the previously mentioned drawbacks of natural 
EEI.41,42 Artificial EEIs were shown to improve the performance of essentially all 
(novel) electrodes previously mentioned in section 1.2.1.. An artificial EEI can be 
fabricated by physically coating functional materials on the electrode surface. In this 
regard, both the conventional solution casting method as well as more advanced 
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methods, including chemical vapor deposition (CVD), physical vapor deposition (PVD)
and atomic layer deposition (ALD), are currently being explored at research level.41  

1.3 Opportunities of ALD for Li-ion batteries

ALD is a thin film deposition process first emerged in 1970s, credited to Suntola et al.43

Distinguished from other deposition techniques, such as chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD), physical vapor deposition (PVD) and solution-based methods, ALD operates 
with a unique mechanism based on sequential and self-limiting half reactions. 
Therefore, excellent uniformity and conformality on demanding substrate topologies
and precise growth control with Angstrom-level resolution can be achieved. The ALD 
principles are further discussed in Chapter 2. The first application of ALD for lithium-
ion batteries was already reported in 2000, when thin V2O5 films were investigated as 
Li-ion battery cathodes.44 Several years later, ALD was used for interface modification 
(TiN on Li4Ti5O12).45 The first summary of ALD in batteries appeared in 2012 by 
Meng et al.46 Stimulated by the ALD’s characteristics, ALD is attracting an increasing 
interest to explore opportunities in the field of Li-ion batteries.47 This is evident from 
the yearly number of publications on ALD for Li-ion battery applications as shown in 
Figure 1.5. The yearly publication yield is saturating in the last three years; however, 
the yearly citation count keeps increasing. The total number of publications today is 
around 1000 and the number of citations is around 50.000. Moreover, the online ALD 
database shows an ever increase in number of available ALD chemistries.48 This shows 
the possibility to explore more and more different battery chemistries using ALD.

FFigure 1.55 The yearly number of publications (blue bars) and citations (red line) on ALD for 
Li-ion batteries from 2007-2020, analyzed from Web of Science.  
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The application of nanolayers prepared by atomic layer deposition (ALD) has 
attracted notable interest from the battery community because of the excellent 
conformality and precise growth control that can be achieved. These merits enable 
processing virtually on any substrate, from powders to porous substrates, or any 
other complex electrode surface structures for next generation batteries. When going 
to smaller electrode particle sizes to increase the surface-to-volume ratio and hence 
increase the power output of conventional batteries, decomposition of the 
electrolyte during cycling could also increase. This adverse effect can be reduced or 
possibly prevented by modifying the surface of the particles by applying a passivating 
or protective artificial EEI film. Such films need to be ultrathin to have sufficient Li+ or 
electron conductivities while excellent conformality is needed to be sufficiently 
protective. For example, improved stability was demonstrated by depositing Al2O3 on 
LiCoO2 particles.49 In addition, ALD offers tunable film composition and relatively low 
deposition temperatures to design coatings specifically applicable to certain 
electrodes. Furthermore, ALD is considered an enabling technology for several 
concepts of nanostructured Li-ion batteries.38 ALD is used for accurately exploiting 
various high-performance Li-ion battery components including anodes, cathodes and 
electrolytes, controlled in thickness at sub-nm level. Even current collectors or 
coatings for enhancing battery manufacturability (sacrificial coatings) can be 
deposited by ALD. In this thesis we will focus on the research area of ALD to deposit 
films which can serve as artificial EEI films, as outlined through the research objectives 
in next section. 

1.4 Research questions and thesis outline 

ALD is proven to be very suitable for the deposition of thin films serving as artificial 
EEI in Li-ion batteries. A large part of literature studies focuses on the application of 
ALD artificial EEIs and the effect on the battery performance instead of investigating 
possibilities of the ALD process itself. The current work aims to develop and 
understand existing and novel plasma-assisted and thermal ALD chemistries to 
deposited thin films which can serve as artificial EEI. Specifically, lithium carbonate 
(Li2CO3), lithium fluoride (LiF), and aluminum phosphate (AlPxOy) are selected. 
Application of this materials as artificial EEI has been demonstrated in literature, as 
will be addressed in detail in Chapter 2. Li2CO3 is useful as artificial EEI due to its good 
chemical and electrochemical stability and purely ionically conductive behavior. LiF is 
also known to have a good chemical and electrochemical stability and, just like Li2CO3, 
it also exists in spontaneously generated EEI films. AlPxOy is shown to effectively 
impede side-reactions and improve thermal stability of certain electrodes. Despite the 
widespread investigation of these materials, there are only few studies in literature 
focusing on the characterization of the ALD process, as well as on the in-depth analysis 
of the film properties. By exploring the tunability of the ALD process more freedom in 
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design of film properties will be obtained. Such studies are particularly useful to be 
able to rationally design ALD films, and ultimately to improve the battery interphase 
and thus the performance of the batteries. Moreover, plasma-assisted ALD processes 
are currently less explored and potentially interesting in the field of Li-ion batteries. 
Plasma-assisted ALD processes can have unique properties and benefits which allow 
further expanding the possibilities of ALD. This includes more freedom in, for instance, 
film composition, crystallographic properties, and mechanical properties. These 
advantages could also be beneficial for the application in (thin-film) Li-ion batteries. 
For example, (ionic) conductivity often depends on the film composition and 
crystallographic properties and the mechanical properties are important for anodes 
that undergo large volume changes.   

1.4.1 Research questions 
A research question central to this project has been formulated as a guideline for the 
work described in the remaining chapters: Can the adoption of plasma in ALD 
processes for materials which can potentially be useful in Li-ion batteries lead to more 
freedom in the design of film properties and in general in improved processing and film 
properties?   

The main research question has been divided into five key sub-questions to  
more structure to the research. These sub-questions are outlined and briefly 
explained below: 

What are the film growth characteristics (saturation curves, growth-per-cycle,
temperature window) of the selected processes?
When developing new ALD processes, it is necessary to investigate the growth
process. Investigation of the growth process provides insight, for example, into
the growth per cycle, temperature dependence and processing time.
How can we tune the film properties using the ALD process parameters?
ALD process parameters can influence the film properties and therefore the film
quality. Insight into the film properties will also provide a better understanding
of the films. In this work, we mainly investigated the dependence of the
processing temperature and plasma exposure time on the film properties, such
as the stoichiometry.
What are the underlying reaction mechanisms of the selected ALD processes?
To gain more insight into the deposition process, the reaction products of the
ALD processes are analyzed. Insight into the surface reactions can help to
understand why a certain film stoichiometry is obtained for the as-deposited
films. Moreover, it can give insights into the benefits of using plasma as a
coreactant.
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 What are the differences between the plasma-assisted processes and their 
thermal counterparts? 
The model systems studied in this research are very suitable for mapping the 
differences between plasma-assisted and thermal ALD. A comparison in terms of 
growth behavior but also chemical, crystallographic, optical, electrochemical 
properties of the films will be useful.  

 What are the merits of plasma-assisted ALD processes for deposition of materials 
which could serve as artificial EEI? 
Besides pointing out the differences between plasma-assisted and thermal ALD, 
it is also interesting to specifically investigate the benefits and the potential of 
plasma-assisted ALD. As mentioned before, plasma-assisted ALD could offer 
more freedom in film properties. However, recombination of reactants at 
surfaces in plasma-assisted ALD can potentially lead to poor uniformity and 
conformality. The conformality is especially interesting to demonstrate the 
applicability for 3D battery architectures. Therefore, this thesis also proves the 
ability to deposit thin films conformally in high-aspect-ratio structures. 

 
1.4.2 Thesis outline 
In Chapter 2, the EEI and the need for artificial EEIs in Li-ion batteries is further 
explained. Moreover, the relevance of ALD for artificial EEIs is extensively discussed. 
A thorough review on the existing ALD processes specifically for EEI films is carried 
out. This study gives insight into which ALD materials already have been tested and 
what the results were. 

In Chapter 3, the ALD principles are explained in more detail. The common 
denominator among the next chapters of this thesis is the adoption of diagnostics 
during the ALD process, such as spectroscopic ellipsometry and mass spectrometry, 
to identify the surface reaction mechanisms and to learn how to tune the properties 
of the deposited films. Therefore, the frequently used characterization tools are 
explained as well.  

Next, in Chapter 4, the investigation of the plasma-assisted and thermal of ALD 
Li2CO3 is presented. Li2CO3 ALD is considered an attractive model process for 
incorporating Li into multicomponent (ternary) ALD materials, since it is a highly stable 
compound with respect to process stability and ease of postdeposition analysis of the 
films. In the case-study of Li2CO3, the differences between the plasma-assisted 
process using LiOtBu and O2 plasma and the thermal process using LiOtBu, H2O and 
CO2 are identified in terms of film growth, reaction mechanism, stability upon ambient 
exposure and conductivity.  
 Next, in Chapter 5, the investigation of the reaction products of the ALD processes 
described in Chapter 4 is discussed. From the results, the reaction mechanism for 
thermal ALD of Li2CO3 suggested in other studies could be confirmed and a reaction 
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mechanism for plasma-assisted ALD of Li2CO3 was proposed. The influence of certain 
process parameters on the reaction products was also investigated. 

In Chapter 6, the process development of LiF by ALD using LiN(SiMe3)2 as precursor 
and SF6 plasma as coreactant is described. The adoption of SF6 plasma as coreactant 
is relatively new and was only used for ALD of AlF3. The film properties of the as-
deposited LiF films and the influence of the plasma exposure time on the film 
properties were investigated. Moreover, also the gas phase reaction products were 
investigated, and a reaction mechanism was formulated.  

After, in Chapter 7, the process development of ALD AlxPOy using PO(OMe)3 and 
AlMe3 as precursors and an O2 plasma as coreactant is described. The material 
properties as well as the possibility to tune those properties by varying the ALD 
parameters were investigated. In line with the other ALD studies, a reaction 
mechanism was proposed based on the identification of the gas phase reaction 
products. 

At last, in Chapter 8, general conclusions on the work in this thesis are presented. 
The conclusions answer the research questions as outlined in previous section. 
Moreover, perspectives of future work are given. 
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2 
ALD of artificial electrode-electrolyte 
interphase films 

In this chapter, the electrode-electrolyte interphase and the need for artificial 
electrode-electrolyte interphase films in Li-ion batteries are further explained. In 
addition, a literature review on the use of ALD for the fabrication of such films is 
presented. From the results, it can be concluded that ALD is an excellent method for 
this purpose. In this regard, the possibilities and opportunities are also discussed.  
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2.1 The electrode-electrolyte interface 

The influence of the interface between the electrode and electrolyte is one of the 
main obstacles restraining the improvement of lithium-based battery performance. 
Interfacial reactions between the electrode and electrolyte always occur in Li-ion 
batteries. Such interfacial reactions could be beneficial when they stabilize the cycling 
performance and improve battery safety by preventing decomposition of the 
electrolytes. However, interfacial reactions might also lead to unfavorable 
phenomena such as additional resistance and consumption of active lithium and 
electrolyte materials that can compromise the overall performance of Li-ion 
batteries.1 Therefore, this interface is the key to understand battery electrochemistry. 

The formation of an electrode-electrolyte interphase (EEI) layer occurs when the 
redox potential of the battery electrodes lies outside the electrochemical window of 
the electrolyte, which is schematically shown in Figure 2.1. An anode with an 
electrochemical potential ( A) above the stability window of the electrolyte will 
reduce the electrolyte unless an EEI creates a barrier to electron transfer from the 
anode to the electrolyte. Likewise, a cathode with a C below the stability window of 
the electrolyte will oxidize the electrolyte unless an EEI blocks electron transfer from 
the electrolyte to the cathode.2 Therefore, thermodynamic stability requires that the 
position of the electrode electrochemical potentials A and C lie within the window 
of the electrolyte. This than constrains the voltage Vcell of a battery to: 

eVcell = A - C  stability window (Eq. 2.1) 

where e is the electron charge. A passivating EEI layer can increase the 
electrochemical stability.2,3  

When the interphase develops at the anode side, it is typically referred to as solid-
electrolyte interphase (SEI), whereas when it is generated at the surface of the 
cathode, it is defined cathode-electrolyte interphase (CEI). Both CEI and SEI are 
collectively named the EEI.4 The spontaneously formed SEI on the state of the art 
graphite anode can for example provide acceptable lifetime in commercial Li-ion 
batteries, even though more than 50 % capacity loss in a decent lithium ion battery 
can be attributed to the EEI growth.5 Moreover, as was reported in Chapter 1, 
elemental Li would be the ideal anode, but the A of Li lies above the electrochemical 
stability window of practical, known electrolytes. Li can therefore only be used as an 
anode when a passivating SEI layer is formed. However, on repeated charge/discharge 
cycles, this spontaneously formed SEI can experience local mechanical failure, 
resulting in the formation of dendrites that can grow across the electrolyte and short-
circuit a cell of the battery leading to safety issues (see also next paragraph). In 
general, this means that we either need an anode with a A matched to the electrolyte 
reduction potential and a cathode with a C matched to the electrolyte oxidation 
potential or stable, passivating EEI layers. The EEI’s must also have respectable ionic 
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conductivity and electronic insulation between the electrode and the electrolyte, 
which permits fast Li+-ion transfer and isolates the unwanted side reactions caused 
by electrons, respectively.3

In the past decades, various review papers have been published on the topic of 
EEI’s in conventional liquid batteries.4,6,7 In conventional Li-ion batteries the 
dominating factors influencing the formation of the EEI are the initial surface specific 
adsorption behavior and the solvated coordinate structure of the electrolyte solution. 
The specific adsorption of the ions and solvents on the electrode determine the initial 
structure and chemical composition of the interphase, and the solvated coordinate 
structure of the bulk electrolyte functions as supply to maintain and repair the 
interphase during cycling.4 The SEI on the anode mainly consists of decomposition 
products of liquid electrolytes on the anode surface. The decomposition of these 
products is often undesirable as it could also lead to safety issues. The problems 
become even more serious in anodes that undergo large volume changes during 
cycling. The SEI is typically more unstable compared to the CEI, due to the evident 
reduction reactions and the larger volume expansion of anode materials.8 In some 
cases the SEI permanently consumes Li-ions, leading to reduced columbic efficiency 
of batteries.9 The CEI on the cathode mainly originates from dissolution of cathode 
elements into the electrolyte solution. For instance, HF generated in certain 
electrolytes (e.g. LiPF6) during cycling tends to dissolve the components of the 
cathode materials. This would then result in rapid deterioration of battery 
performance.10 In comparison to the SEI, there has been rather limited effort to 

Figuuree 2.1 Schematic energy diagram of the electrolyte stability. The variables A and C are the
redox potential of the anode and cathode, respectively. The high in the anode and low in
the cathode are beyond the stability window of the electrolyte. The observed electrochemical 
window is extended by the interphases, which account for the gap of between electrolyte 
and electrodes across the interfaces.
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investigate the interphase formation on the cathode. Therefore, the electrolyte 
oxidation on the cathode and the composition and properties of the CEI are less 
understood. Recently, more reports became available regarding the chemical 
composition and formation mechanism of the CEI.4,11  

In solid-state batteries, interphase formation is strongly reduced compared to 
liquid batteries. However, still interfacial impedance can dominate the internal 
resistance. Several recent reviews investigate the interphase formed in solid-state-
batteries.12,13 As described in Chapter 1, the ionic conductivity of most solid-state 
electrolytes is lower than the ionic conductivity of liquid electrolytes. Even though 
some solid electrolytes can achieve high ionic conductivity, they face several 
instability issues at the interface. The interfacial compatibility between solid 
electrolytes and electrodes is usually poor and significant improvement is needed for 
application in solid-state batteries. The overall ionic conductivity is not only 
determined by the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. The ionic transport of Li+ at 
the interfaces also plays a role and therefore ultimately defines the rate performance 
of these batteries. Therefore, the overall electrochemical impedance could be high, 
even when a solid electrolyte with excellent ionic conductivity is adopted. Moreover, 
in solid-state batteries it is still challenging to prevent Li dendrite penetration, even 
for electrolytes with high mechanical strength. Based on the available experimental 
and theoretical results, it appears unlikely that any solid-electrolyte material in use 
today is absolutely stable against high-voltage cathodes as well as Li metal; thus, 
either the spontaneous formation or the engineering of stable passivation layers will 
be required.13 

2.2 Artificial electrode-electrolyte interphases 

In sight of the drawbacks of native EEIs, tremendous efforts have been made to 
artificially engineer the electrode-electrolyte interphase. In this regard, surface 
modification and thin film synthesis have proven effective approaches to reduce 
unwanted side reactions. Herewith, the capacity retention, rate capability, columbic 
efficiency, and even thermal stability of electrode materials can be improved.10,14–17 
The capacity retention is the ability of a battery to retain its capacity after the battery 
has been stored for a given amount of time. The rate capability is the number of times 
the battery can discharge in one hour without overheating or damaging the battery, 
expressed as the C-rate. The effect of the SEI on a Li anode during cycling is 
schematically shown in Figure 2.2.18 In Figure 2.2a, a metastable solid–electrolyte 
interphase between the Li metal electrolyte is shown. The partial dissolution of the 
native SEI (Li2CO3, LiOH, and Li2O) leads to a porous structure where the Li-ion 
concentration is locally enhanced, thereby promoting Li dendrite formation and 
growth. A reactive mixed-conducting interphase between the Li metal electrode and 
the electrolyte is formed. Figure 2.2b shows the Li metal modified by an artificial SEI 
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during cycling. Here, Li dendrite formation is supressed as a result of the mechanical 
properties and Li-ion conductivity of the SEI. Ideally, the EEI should meet the following 
requirements: i) ultrathin and continuous (full protection of the electrode is critical); 
ii) electrochemically stable; iii) excellent adhesion on the electrode to resist
delaminating; iv) mechanically robust to resist cracking and prevent breaching by
lithium dendrites; v) electronically insulating to ensure lithium plating; vi) lithium ionic
conductivity to facilitate uniform transport of lithium ions into/out of the electrode
materials.1,19 However, in the case of liquid batteries where particle electrodes are
being used and the artificial EEI is applied to the particles/powder separately, the EEI
also needs to be electrically conductive. This is further explained in Section 2.3.

So far, carbon, metal oxides (e.g. Al2O3, TiO2, ZnO, ZrO2, MgO, SiO2, CeO2), metal 
carbonates (e.g. Li2CO3), metal aluminates, metal phosphates (e.g. AlPO4, Li3PO4), 
metal fluorides (AlF3, LiF, LiAlF4), metal oxyfluorides (e.g. BiOF), metal hydroxides, and 
glass composites (Li2O-2B2O3) have been investigated as artificial EEI. Electrode 
materials usually differ in their inherent properties, thus the artificial EEI is expected 
to be selected exclusively for a specific electrode. Carbon has been applied for a wide 
range of electrode materials and showed excellent results in improving the 
electrochemical performances of both anodes and cathodes. The carbon EEI can act
as a multifunctional layer between the electrode and the electrolyte, attributed to its 
excellent electrical conductivity, superior chemical/electrochemical stability and 
unique physical properties.14 The electrically conductive nature of carbon is useful 
when it is applied to particle/powder electrodes. Especially on LiMPO4 (where M = 
metal) and graphite electrodes valuable results were achieved. The use of metal 
oxides as artificial EEI is very common. Metal oxides can react with acid species in 
electrolytes thereby preventing the electrodes from being destroyed. Moreover, 
these layers block direct contact between the anode and cathode and improve the 

Figuree 2.22 Schematics of the formation of different SEIs on the Li anode during cycling: a) the
bare Li metal, where the cracking of SEI results in the formation of Li-ion flux “hot spots” and
Li dendrites which could lead to dead Li and b) the Li metal including an artificial SEI, where
dendrite formation is suppressed and Li-ion conductivity allows for more uniform distribution
of Li-ion flux. 
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safe performance of batteries that can overheat. Metal oxides can, for example, be 
used to protect LMNO. As described in Chapter 1, LNMO is a promising candidate to 
use as cathode for high power next-generation Li-ion batteries and can be used as 
particle electrode. LMNO has an operating voltage up to 4.7 V, which unfortunately 
also leads to degradation of the interface structure.20 Surface modification using 
metal oxide EEIs can be utilized in solving these issues. The layer suppresses 
deposition of electrolyte material on the electrode and protects the electrode 
surface, for example, from HF corrosion with excellent Li-ions diffusion capacity. To 
date, the surface of LNMO particles has been modified by various materials, for 
instance, Al2O3,21 FePO4,22 TiO2,23, Co3O4,24 and La2O3.25 Among these materials, Al2O3 
is the most popular and extensively researched one. However, metal oxides are 
usually insulators which decrease the overall ionic conductivity of the battery and 
work against the interfacial mass change of electrodes. The artificial EEIs are usually 
thin enough to decrease the overall ionic conductivity significantly. Nevertheless, a Li-
ion conductive-material could be more desirable. For example, amorphous lithium 
phosphate compounds are decent lithium-ion conductors (in the order of 
10-6 - 10-10 S · cm-1). Using lithium phosphates as artificial EEI both enhances the Li-ion
conductivity and inhibits the interfacial side reaction.26,27 The materials investigated
also include chemistries which are proposed as solid-state electrolyte material for thin
film batteries. The materials specifically fabricated by atomic layer deposition (ALD)
will be discussed in the next paragraph.

2.3 Artificial interphase films synthesized by ALD 

As already discussed in Chapter 1, recent advances demonstrate that ALD is a very 
useful tool for addressing various challenges, and offering a variety of capabilities, in 
Li-ion batteries. ALD is a precise, highly efficient route to modify Li-ion electrodes with 
ultrathin films. For adapting to the various surface structures of electrodes, 
continuous and conformal deposition is necessary, especially in the case of thin-film 
batteries. ALD has the ability to form conformal films on powder samples, porous 
substrates, and other complex surface structures.28 ALD can be directly practiced on 
either battery powders or prefabricated electrodes with the (sub-)nanometer thin 
films (see Figure 2.3a–c). Traditionally, solution-based methods have been widely 
used for coating battery electrode powders with thick protective films of several tens 
of nanometers to microns. It must be noted that to date ALD is the only technique 
enabling to directly deposit on prefabricated electrodes. In many cases, direct 
deposition on prefabricated electrodes is more favorable, since interparticle 
electronic pathways are not disrupted while the electrode integrity is greatly 
improved (see Figure 2.3b). Additionally, the direct deposition of artificial interphase 
films on the electrode benefits from the relatively low deposition temperature of ALD 
(25 - 300 °C). The capabilities of ALD also allow to protect electrodes with complex 
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nanostructures like in 3D solid-state batteries (see Figure 2.3c). Since 2010, ALD has 
been extensively investigated as approach to improve the performance of the anode 
and cathode. In the next sections, we focus on the state-of-the-art progress of 
employing ALD to tailor the electrode-electrolyte interface to achieve optimal 
performance of the electrode. The ALD films are deposited on planar as well as 
3D-structured electrodes, such as nanoparticles and nanotubes. 

2.3.1 ALD films on the anode
A summary of the ALD chemistries investigated as artificial SEI is given in Table 2.1. As 
shown from the table, the battery performance was enhanced by films with
thicknesses from a few ångströms to a few nanometers. The ALD films on the anode 
mainly address the problems resulting from the spontaneously formed SEI from the 
decomposition products of electrolytes on the anode surface at the low 
electrochemical potential. The specific capacity, columbic efficiency, rate capability
and thermal stability are improved by reduction of the spontaneously formed SEI. For 
example, on graphite anodes 0.5 - 5 nm thick Al2O3 and TiO2 films have been reported 
to suppress SEI formation at 0.7 V (vs Li+/Li).29–31 Especially at high working 
temperatures the results show that ALD Al2O3 is more stable than the spontaneously 
formed SEI.29 For LTO anodes 1 - 2 nm thick ALD Al2O3 or ZrO2 films were found to 
improve the cycling performance in an extended voltage range (0.1 - 2.5 V).32,33

Moreover, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis demonstrated a 
decrease in resistance across the SEI layer by using Al2O3, ZrO2, and TiO2 films for both 
graphite and LTO. This implies that SEI formation on the anode was indeed 
suppressed. A different study showed using in situ scanning ion conductance 
microscopy that unprotected MnO had drastically increased surface roughness after 
cycling due to the formation of SEI. At the same time, a 9 Å Al2O3 covered MnO 
showed unaffected surface roughness, proving that ALD Al2O3 inhibited the growth of 
a spontaneously formed SEI.34  

For anodes that experience large volume changes during cycling, the problems 
resulting from SEI formation become even more serious. The volume change could

Figuree 2.33 Illustration of ALD strategies for modifying battery electrodes. ALD deposition on
a) electrode particles, b) binder-containing electrodes and c) binder-free electrodes. 
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break the anode, thereby exposing the electrode, resulting in the formation of a new 
SEI. As mentioned earlier, EEIs should have good toughness to better accommodate 
volume expansion and contraction during cycling. The ALD films were shown to
reduce the serious pulverization of such anode materials, including Si,35–39 SnO2,40

ZnO,41 Fe3O4,42 and MnO.34 These are all high capacity anodes with an intrinsically low 
stability. In the preceding chapter it was discussed that nano-structured electrodes 
can also improve cycling for anodes that experience large volume changes. For 
instance, Si-based nanotubes are receiving significant scientific attention as potential 
high energy density anodes for Li-ion batteries. However, their cycling performance 
still requires further improvement. Performance enhancement of Si nanotubes by
Al2O3, TiO2 and TiN ALD films was demonstrated by Lotfabad et al. and they found that
the best performance was achieved for TiO2 ALD.39 Another study by Wang et al. 
reported Al2O3 ALD could improve the performance SnO2 nanoparticle electrodes.40

AALDD chemistryy Precursor(s)) Coreactant(s) Anodee Thicknesss (nm) Ref. 

Al2O3 AlMe3 H2O Graphite ~ 0.5 - 45 29,31

LTO ~ 2.2 32

Fe3O4 ~ 0.2 42

MoO3 ~ 0.4 43

SnO2 1 - 3 40

MnO ~ 0.9 34

Si 2 - 4 35

Li 2.5 - 4 47

AlMe3 O2 Si 3 39

TiO2 TiCl4 H2O Graphite 32 - 40 30

TiCl4 H2O ZnO ~ 11 41

TiI4 H2O Graphite 3 - 30 31

Ti(Me2N)4 H2O Mn3O4 0.2 65

Ti(OCHMe2)4 O2 Si 3 - 10 38,39

ZnO Zn(C2H5)2 H2O Si 3 66

ZrO2 Zr(NMe2)4 H2O LTO ~ 1 33

HfO2 Hf(NMe2)4 H2O SnO2 0.6 67

TiN TiCl4 NH3 LTO ~ 5.8 68

TiCl4 N2 Si 3 - 5 37,39

LiAlO2 LiOtBu, AlMe3 H2O Graphite ~ 1.5 45

Ni3S2 12 44

LixAlyS LiOtBu, Al(NMe2)3 H2S Li 25 46

LiF LiOtBu HF pyridine Li 8 19

Tablee 2.11 Summary of ALD films applied as SEI.

LTO = Li4Ti5O12. The use of a plasma during the coreactant step was not mentioned in 
these studies. 
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The optimal Al2O3 film thickness varied with the size of the nanoparticles. In addition 
to cycling lifetime, great improvement in columbic efficiency was obtained by ALD 
films for anode materials that undergo large volume changes (see the example in
Figure 2.4).35–40,43 This is due to reduced cracking of the anode, avoiding the 
generation of bare anode surfaces and thus SEI formation.  

So far, we mainly discussed dielectric ALD films applied as artificial SEI. In most 
cases it was shown that when the films are a few nm thick they do not add a significant 
impedance component to the overall resistance of the battery. As mentioned before, 
the performance of the battery could probably be improved for many applications by 
using ionically conductive artificial SEI films. The maximum acceptable film thickness 
will then become less critical. Therefore, solid-state electrolytes have been proposed 
as artificial EEI to replace the more extensively researched metal oxides.44  Besides, 
the good functioning of the poor ionic conductor Al2O3 most likely has to do with the 
fact that it converts to the ionic conductor Li-Al-O glass during cycling. This 
information promoted the use of ALD solid-state electrolytes, such as LiAlO2 and 
LixAlyS, as artificial SEI. Li-ion conductive ALD LiAlO2  = 5.6 · 10–8 S · cm-1) was shown 
to improve the electrochemical stability of graphite electrodes.45 LixAlyS ALD films
(2.5 · 10  S · cm ) stabilize the Li–electrolyte interface and reduce (up to five times) 
the interfacial impedance of Li metal anodes in contact with organic electrolyte.46

Another approach is to select a naturally present SEI component, such as Li2CO3

or LiF as artificial SEI. These materials can be especially interesting for Li anodes. 
Studies of ALD Al2O3 on Li anodes showed that it is soluble in acids and bases,47 and 
LixAlyS on Li anodes showed it highly reactive with oxygen and water vapor.46

Obviously, degradation of these ALD films can compromise their ability to protect the 
Li surface, leading to reduced cycle life. Lithium carbonate is considered a potential 
electrode passivating film due to its good electrochemical stability and purely ionically 
conductive behavior. To our knowledge, Li2CO3 ALD films have not yet been tested as 

Figuree 2.44 a) The capacity and b) coulombic efficiency comparison of a bare Si electrode and a 
20 ALD cycles Al2O3 coated Si electrode. Adapted from ref. 35.
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artificial SEI on the anode. However, Li2CO3 films and additives fabricated by other 
techniques have been shown to improve the electrode performance. For example, it 
was demonstrated that the cycling stability and reversible capacity of FeO3 
nanocrystallines was enhanced by adding Li2CO3 coating through a ball milling 
process.48 In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the thermal and plasma-assisted ALD processes 
of Li2CO3 and the influence of the process parameters on the film properties are 
extensively investigated. Also, ionic conductivity for both plasma-assisted and thermal 
ALD films are measured for the first time. The properties of these layers and the 
possibility to tune these properties show that these processes are very promising for 
the application as artificial SEI. LiF has various interesting qualities. For example, it is 
chemically inert on lithium metal, is electrochemically stable from 0 - 6.4 V,49 is 
electronically insulating, and has a relatively high shear modulus of 55 GPa.50 It has 
been reported that lithium dendrite growth can be suppressed by materials having a 
shear modulus at least two times higher than metallic Li (4 GPa).51 Moreover, metal 
fluorides are expected to be stable against attack of fluoric acid. ALD of LiF using 
LiOtBu as precursor and HF as coreactant was tested as SEI on Li electrodes and was 
shown to provide excellent electrochemical stability and coulombic efficiency in liquid 
organic electrolytes.19 The ALD process has been studied to a lesser extent and the 
tunability of the film properties using the process parameters was not investigated in 
this study. Moreover, the HF precursor is potentially dangerous and corrosive, and 
although HF–pyridine solutions provide a safer alternative to anhydrous HF and the 
use of compressed gas cylinders is avoided, strict safety precautions are still required. 
Therefore, it is interesting to study new ALD processes and investigate the tunability 
of the film properties. In Chapter 6, a new ALD chemistry has been demonstrated to 
prepare LiF films using LiN(SiMe3)2 and SF6 plasma. Herein, the ALD process is 
extensively studied, and it was found that the easy-to-handle and readily-available SF6 
plasma is a promising alternative to coreactants such as TiF4, or HF–pyridine for ALD 
of lithium fluorides. Moreover, the uniformity and conformality studies show 
promising results which could be interesting for Li-ion battery applications. 

2.3.2 ALD films on the cathode 
A summary of the ALD chemistries investigated as artificial CEI is given in Table 2.2. 
ALD films on the cathode aim to increase the lifetime of the battery mainly by 
preventing the problems originating from dissolution of cathode elements into the 
electrolyte. Various studies show that ALD metal oxides improve the cycling stability 
and energy density of cathodes such as LCO,52–54 LMO,55 and high-voltage Mn-
containing cathode materials.21,22,56–58 As described before, LCO can only be used up 
to half of its theoretical capacity. Co4+ will dissolve into the electrolyte if more than 
half of the lithium ions are extracted, resulting in structural changes to LCO and 
therefore degradation of the battery performance. So far, < 1 nm thick Al2O3,52–54 
TiO2,53 and ZrO2,53  films have been found to effectively protect from Co4+ dissolution 
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into electrolytes. In comparison with TiO2 and ZrO2 films, Al2O3 exhibited the best 
cycling stability and capacity retention, while ALD ZrO2 showed the best rate 
capability.53 Therefore, it is possible that mixed ALD chemistries, such as Al2O3-ZrO2

and Al2O3-ZrO2-Al2O3, deposited using, for example, ALD supercycles would work even 
better to improve the electrochemical properties of LCO. For LMO, the influence of 
ALD Al2O3 and TiO2 was investigated.55 Both coatings can partially solve the solvent 
decomposition. Unfortunately, the kinetic bottleneck posed by 1 nm Al2O3 is still 
greater than the uncoated LMO, leading to worsened rate capability. Most of the 
solvent decomposition is prevented using ALD TiO2, resulting in smoother electrodes
(see Figure 2.5). The absence of the decomposition layer and lithium conducting 
properties of the ALD TiO2 films results in an improved rate capability for the ALD TiO2

coated LMO electrode.  
High-voltage Mn-containing cathodes, such as NMC and NCA, are currently being 

considered as replacements for LiCoO2 because of their high working voltage and high 
specific capacity. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the high working voltage of 

ALDD chemistry Precursor(s)) Coreactant(s)) Cathode 
Thicknesss 

((nm)) Ref.. 

Al2O3 AlMe3 H2O LCO < 1 52–54,69

LMO 0.5 - 2 55

LNMO < 1 21

NMC 0.5 - 3 60,70,71

V2O5 0.5 - 2.5 72

TiO2 Ti(OCHMe2)4 H2O LCO 0.3 - 6.5 53

LMO 1 - 5 55

NMC 1 71

ZnO Zn(CH2Me)2 H2O LCO ~ 0.5 69

ZrO2 Zr(NMe2)4 H2O LCO 0.3 - 6.5 53

Zr(OtBu) H2O LMO 0.5 - 3 73

MgO Mg(EtCp)2 H2O NMC 0.7 74

CeO2 Ce(iPrCp)3 H2O NMC 1.5 - 5 75

LiAlO2 LiOtBu, AlMe3 H2O LNMO ~ 1.5 45

LiTaO3 LiOtBu and Ta(OEt)5 H2O NMC 0.5 - 6 59

LixPOyNz LiOtBu, PO(OMe)3 H2O, N2 plasma RuO2 17 76

LiF LiOtBu, TiF4 - NMC ~ 1 58

LixAlFy LiOtBu, AlCl3, TiF4 - NMC ~ 2 58

AlF3 AlMe3, CH2(COCF3)2 O3 LNMO 2.4 56

AlCl3, TiF4 - NMC ~ 2 58

MgF2 CH2(COCF3)2, Mg(EtCp)2 - LNMO ~ 0.5 57

FePO4 FeCp2, PO(OMe)3 O3, H2O LNMO 0.5 - 4 22

AlPO4 AlMe3, PO(OMe)3 H2O LNMO 0.2 - 5 64

LCO = LiCoO2, LMO = LiMn2O4, LNMO = LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4, NMC = LiNi1-x-yMnxCoyO2.

Tablee 2.22 Summary of ALD films applied as CEI.
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these cathodes (4.5 - 4.8 V vs Li+/Li) is of course beneficial, but can also cause serious 
problems. These high-voltage cathode materials suffer from Mn2+ dissolution into the 
electrolyte.59 This would lead to a decrease in capacity loss of these cathodes if Mn2+

is permanently lost. Moreover, Mn2+ in the electrolytes could migrate to the anode 
and deposit on the anode surface.45 Ultrathin metal oxide ALD films, such as Al2O3, 
TiO2, MgO and CeO2 are essentially a physical barrier between cathode and 
electrolytes and suppress the dissolution of Mn in the electrolyte. For example, a 
Al2O3-coated NMC could deliver a discharge capacity of 140 mAh · g after 100 cycles
compared to a discharge capacity of 103 mAh · g for pristine NMC.60

Also on the cathode side, solid-state electrolytes have been proposed as a lithium 
ion- conducting EEI to replace the more commonly used metal oxides. For example, 
LiTaO3 ALD films have been shown to improve the performance of NMC at high 
voltages.59 LiTaO3 showed an ionic conductivity of 2 · 10  S · cm-1 at room 
temperature.61 The cycling stability and rate capability of NMC were greatly improved, 
as indicated by electrochemical testing. When cycled between 3.0 and 4.8 V, NMC 
with 10 ALD cycles of LiTaO3 delivered a discharge capacity of 122 mAh · g after 
100 charge/discharge cycles in comparison with 59 mAh · g for bare NMC.59  

LiF, LixAlFy, AlF3 and MgF2 have the advantage to be stable against hydrofluoric
attack. This can be useful when a fluoride containing electrolyte is used. Moreover, 
metal fluorides have been predicted to have the widest electrochemical stability 
windows, especially at high potential. Therefore, these materials would be ideal 
coatings for high-voltage cathode materials.62  

FePO4 and AlPO4 also show an improvement in comparison with metal oxides as 
artificial CEI. The reason may be attributed to the strong P=O bond, which is very 
resistant to chemical attack. Moreover, high thermal stability of AlPO4 can be 
attributed to the strong covalency of the PO4 polyanions with the Al3+ ions in AlPO4.63

Studies show that a LMNO cathode with ALD AlPO4 film demonstrates improved

FFiguree 2.55 Cross section SEM images of a) the as-received LMO, and the samples post 
electrochemical cycling: b) bare LMO, c) LMO with 1 nm of ALD Al2O3, and d) LMO with 5 nm 
of ALD TiO2 and e) delithiation capacity of the LMO electrodes under study. Adapted from 
ref. 55. 
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capacity retention with prolonged cycle life compared to the bare LMNO cathode.64 
It was found that the AlPO4 ALD film improved thermal stability and effectively 
impeded the side-reactions occurring at high voltage, resulting in significantly 
improved electrochemical performance and safety. Just like Li2CO3 and LiF ALD, which 
were discussed in the previous section, also the AlPO4 ALD process itself has been 
relatively little studied. Furthermore, it appears from various literature studies that it 
is difficult to get a high phosphorus content in the film. This will be further discussed 
in Chapter 7, in which the development of a new ALD chemistry to deposited AlxPOy 
films using an O2 plasma as coreactant is presented. It is shown that the use of an O2 
plasma can offer advantages to more commonly used thermal ALD processes of 
AlPxOy, such as the ability to increase the phosphorus content, and deliver high quality 
ALD films. 

When ALD is used to deposit an artificial CEI, direct contact with the electrolyte 
solution is prevented, phase transition is suppressed, the structural stability is 
improved, and the disorder of cations in crystal sites is decreased. This results in a 
decrease in side-reactions and heat generation during cycling. Thereby, improvement 
of reversible capacity, coulomb efficiency, rate capability and overcharge tolerance 
has been achieved.10 Different ALD films show different results, but the main reason 
is not clear. In various cases, such as LCO and LMO, the improvement in 
electrochemical performance is in line with the toughness of the CEI. Besides this, 
electrochemical and thermal stability and conductivity seem to play a role.  

2.4 Conclusions 

Artificial EEIs are very promising in terms of improving Li-ion batteries as is required 
for many battery applications. ALD can be used in a variety of configurations and in 
different battery concepts, such as particle-based, 3D-structured, and 3D solid-state 
micro-batteries. The effect on the battery performance has been tested for various 
ALD chemistries useful as artificial EEI. From these literature results it can be 
concluded that different artificial EEI films increase the stability and decrease side 
reactions between the electrode and electrolyte, leading to improvement of 
electrochemical performance. Improvement in reversible capacity, coulomb 
efficiency, cycling behavior and rate capability is obtained. To further improve the 
performance, a better understanding of the ALD process and film properties can be 
useful. It is also interesting to investigate the tunability of the film properties using 
the ALD process parameters. Moreover, as shown from the tables in previous 
sections, the existing literature studies do not yet explore the possibility to use 
plasma-assisted ALD for the fabrication of artificial EEIs. Plasma-assisted ALD could 
allow for more freedom in process parameters. In other words, there are still several 
opportunities to expand the available ALD chemistries useful as artificial EEI as well as 
to improve understanding in the fabrication process itself. 
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3 
ALD principles and diagnostics 

The application of artificial electrode-electrolyte interphases (EEIs) by ALD and the 
effect on the battery performance have been extensively discussed in the previous 
chapter. To further improve the performance of the EEIs, a better understanding of 
the fabrication of such layers, i.e. the ALD process itself and the film properties, is 
useful. Moreover, the development of new ALD chemistries enables the deposition of 
films with tunable and better properties. This chapter provides a detailed explanation 
of the ALD process and the process variables. Various important parameters can be 
distinguished for ALD, e.g., precursor/coreactant, temperature and substrate 
chemistry. It is essential that decisions on the choice of these parameters are taken 
in an educated way. The chapter also presents an overview of commonly used 
characterization tools in this thesis which are useful to get a better understanding of 
the process and the as-deposited films. This forms the basis for the subsequent 
chapters, which focus on the characterization of novel and existing ALD processes 
useful as artificial EEI.  
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3.1 ALD basics and capabilities

ALD is a process enabling material growth precisely controlled at the atomic level, 
featuring the cyclic repetition of chemical reactions (see Figure 3.1). The ALD process 
is explained on the basis of the well-known model system of Al2O3 using Al(CH3)3 as 
precursor and H2O as coreactant. The Al2O3 ALD cycle consists of two self-limiting half-
reactions (half cycles). An initial surface terminated with OH groups is assumed. The 
first step consists of the precursor exposure; the Al(CH3)3 precursor reacts with the 
OH surface groups, forming Al-O bonds and releasing volatile CH4. The adsorbed 
precursor results in a surface terminated with -CH3 groups which are not reactive 
upon further exposure of the surface to the precursor, limiting the amount of 
precursor that can adsorb. In the second half-cycle H2O is introduced. The H2O 
molecules react with the -CH3 groups, releasing CH4 and leaving behind a surface 
saturated by OH groups. The purge step after each reaction step is crucial to preserve 
the self-limiting nature of ALD reactions as it physically separates the precursors and 
coreactants and thus prevents any reactions to occur. After the two ALD half-cycles, 
the surface is again reactive to the precursor. Repeating these steps in a cyclic fashion, 
one can grow a targeted material with a desired thickness in an accurately controlled 
mode. During one cycle of the Al2O3 ALD process ~ 0.1 nm of material is deposited. 
ALD film growth is highly uniform and yields excellent conformality because at every 
available surface reaction site no more than one precursor/reactant molecule can 
chemisorb regardless of the incoming precursor/coreactant flux (see section 3.2.2). 
This is referred to as self-limiting growth behavior. The ALD characteristics bring a 
number of additional benefits, such as excellent tunability in materials composition 
and crystallinity, and opportunities for new materials. So far, ALD has been shown to 
fabricate a large variety of inorganic materials, such as metal oxides, metal sulfides, 
metal nitrides, metal fluorides, complex compounds, et cetera. 

Figuree 3.11 A general ALD growth process for metal oxides. The first half-cycle consists of self-
limiting adsorption of precursor molecules on the available surface groups and a purge step to 
remove the volatile reaction by-products and the excess of precursor dosed. During the second 
half-cycle, the surface is exposed to reactant molecules that react in a self-limiting way with 
the surface groups of the adsorbed precursor. The second half-cycle is completed by another 
purge step to remove the volatile reaction by-products and the excess of reactant dosed. 
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3.1.1 ALD reactor
ALD-growth is observed in a specific temperature window, in which all the 
requirements for self-limiting growth are present (i.e. no precursor or coreactant 
condensation, no precursor decomposition and sufficient reactivity). Control of the 
temperature and the exposure to the precursor gasses and vapors is achieved in a so-
called ALD reactor. This is typically a chamber at vacuum pressure in which the 
precursor and reactant are dosed to the substrate surface. In this work the thermal 
and remote plasma ALD reactor FlexAL (Oxford Instruments) was adopted, which is 
schematically illustrated in Figure 3.2. The reactor consists of a rotary and turbo 
molecular pump system such that it can reach a base pressure of < 10-

overnight pumping. The process table temperature can be set from 25 - 400 °C and 
the reactor wall from 25 - 120 °C. ALD processes such as Al2O3 using Al(CH3)3 and H2O 
rely solely on thermal energy to drive chemical reactions. Hence, they are also called 
thermal ALD processes. ALD processes in which the reactivity of the reactants is 
enhanced by adding other forms of energy are defined as “energy enhanced” ALD 
processes. Examples of such “energy-enhanced” reactants are: ozone, plasma and 
photons. The ALD reactor used in this research project can be used for thermal ALD 
and is also ozone- and plasma-operated. The plasma source is connected to five types 
of reactant gasses, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this work mainly plasma-assisted ALD 
is investigated. Plasma-assisted ALD is therefore further explained in section 3.1.2. 
The reactor is also equipped with in situ diagnostics, namely an ellipsometer and a 
mass spectrometer. Using in situ diagnostics, fundamental insight into the film growth 

Figuree 3.22 A schematic showing the ALD reactor. The pump unit as well as the inductively 
coupled plasma (ICP) are connected to the deposition chamber through gate valves. The 
reactor is equipped with a mass spectrometer and ellipsometer.
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and reaction mechanisms governing the ALD processes can be inferred. Moreover, 
in situ techniques provide the opportunity to monitor, optimize and control the ALD 
process. The common diagnostics used to characterize the ALD processes in this work 
are discussed in section 3.2. 

3.1.2 Plasma-assisted ALD 
The reaction of the precursor at the surface with the coreactant typically needs a 
certain activation energy. Therefore, the deposition temperatures of most processes 
typically range between 100 °C and 350 °C. In some cases, where temperature 
sensitive substrates are being used (such as polymers for flexible electronics), this 
temperature range is inadequate. In general, the reactivity is drastically increased 
going from thermal ALD to plasma-assisted ALD.1 Plasma-assisted ALD was used for 
the first time in 1991 by De Keijser and Van Opdorp of the Philips Research 
Laboratories in the Netherlands for the deposition of gallium arsenide (GaAs) using 
hydrogen plasma.2 Since then, more and more ALD processes are being developed in 
which plasma is used.3 

A plasma is generated by applying electrical power to the source gas during the 
reactant step such that the gas breaks down. A plasma, containing electrons and ions 
in addition to (reactive) neutrals, is often described as the fourth state of matter. 
More specifically, free electrons in the plasma typically ionize and dissociate the 
coreactant molecules resulting in the generation of highly reactive species, such as 
radicals (e.g., O, H, depending on the reactant gas). These reactive species will 
subsequently react with the adsorbed precursor to form the thin film. In this work a 
remote plasma configuration is used, as depicted in Figure 3.2. Compared to direct 
plasma ALD, the plasma source is placed further from the substrate and the substrate 
itself is not part of the plasma creation zone. 

Typically, simple gases are taken as coreactants, such as O2, H2 or N2. In the case 
of the previously described model system of Al2O3, H2O is being used as a coreactant 
for thermal ALD, whereas O2 plasma is typically used for plasma-assisted ALD. An O2 
plasma is also used for the Li2CO3 and AlPxOy ALD processes in this work. The 
implementation of plasma results in a more complicated chemistry since one 
coreactant molecule will form several plasma species that can undergo different 
reactions at the surface. In an oxygen plasma, already 11 different species can be 
found: molecular oxygen (O2), metastable molecular oxygen, atomic oxygen (O), 
metastable atomic oxygen, and ozone (O3) as neutral species, electrons (e- ), O-, O2

-, 
and O3

- as negatively charged species and O+ and O2
+ as positively charged species.4 

Obviously, a complexity of possible reactions can take place. Moreover, the reaction 
of these oxygen species with the adsorbed inorganic precursor will release additional 
molecules that are introduced in the plasma. These new species can also be 
redeposited which further increases the complexity. Hence, a thorough optimization 
of the plasma parameters must always be considered. Plasma-assisted ALD processes 
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need to be understood to be able to improve and design new processes more 
rationally. To this end, also the reaction mechanisms of the precursor and reactants 
with the surface should be investigated (this is further discussed in section 3.2.3). 

As previously discussed, the introduction of a plasma step in an ALD process can 
be advantageous due to increased reactivity. In addition, there are several additional 
merits which can be present for plasma-assisted ALD: 
 Additional control over film properties such as density, crystallinity or 

stoichiometry.5 The functionality of the films for specific applications can be 
tuned by modulating the film characteristics during film growth. 

 The possibility of using low deposition temperatures.1 Especially in low pressure 
processing plasmas the overall temperature of the system will remain low 
because only electrons get heated while energy transfer to other particles is 
limited due to infrequent collisions. 

 A wide variety of substrate materials can be used. Due to the high reactivity at 
low temperatures, a wider variety of substrate materials can be used with respect 
to thermal ALD.  

 Higher growth rates are often obtained.1 Since the plasma reacts very effectively 
with the surface, enhanced surface coverage and therefore enhanced growth 
rates can be reached.  

 Dense films can be deposited.1 The efficient reactions can lead to the generation 
of more active surface sites which could result in dense packing of the film 
compared to thermal ALD. 

 High purity films can be deposited.1 The plasma reaction with the precursor is 
often very efficient which can result in high purity layers. However, redeposition 
from the ligand combustion products or surface fragments needs to be 
considered.  

 A wide variety of precursors can be used.6 The high reactivity of the plasma 
enables the use of less reactive precursors that would not work in a conventional 
thermal ALD process. 

 Prior to the film deposition, the reactor walls can be conditioned and the 
substrate can be cleaned or pretreated by a plasma. The latter can be used to 
create active sites onto the substrate to facilitate ALD reactions in the following 
step when the precursor is introduced. 

 
3.1.3 ALD recipes 
Details about an ALD process are generally illustrated in the ALD recipe. The ALD 
recipe is the list of all dosing steps and times required to run and reproduce the ALD 
process. The model system described in Figure 3.1 is commonly labelled as a process 
with an AB cycle to indicate the use of one precursor and one coreactant. A schematic 
illustration of several types of ALD cycles is shown in Figure 3.3. Below the different 
types of ALD cycles, the processes are listed which are developed in this work. Li2O, 
LiOH and LiF can be deposited using an AB cycle. Doped and ternary materials can be 
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synthesized by ALD using a multistep ABC cycle or supercycle process. Thermal ALD 
of Li2CO3 needs a multistep approach. However, when plasma ALD is used, a regular 
AB cycle can be used for the deposition of Li2CO3 (see Chapter 5). In the supercycle 
approach, an ALD process is designed by combining different AB processes together. 
The supercycle (AB)m(CD)n is made by repeating m times the AB cycle and n times the 
CD cycle. The supercycle is repeated f times in order to achieve the desired thickness.
The AlPxOy process was developed using a supercycle scheme. Herein, the supercycle 
consists of n POx cycle(s) and 1 Al2O3 cycle. This is further explained in Chapter 7. 

The specific dosing and purge times and the overall duration of one cycle depend 
on the specific precursor and coreactants used as well as on the reactor volume and 
design. Further details are generally reported, such as the temperature of the 
substrate or the reactor base pressure, to be able to reproduce the recipe. When
plasma-assisted ALD is being used, it is useful to know the type of plasma source, its 
geometry and the distance from the substrate, as well as the pressure of the gas used 
while the plasma is ignited, since all those parameters can affect the plasma 
characteristics.

3.2 Characterization of the ALD process

This section gives more insight into the characterization of the ALD process during 
process development. Development of ALD processes is useful either to enable 
fabrication of new materials by ALD, or to improve existing ALD materials. In this 
respect, the most frequently used experimental techniques of the research in this
dissertation are highlighted. 

3.2.1 Growth per cycle
An ALD process is typically characterized by its growth per cycle (GPC) value. The film 
growth rate is controlled by the surface coverage achieved during each half-cycle. If 
the exposure time of the surface to the precursor or coreactant is sufficient, the
surface coverage reaches saturation, i.e. all accessible functional groups have reacted. 

Figuree 3.33 Different types of cycles that can be used in ALD processes. In the regular AB cycle, 
A is the precursor dosing step and B the coreactant dosing step. The multistep ABC cycle 
involves the dosing of three different species. The (AB)m(CD)n supercycle is defined by m
repetitions of the AB cycle followed by n times the repetition of a CD cycle. Subsequently this 
sequence is repeated f times.
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The GPC is determined by the ratio between the film thickness after a certain number 
of cycles and the number of cycles. A widely used approach to measure the thickness 
of the layer is the use of spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). SE allows to determine the 
thickness of the layer with accuracy at Å level, along with its optical constants. The 
GPC can also be measured by other techniques, such as ion beam analysis (IBA). From 
IBA, which is explained in section 3.3, the GPC can be evaluated in terms of the 
number of atoms deposited per unit area per cycle. In this dissertation, both SE and 
IBA are being used for better accuracy. In Figure 3.4a, a typical graph is shown of the 
thickness evolution as a function of the number of cycles. The GPC can be obtained 
by dividing the thickness by the number of ALD cycles. However, it is often observed 
that a linear fit through all measured data points does not intersect the origin. This 
can be explained by the nucleation behavior of the ALD process. Nucleation occurs 
until the film is completely closed. The reaction of the precursor and coreactant with 
the initial substrate and the reaction of the precursor and coreactant with a closed 
film of the material to be grown usually lead to different growth per cycle values. The 
initial GPC can be lower or higher when compared to the GPC for linear film growth.
These instances are referred to as surface inhibited growth or surface enhanced 
growth, respectively. Surface enhanced growth is, for example, observed for the LiF 
ALD process on Si substrates covered with 10 Al2O3 ALD cycles, as shown in Chapter 6. 

When referring to the ideal ALD process, the film growth is described as occurring
‘atomic layer by atomic layer’. The actual GPC, measured experimentally, is a fraction 
of a monolayer of the deposited material. The GPC depends on the surface coverage 
after each dosing step. Consequently, parameters such as the surface concentration 
of the functional groups and the reactivity between the precursor and the substrate 

Figuree 3.44 a) Film thickness as a function of the number of ALD cycles for normal as well as
surface enhanced and surface inhibited growth and b) the saturation behavior in a typical ALD
process showing the growth per cycle as a function of the precursor dose time, precursor purge 
time, coreactant dose time and coreactant purge time. 
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Spectroscopicc ellipsometry 
Using SE, the change of polarization of a light beam upon reflection or 
transmission is measured. The experimental setup usually is composed of a 
source, polarizer, analyzer, and a detector (see Figure 3.5). The known incident 
radiation interacts with the sample and is measured by a detector. The 
polarization change is quantified by the amplitude ratio, , and the phase 
difference, . The values of and are determined by measuring the complex 
reflectance ratio . The polarization state of the light incident upon the sample 
may be decomposed into a perpendicular (s) and a parallel (p) component, 
compared to the plane of incidence. The amplitudes of the s and p components, 
after reflection and normalized to their initial value, are denoted by rs and rp,

respectively. The measured complex reflectance ratio is the ratio of rp over rs: 

= 
rp

rs
= tan( ) · ei (Eq. 3.1)

The values of and cannot be converted directly into the optical constants of 
the sample. A model must be established, which considers the optical constants
and thickness parameters of all individual layers of the sample including the 
correct layer sequence. Subsequent optimization of the model parameters is 
needed to obtain agreement between the experimental and theoretical data. This 
is done using an iterative procedure (least-squares minimization) in which the 
unknown optical constants and/or thickness parameters are varied, and the 
and values are calculated. The calculated values which match the experimental 
data best provide the optical constants and thickness parameters of the sample.

SE measurements can be performed in situ, by following the growth process 
every x number of cycles, or ex situ, to determine the properties of a thin film at 
the end of an ALD process. The ex situ SE measurements are more accurate for 
the determination of the film optical properties, because multi-angle data 
acquisition is available. The in situ approach provides understanding of how the 
ALD process evolves in different stages, i.e. from the initial nucleation to bulk 
growth.  

Figuree 3.55 A schematic of the experimental setup of spectroscopic ellipsometry.
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can limit the amount of precursor reacting with the surface. Furthermore, the steric 
hindrance caused by the chemisorbed precursor at the surface can make functional 
groups in close proximity to the one where chemisorption has occurred, less 
accessible to other precursor molecules. For Li2CO3, in each cycle approximately 1/5th

of a monolayer was deposited using thermal ALD and about 1/4th to 1/3rd of a 
monolayer is deposited for plasma-assisted ALD each cycle. Typical values of GPC 
range from about 0.3 Å to 1.4 Å. GPC values vary, depending on the selected material
as well as the combination of precursor and co-reactant.

The self-limiting nature of the chemical reactions leads to growth independent of 
the precursor flux. Once the reactions have saturated (i.e. enough precursor and 
coreactant has been introduced), additional exposure to the precursor or coreactant 
does not lead to further growth, as illustrated in Figure 3.4b. The purge step reaches 
saturation when reactions between precursors and coreactants in gas phase are 
suppressed. The optimal dosing and purging time can be extracted from the graphs. 
This also holds for plasma-assisted ALD. Only if independence of the GPC for longer 
precursor and plasma pulse times and a linear dependence of the film thickness on 
the applied number of ALD cycles can be shown, the growth of plasma-assisted 
processes is ALD like. No etching phenomena of the plasma with the substrate and/or 
deposited film should be observed.  

Another characteristic experimental behavior of ALD processes is the dependence 
of the GPC on the process temperature. Figure 3.6 shows a schematic representation
of the GPC as a function of the deposition temperature. Classically, the ALD 
temperature window is defined as the temperature range within which an ALD
process shows no GPC dependence from the temperature. In real cases, the GPC can 

Figuree 3.66 Schematic representation of both the theoretical ALD temperature window
(continuous line) and the experimentally observed temperature window (striped line). Slight
variations in GPC occur due to the variation in concentration of surface groups, film density or
composition with temperature. Outside the ALD temperature window more dramatic changes
in GPC may be seen. At lower temperatures 1) precursor or coreactant condensation or 2) low
reactivity can be observed. At higher temperatures 3) precursor or coreactant decomposition
or 4) desorption of the film itself or the reactive surface groups may take place.
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still exhibit a dependence from the temperature within the ALD window due to the 
variation in concentration of surface groups, film density or composition. A typical 
example is the decrease of the surface concentration of –OH groups leading to the 
decrease in GPC for ALD Al2O3, especially for the plasma-assisted process.7 Similar 
results have been obtained for plasma-assisted ALD of AlxPOy as presented in 
Chapter 7. Variations within the ALD-window could be larger for plasma-assisted ALD 
due to different reaction mechanisms and a much higher energy transfer to the 
surface. Moreover, optimization of a plasma-assisted ALD process can in some cases 
be more complex compared to ALD because not only dose and purge times and 
deposition temperatures must be tuned, but also the plasma itself. Usually the plasma 
exposure time, plasma power and pressure influence the properties of the films. 
Outside the ALD window there are different chemical and physical processes which 
can disrupt the ALD behavior. Some precursors and coreactants can condense on the 
surface at lower deposition temperatures, resulting in an increase in GPC. 
Alternatively, the reactivity of the molecules with the surface sites can be too low 
because of limited thermal energy at low temperatures, which prevents saturation of 
the reaction and leads to a decrease in growth. At higher temperatures, the 
precursors or coreactants can decompose, leading to a CVD component and an 
increase in growth. Furthermore, the film itself or the reactive surface groups involved 
may desorb or etch above a certain temperature, leading to a decrease in growth.8  

3.2.2 Uniformity and conformality 
As a result of the ALD self-limiting nature, films deposited by ALD can show very high 
uniformity over large areas, as one can simply keep supplying precursor until the 
reactions have saturated over the entire surface with no fear of over-exposure in 
areas closer to the precursor inlet. Additionally, the films also show very good 
conformality, meaning deposition of a uniform film in deep trenches or around 
3-dimensional structures is possible.8 Co-existence of precursor and coreactant in the
reactor would lead to parasitic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth. The
difference between CVD and ALD is illustrated in Figure 3.7. CVD is also a thin film
deposition technique, but the reactions occur in the gas phase as well as at the surface 
and are not self-limiting. CVD is a flux-controlled process, meaning that the growth
rate on a surface is directly related to the flux of source species. It is generally not
desirable to have a CVD contribution in an ALD process, since it can result in the loss
of control over the deposition in terms of uniformity and conformality. For plasma-
assisted ALD the highly reactive plasma species tend to recombine at the surface,
which could lead to the loss of reactive species. In some cases, the path of the reactive 
species in plasma-assisted ALD might be too long to reach the whole surface of the
trenches for a conformal deposition on high aspect ratio substrates. However, in
various studies in this thesis it was shown that good conformality can also be obtained
by plasma-assisted ALD. These results are presented in Chapters 4, 6 and 7.
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3.2.3 ALD chemistry
To understand the relation between (plasma-assisted) processes and the material 
properties, a more detailed insight into the reaction mechanism is needed. This 
knowledge can then be used to tune the process and the properties of the deposited 
films. The specific details on the reaction mechanisms are strongly dependent on the 
particular ALD process. The reaction mechanisms largely depend on the chosen 
precursors and coreactants, but also on, for example, the exposure times, the 
temperature and the pressure. To gain insight into the ALD chemistry of the selected 
processes, knowledge on the surface reaction products in each step of the process is 
essential.  

In this regard, quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS) is a very useful tool, 
especially when developing new ALD processes. For all the developed ALD processes 
in this work, mass spectrometry was used to identify the species present in the 
reactor. The ALD process can be monitored in real-time, tracking the precursor and 
reactant gasses as well as the formation of reaction products. By analyzing the 
composition of gases exiting the reactor, one can determine which reactions have 
taken place in the reactor, and it would be possible to adjust the process parameters 
accordingly. A mass spectrum obtained by QMS is usually presented as a bar graph, 
in which each bar represents an ion having a specific mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). The 
m/z ratio is in most cases the same as the mass since most ions have charge +1. The 
mass spectrum obtained from the fragmentation of a particular molecule is referred 
to as the cracking pattern. The cracking pattern can be used to identify the parent 
molecules responsible for a measured spectrum. The NIST database contains a wide 
range of cracking patterns from a variety of sources, and can therefore be used to 
analyze measured mass spectra.9 In the mass spectrum of a single molecule, the line 
produced by the heaviest ion passing through the machine is due to the parent ion.

Figuree 3.77 The uniformity and conformality for a) surface-controlled and b) flux-controlled 
deposition techniques (i.e. CVD) on a challenging 3-dimensional substrate (gray). In ALD, the 
film coats every surface uniformly, while a flux-controlled deposition technique causes effects 
such as shadowing and insufficient film penetration into trenches. 
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The highest line in the bar diagram is usually called the base peak. This is the highest 
peak because it represents the most common fragment ion to be formed (either 
because there are several ways in which it could be produced during fragmentation 
of the parent ion, or because it is a particularly stable ion). 

Quuadrupolee masss spectrometryy 
A schematic diagram of the mass spectrometer is depicted in Figure 3.8. First, a 
small fraction of the gas molecules is extracted from the reactor through the 
orifice into the QMS. The gas molecules are ionized through electron-impact 
ionization by electrons with an energy of typically ~ 70 eV. In most QMS 
configurations only stable gas-phase species are detected since plasma radicals 
will generally recombine while entering the QMS before they can be ionized.
When a high energy electron collides with a molecule it often ionizes it: 

AB + e- AB++ 2 e- (Eq. 3.2)

However, a significant part of the molecules will be dissociated to smaller 
fragments of the parent molecule: 

AB + e-  A++ B + 2 e-  (Eq. 3.3)

The species will then enter the quadrupole mass analyzer. Only charged particles
will be accelerated, deflected and detected by the mass spectrometer. As the 
name implies, a quadrupole mass spectrometer consists of four cylindrical rods, 
set parallel to each other. Ions in the quadrupole are separated based on the 
stability of their trajectories in the oscillating electric fields that are applied to the 
rods. The quadrupole mass filter allows only a narrow mass range to pass through. 
The mass-to-charge-ratio (m/z) of the ions that pass through is measured by the 
detector. Because ions are very reactive and short-lived their formation and 
manipulation must be conducted in high vacuum.  

Figuree 3.88 Schematic diagram of a mass spectrometer. The gas species are ionized by the 
ion source. Ions are sorted and separated according to their mass and charge. The 
separated ions are then measured by the detector. The results are displayed in a chart.
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 In this research, the QMS was operated in two different modes. First, a wide mass 
range (m/z = 1 - 100) with low time resolution was measured. This was done for 
example to measure all reagents. Next, a few selected masses with higher time 
resolution were measured. This is also referred to as a time-resolved scan. Measuring 
a large range of masses is desired to attribute changes at certain m/z values to specific 
gaseous species. However, to achieve sufficient time resolution, the time resolved 
measurements should be carried out. The masses should be carefully selected to 
represent the signals for the complete mass spectrum. Furthermore, the signals of 
multiple cycles can be used for averaging to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. In 
addition, reference spectra should be measured to distinguish the signals caused by 
species not taking place in the ALD process itself. Reaction products will not be formed 
when the surface reactions are already saturated, so repeating a precursor or 
reactant exposure will show their cracking patterns and can therefore serve as a 
reference. For example, a measurement of the coreactant using zero plasma power 
was obtained to measure only the source gas for the plasma-assisted ALD processes 
in this work. The specific measurement procedure applied for the different processes 
is described in the corresponding chapters: Chapter 5 for Li2CO3, Chapter 6 for LiF, 
and Chapter 7 for AlPxOy. 

3.3 Characterization of the film properties 

Previous section already presented the in situ diagnostics used to characterize the 
ALD process itself. For the research in this thesis, a wide variety of additional 
characterization tools were used to identify the physical and chemical properties of 
the films. The commonly used methods and diagnostics of the research described in 
the following chapters are highlighted.  

3.3.1 Additional features of SE 
The thickness of the films was monitored by in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry, as 
described in previous section. SE is very sensitive to the change in the optical response 
of incident radiation that interacts with the material being investigated. Therefore, SE 
can also be used to characterize various material properties, such as uniformity, 
roughness and film composition. For example, film thickness and refractive index 
nonuniformity were measured in this work by ex situ SE, to map the surface of wafers 
up to 200 mm. Surface roughness was measured by ex situ SE measurements as well. 
Moreover, the compositional stability of Li2O/Li2CO3 films was measured using in situ 

t a fixed wavelength in Chapter 4. A sudden 
phase shift indicates that certain films were unstable, and a compositional change 
takes place at certain temperatures or when dosing H2O or CO2. In Chapter 6, ex situ 
SE was used to accurately measure the absorption spectra of the films to investigate 
the influence of the SF6 plasma on the absorption behavior.  
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3.3.2 Chemical composition 
To ensure the quality of the films it is important that the films have a sufficiently high 
purity. To gain insight into the chemical composition of the films, X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) is a very effective method. XPS is a spectroscopic technique which 
is able to track the elements that exist within a material or on the material surface 
and to what other elements they are bonded to. The measurements can be 
performed both at and across the surface, or in-depth profiling mode when ion-beam 
etching is adopted. However, in some cases it was found that the stoichiometry of the 
films changed due to interaction with Ar ions (preferential sputtering). This was the 
case for Li2CO3 films which experiences a transition to Li2O upon chemical 
decomposition during sputtering (see Chapter 4).  

To complement the XPS measurements, a combination of ion beam techniques 
was used in this work. Ion beam analysis (IBA) involves the use of ion beams to probe 
the composition and to obtain elemental depth profiles. IBA methods are highly 

X--ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XPS involves the irradiation of a sample with x-rays of sufficient energy which
results in the excitation of electrons in specific bound states. The electron binding
energy of each of the emitted electrons can be determined by using the following
equation:

Ebinding = Ephoton - (Ekinetic + )  (Eq. 3.4) 

Here, Ebinding is the energy of an electron attracted to a nucleus, Ephoton is the 
energy of X-ray photons being used by the spectrometer and Ekinetic is the energy 
of the ejected electrons from the sample. The work function  is a correction 
factor for the instrument and correlates to the minimum energy required to eject 
an electron from an atom. The kinetic energy is measured by the detector and the 
work function and photon energy are known, and therefore the binding energy 
can be determined.  

The composition can be determined because the binding energy depends on 
the orbital and specific subshell (e.g., 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, et cetera) where the electron 
is emitted from. Moreover, the binding energy also depends on the chemical 
environment (the bonds of the atom) and therefore chemical shifts can be 
determined using XPS. Typically, XPS plots show the number of electrons detected 
at a specific binding energy. For each chemical element, electrons are measured 
at a certain binding energy range, resulting in a set of characteristic XPS peaks. 
The Atomic percentage values are calculated by taking into account the relative 
sensitivity factor (RSF) for each element. Hydrogen cannot be detected and is 
therefore not included in these atomic percentages.  
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sensitive and the depth resolution is typically in the range of a few nanometers. The 
analyzed depth ranges from a few ten nanometers to a few ten micrometers. To be 
specific, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), elastic recoil detection (ERD), 
and elastic backscattering (EBS) were carried out to determine the composition and 
mass density of the films. The measurements are particularly useful to verify the 
results obtained by XPS and to be able to probe the hydrogen content in the films. 

Ionn beamm analysis 
Schematics of the set-ups for IBA are depicted in Figure 3.9. During the RBS 
analysis, an elastic, hard-sphere collision between high-energy (MeV) He+ ions
from the incident beam and a stationary particle located in the sample takes 
place. Elastic means that no energy is transferred between the incident particle 
and the stationary particle during the collision. The measurement is 
nondestructive since the state of the stationary particle is not changed. The
energy distribution and yield of the backscattered He+ ions at a given angle is
measured. Since the backscattering cross section for each element is known, it is 
possible to obtain a quantitative compositional depth profile from the RBS 

RBS was performed to 
determine most of the elements in the film. However, back-scattering can only
occur from atoms that are heavier than the projectile ion, which means that 
hydrogen cannot be detected by RBS. Still, it is possible to measure hydrogen that 
is recoiled out of the sample in a forward-scattering event. ERD was performed to 
determine the hydrogen. Moreover, EBS was necessary for a more accurate 
determination of the Li and C contents in the films. This technique is similar to 
RBS but has the advantage that the cross sections for light elements are enhanced 
by the use of high energy protons as projectiles instead of He+. The measured 
experimental IBA data are compared to a simulation for data interpretation. The 
results of the IBA are the areal density (at · cm-2) of the atoms present in the film.

Figuree 3.99 Schematic representation of the set-up for a) RBS and EBS analysis and b) ERD 
analysis. The scattering and recoil angles and the sample tilt varied slightly among the 
different samples. The specific details are presented in the corresponding chapters.
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3.3.3 Surface morphology, uniformity and conformality 
To study the morphology of films, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a very useful 
technique. With SEM, the sample is imaged by scanning the surface with a focused 
beam of electrons. The electrons then interact with the atoms in the sample, 
producing various signals that contain information about the surface topography and 
composition of the sample. High resolution SEM can achieve resolutions better than 
1 nanometer. In the present work, electronically insulating samples were measured. 
To prevent accumulation of electrons on the sample surface, the samples were 
sputter coated with a 5 nm conductive Au/Pd film prior to the SEM measurements. 
High resolution SEM was not only used to measure the surface morphology, but also 
to measure the surface uniformity and conformality of the as-deposited films. 
Uniform and conformal coating of 3D-structures is important for future Li-ion 
batteries. Moreover, SEM was also used to confirm the thickness measurements by 
SE. The thickness and conformality measurements were performed by cutting the 
samples and imaging the cross-sections of the samples. For AlPxOy, the conformality 
was determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements. The main 
difference between SEM and TEM is that SEM creates an image by detecting reflected 
or knocked-off electrons, while TEM uses transmitted electrons to create an image. 
The magnification that TEM offers is usually much higher compared to SEM. The TEM 
analysis could not be performed on the lithium-containing samples, as the 
measurements appeared to be destructive. It is expected that this has something to 
do with the use of higher acceleration voltage needed for the TEM measurements. 

3.3.4 Crystallinity 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is used to determine the crystallinity of the material deposited.
During the XRD measurement X-rays are directed at the sample under investigation.
Interference patterns are formed depending on the crystal planes present in the
material. By collecting these interference patterns, information about the crystal
structure, inter-plane distance and lattice constants can be obtained. In the present
work, XRD was used to measure the crystallinity in relation to the process parameters
and to investigate whether a certain preferential crystal growth orientation is present.
Moreover, in combination with SEM results additional information on the crystallite
shapes was obtained.

3.3.5 Ionic conductivity 
To determine the ionic conductivity of the material, impedance spectroscopy is 
performed. The device used consists of the typical metal-insulator-metal capacitor. 
During the measurements a sinusoidal AC-signal (generally 30 mV) is applied to the 
sample in a frequency range from 0.01 Hz to 1 MHz. The resulting impedance and 
phase response is registered. The impedance (Z) of a material equals the ratio of the 
voltage applied, over the current flowing through the material (Ohm’s Law). This 
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response is generally a mixture of various resistive, capacitive, and inductive 
elements. The result of such measurement and its analysis differ greatly depending 
on the system. Commonly, the impedance response is analyzed by fitting to an 
equivalent circuit. These circuit elements can be mathematically represented in their 
complex form. The ionic conductivity of thermal and plasma-assisted Li2CO3 films was 
evaluated using impedance spectroscopy, as described in Chapter 4. 
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4 
 
 

Plasma-assisted and thermal ALD of 
electrochemically active Li2CO3      
 
 
Thin-film lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) has applications in various electrochemical 
devices, like Li-ion batteries, gas sensors and fuel cells. ALD of Li2CO3 is of interest for 
these applications as it allows for uniform and conformal coating of high-aspect ratio 
structures and particles with very precise thickness control. However, there are few 
studies that focus on its fabrication and characterization. In this work, plasma-assisted 
and thermal ALD were adopted to grow ultra-thin, conformal Li2CO3 films between 
50 and 300 °C using lithium tert-butoxide as a precursor and O2 plasma or H2O/CO2 as 
co-reactants. More specifically, we focus on the plasma-assisted process by film 
growth, stability and conductivity studies and emphasize the differences from its 
more extensively adopted thermal counterpart. Plasma-assisted ALD allows for higher 
growth per cycle values (0.82 vs 0.60 Å), lower substrate temperatures and shorter 
cycle times. The stoichiometry of the films, ranging from Li2CO3 to Li2O, can be 
controlled by substrate temperature and O2 plasma exposure time. The ionic 
conductivity for both plasma-assisted and thermal ALD is measured for the first time 
and is in the order of 10  S · cm  after normalizing to the different effective surface 
areas. The Li-ion conductivities found here are in line with literature values predicted 
by simulation studies.  
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4.1 Introduction 

Lithium carbonate is considered a potential electrode passivating film in Li-ion 
batteries1 and electrolyte material or sensing layer in electrochemical devices like fuel 
cells or chemical sensors.2,3 This is attributed to its purely ionically conductive 
behavior and good electrochemical stability.4 In addition, it is widely used as building 
block for the fabrication of electrodes and electrolytes or as additive to improve 
electrode performance.5 Despite its widespread usage there are only few studies in 
literature focusing on its characterization.  

With the trend of manufacturing devices that have smaller size, weight and lower 
power consumption, thin film fabrication techniques are becoming preferrable. This 
is especially applicable in the field of Li-ion batteries, where thin-film 3D battery 
architectures are currently being investigated.6 Nanostructured energy storage 
systems have demonstrated a substantial increase in power and energy density.6–8 
Key to nanostructured energy storage systems is thin films processing of battery 
active and passive materials compatible with complex battery design. Conventional 
deposition techniques, such as physical vapor deposition (PVD) and plasma-enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition (PE-CVD), do not generally lead to conformal thin layers on 
high aspect ratio structures. To enable fast charging thin-film batteries, conformality 
and uniform material composition in extreme aspect ratios are required.9 Therefore, 
novel deposition techniques leading to enhanced control in thin film properties and 
conformality are being presently introduced in the field of Li-ion batteries.10–12 Atomic 
layer deposition (ALD), which is based on sequential and self-limiting half-reactions 
between precursors (co-reactants) and surface, has emerged as a powerful tool since 
it shows potential towards exceptional conformality on high-aspect ratio structures, 
thickness control at sub-nanometer level, and tunable film properties.13 Promising 
applications of ALD for Li-ion batteries include (surface modification of) particle-based 
electrodes, 3D-structured electrodes, and 3D all-solid-state microbatteries.10–12,14,15 
Due to the excellent conformality and thickness control of ALD, it is suggested that 
ALD of lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) is especially beneficial when it is employed as 
electrode passivating film or as additive to improve electrode performance. 

In the present work we focus on the ALD characterization of Li2CO3. More 
specifically, we focus on the plasma-assisted ALD process of Li2CO3 by (in situ) growth 
studies and emphasize the differences from its more extensively adopted thermal 
counterpart. This is expected to be generally helpful to assess the opportunities of 
ALD for Li-ion materials. With plasma-assisted ALD a high reactivity is delivered to the 
deposition surface by the plasma species and therefore less thermal budget is 
required at the substrate to drive the ALD surface chemistry than for thermal ALD. 
The application of plasmas in combination with ALD generally leads to a wider range 
in substrate temperature and processing conditions and thus enables a larger variety 
of material properties.16 The process details of ALD Li2CO3 as collected from literature 
are shown in Table 4.1. Although the plasma-assisted ALD process for Li2CO3 has been 
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already reported in literature, the understanding of the ALD film growth (primarily in 
terms of developed chemistry during and after deposition) is, so far, insufficient. In 
addition, the effect of the process parameters on the layer properties was not 
reported. To the best of our knowledge, we provide the first proper conductivity 
measurement of thin film Li2CO3. 

Moreover, Li2CO3 ALD represents an attractive model process for incorporating Li 
into multicomponent (ternary) ALD materials since it is a highly stable compound with 
respect to process stability and ease of postdeposition analysis of the films. Li2O and 
LiOH often develop simultaneously during processing due to the reversible reaction 
with H2O and CO2 and are being deposited by ALD as well.17–23 These materials are 
also widely used as building block for the fabrication of various other Li-ion battery 
active materials.24–26

4.2 Experimental

All depositions presented in this work were carried out using the thermal and remote 
plasma ALD reactor FlexAL (Oxford Instruments). The reactor consists of a rotary and 
turbo molecular pump such that it can reach a base pressure of < 10-

overnight pumping. The pump unit as well as the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) 
source are connected to the deposition chamber trough gate valves. 

The ALD processes developed in this work are shown in Figure 4.1. For thermal 
ALD (Figure 4.1a), the cycle consists of the exposure of the substrate to LiOtBu (97%, 
Sigma Aldrich) lithium precursor, H2O gas and CO2 gas respectively, alternated by 
argon purges. The plasma-assisted ALD process (Figure 4.1b) consists of a 
combination of the substrate exposure to the same lithium precursor and to an O2-
fed plasma with a plasma power of 100 W, alternated by argon purging steps. To 
ensure the gas flow and the pressure have stabilized, the reactor was filled with 
oxygen prior to switching on the plasma source. Air exposure of the fabricated layers 
was minimized by transporting the samples in an evacuated transport tube.

The LiOtBu precursor was bubbled from the precursor pod with Ar at a reactor 
pressure of 20 mTorr and the precursor and precursor supply line were heated to 
140 °C and 150 °C respectively to avoid precursor condensation. The reactor pressure 

Precursorr Coreactant(s)) Tsub (°C)) GPCC (Å)) Ref.. 

LiOtBu H2O, CO2 225 0.8 17

LiHMDS H2O, CO2 89 - 332 0.41 - 0.14 18

LiTMSO H2O, CO2 200 - 300 0.5 - 0.3 19

LiOtBu O2 plasma 225, 300 0.4 20

LiTMHD O3 185 - 225 0.3 - 0.07 21

Tablee 4.11 Li2CO3 ALD process details collected from earlier publications.
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during the O2 plasma generation was 13 mTorr. The process table was heated to 
50 - 300 °C, since it is reported that precursor decomposition takes place from 
350 °C.27 The wafers were placed on an aluminum substrate holder. The reactor wall 
is maintained at a temperature of 120 °C (which is the maximum wall temperature), 
except for the deposition at 50 or 100 °C, where the reactor wall is kept at 50 or 
100 °C, respectively. 

As substrate, 60 nm titanium nitride (TiN) sputtered on silicon was used (Endura 
PVD). TiN is a barrier for Li-ion diffusion, and also functions as current collector for 
electrochemical testing of the layers. The film thickness and dielectric function were 
monitored in situ by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) with a J.A. Woollam, Inc. M2000U 
(0.75 - 5.0 eV) tool. The dielectric function of Li2CO3 was parameterized using a 
mathematical description in the form of B-splines, since this method requires no prior 
knowledge about the dielectric function of the deposited films. Thickness values were 
confirmed by high resolution SEM (Zeiss Sigma) operated at 2 kV acceleration voltage.

The entire chemical composition of the samples has been characterized with ion 
beam analysis methods by Detect99. The hydrogen profiles were determined by 
Elastic Recoil Detection (ERD) using a 1.9 MeV He+ beam impinging on the sample 
under 15° glancing incidence, and 30° recoil angle. All other elements could be 
determined in a single run by Elastic Backscattering Spectrometry (EBS) with 2.8 MeV 

aa 

FFiguree 4.11 Schematic of the pulsing sequence of the ALD cycle for depositions of Li2CO3 by a) 
thermal and b) plasma-assisted ALD. The H2O dose during the thermal ALD process was only 
50 ms, after which all valves were closed for 4 s to allow for the molecules to react. Therefore, 
this is referred to as “H2O reaction”.  

bb 
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protons at perpendicular incidence. This technique is similar to Rutherford 
Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) but has the advantage that the cross sections for 
light elements is enhanced by the use of high energy protons as projectiles instead of 
He. Spectra have been registered at 170° and 150° scattering angle. EBS was in this 
case necessary for the determination of the Li and C contents, for which the sensitivity 
of RBS is rather poor. Finally, the O, N and Ti contents have been confirmed by 
channeling RBS using 1900 keV He ions in the same configuration as for the EBS 
measurements. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were recorded by a Thermo
Scientific K- -rays. The spot size of the 

-8 mbar. The depth 
profile was obtained by an Ar ion gun of 500 eV during 5 s for each sputter step. The 
crystal structure of the Li2CO3 layers was determined using a Philips X’Pert MPD 

the deposited layers was investigated by the SEM which was described before. 
For electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) testing an Autolab (Metrohm) 

potentiostat with a frequency-response analyzer module (frequency range from 0.01 
Hz to 1 MHz) was used, operated by Nova software (Metrohm Autolab). A three-
electrode Teflon cell was clamped on top of the sample using a Kalrez O-ring. A Luggin 
capillary was used to connect the cell with the reference-electrode compartment. 
One molar LiClO4 (battery-grade, Sigma-Aldrich) in propylene carbonate was used as 
the electrolyte. The experiments were carried out in an Ar glovebox (O2, H2O < 1 ppm). 
Impedance spectroscopy results were analyzed by fitting an equivalent circuit to the 
data, using MEISP software (Kumho Chemical Laboratories). The obtained fits had a 

2 value in the range from 10–3 to 10–5. The relative standard deviation for all fitted 
values remained below 5%. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 ALD process characterization 
A deposition temperature of 150 °C was adopted to investigate the saturation 
behavior of the surface reactions during the sub-cycles of both thermal and plasma 
ALD Li2CO3. Film thickness was monitored every 10 cycles by in situ SE measurements 
while changing precursor or co-reactant dose times. Saturation curves for the thermal 
ALD process of Li2CO3 are shown in Figure 4.2a. A LiOtBu dose of 6 s, a water dose of 
50 ms and a CO2 dose of 2 s were chosen as standard conditions for thermal ALD of 
Li2CO3. Without H2O dosing no film growth occurred and without CO2, LiOH was 
formed. Due to a slower response speed of the CO2 valve, dosing of 0.5 s or less did 
not deliver any CO2 in the chamber (no pressure increase was observed). Purge steps 
after LiOtBu and CO2 dose of 2 s are sufficient to remove the reaction products and 
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unreacted species from the processing chamber, although 5 s purge was necessary 
for H2O. A growth per cycle of 0.60 Å was found for the thermal ALD process. 

The saturation behavior of the surface reactions during the two half cycles of the 
plasma-assisted ALD process, i.e. the exposure to the lithium precursor and O2

plasma, is shown in Figure 4.2b: self-limiting growth was verified for both the 
precursor and the plasma step. For both half-cycles purge steps of 2 s are sufficient 
to remove the reaction products and unreacted species. A growth per cycle of 0.82 Å 
was obtained for a deposition temperature of 150 °C. 

The previously reported growth per cycle of 0.8 Å for thermal ALD of Li2CO3,17

differs from our values. The reason for this difference is unclear, yet it is noted that 
the main difference with our process is a higher reactor pressure. Plasma-assisted ALD 
using LiOtBu on the other hand was reported to have a growth per cycle of 0.4 Å,20

but the obtained stoichiometry was a mixture of Li2CO3 and Li2O. Our films grown at 
150 °C are found to be pure Li2CO3, as shown in the next section. Moreover, no 
saturation curves were shown in literature to support the data for this particular case. 
In general, plasma processes often have a higher growth per cycle when compared to 
thermal processes which is in agreement with our results.16

Next, the process window of ALD films was extended to deposition temperatures 
between 50 and 300 °C. Figure 4.3a shows the thickness evolution as a function of the 
number of ALD cycles for various deposition temperatures. For plasma-assisted ALD 
and Tsub

cycles. For temperatures higher than 250 °C, the film thickness develops according to 
two slopes, which correlates with a transition in film chemical composition, as 
discussed in the next section. Due to high temperature sensitivity of the reactions and 
minor temperature fluctuations of the process table, the trends of the thickness as a 
function of the number of cycles at 250 °C varied from occasion to occasion: in some 
cases they tend to be similar to the growth behavior for T

FFiguree 4.22 Saturation curves for a) thermal and b) plasma-assisted ALD of Li2CO3 obtained at 
150 °C showing the self-limiting growth behavior of the ALD process. The solid line serves as a
guide to the eye. Dotted lines indicate the chosen standard values and the corresponding 
growth per cycle. Note that the reaction time of H2O after dosing was kept at 4 s.

bbaa 
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instances to T > 250 °C. Moreover, films deposited at 250 °C showed large height 
differences (see SEM images in the next section), which complicated the extraction of 
the film thickness. For the thermal process, no transition in film chemical composition 
was observed. However, the growth per cycle increases slightly as function of the 
number of ALD cycles, which can be explained by crystallization of the films (in Figure 
S4.1 more growth curves are shown for thermal ALD Li2CO3).  

In Figure 4.3b, both the temperature dependency of the growth per cycle for the 
plasma-assisted, as well as the thermal ALD process is shown. It can be noticed that 
the growth per cycle of the thermal ALD process strongly decreases at 50 °C, 
indicating the lower limit of the temperature window. The ALD process window for 
the plasma-assisted process is extended towards lower temperatures, as it has a 
similar growth per cycle at 50 °C as at higher temperatures. The overall growth per 
cycle is higher for the plasma-assisted process as compared to the thermal process. 
As mentioned before, this is more often observed for plasma processes due to the 
relatively high reactivity of the plasma species which could create a higher density of 
reactive surface sites.16 The differences in growth per cycle between thermal and 
plasma ALD, but also between different deposition temperatures for plasma-assisted 
ALD are confirmed by EBS data (see Figure 4.3b). A slight decrease in growth per cycle 
with increasing temperature was observed for the thermal ALD process. This decrease 
might be caused by desorption of part of the absorbed precursor monolayer from the 
surface, by higher purity film growth or by an increase in film crystallinity. The 
crystallinity of the films will be further discussed in the next paragraph. 

To summarize, it is shown that both plasma-assisted and thermal ALD of Li2CO3

show typical ALD growth behavior within a wide temperature window. Plasma-
assisted ALD allows for lower temperature depositions, which results in a wider choice 

Figuree 4.33 a) In situ thickness measurements by SE for plasma-assisted ALD of Li2CO3 at 50, 
200, 275 and 300 °C and thermal ALD of Li2CO3 at 150 °C. The film growth between 50 and 
200 °C with plasma ALD was very similar (see appendix). b) Growth per cycle as a function of 
process table temperature for both plasma-assisted (squares) and thermal (circles) ALD 
processes.

b a 
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of (substrate) materials that can be used. This is particularly useful when 
temperature-sensitive materials are adopted, such as polymers.16 In addition, the 
plasma-assisted process allows for higher growth per cycle values and shorter cycle 
times compared to thermal ALD, without compromising on the quality of the layer. 
This will enable higher throughputs for ALD reactors.

4.3.2 Chemical composition
The stoichiometry of 50 nm thick films was probed using a combination of ERD and 
EBS. The atomic percentage of all the elements in the film is reported in Table 4.2. For 
thermal and plasma-assisted ALD films grown up to 250 °C, the results point out a 
stoichiometry very similar to Li2CO3. The films are slightly sub-stoichiometric, since 
the carbon content in the films is relatively low (stoichiometric Li2CO3 contains 
33.3 at. % Li, 16.7 at. % C and 50.0 at. % O). Furthermore, the calculated mass density
for these samples is slightly lower than the bulk density of 2.11 g · cm-³. Only a few 
at. % of H is found in the films.

Plasma ALD at 300 °C on the other hand shows a high hydrogen content, 
suggesting the co-presence of LiOH. As mentioned before, air exposure of the 
fabricated layers was minimized by transporting the samples in an evacuated 
transport tube, although some degradation of the layers cannot be excluded. The 
hydrogen content is not constant through the film thickness but is mainly present in 
the film’s depth indicating air reactivity after deposition (a depth profile shown in 
Figure S4.2). The relatively high carbon content suggests that the film reacted from
LiOH towards Li2CO3 upon air exposure. The reactivity of plasma ALD films deposited 
at 300 °C will be discussed in more detail later in this paragraph. 

For all samples, the amount of deposited lithium atoms scales with the growth per 
cycle obtained by SE (see Figure 4.3b). The surface density in atoms per cm2 can be 

calculated via 2 · N 2/3
, where is the mass density, N Avogadros number, and μ

the molecular mass of Li2CO3. Assuming the mass density of stoichiometric Li2CO3 to 

SSample
GPC 

(at. · nm-2) 

[Li]]  

(at.. %) 

[C]]  

(at.. %) 

[O]] 

((at.. %)) 

[H]]  

(at.. %) 

Masss deensityy 

(gg ·· cm-3))  

Thermal 150 °C 2.09 ± 0.1 33.4 ± 1.7 14.6 ± 0.8 50.7 ± 2.0 1.3 ± 0.2 1.95 ± 0.20

Plasma 150 °C 3.08 32.7 15.1 49.6 2.6 2.06
Plasma 250 °C 2.76 30.5 15.8 50.9 2.8 1.97

Plasma 300 °C 6.83 30.9 13.3 44.7 11.1 n.a.

Tablee 4.22 Properties of ~ 50 nm films fabricated using the standard thermal ALD process at 
150 °C and plasma ALD process at 150, 250 and 300 °C. The growth per cycle in terms of 
atoms · nm-2 and the atomic percentages where determined by EBS and ERD. The mass density 
was obtained by combining EBS and SE results. In the first row the typical error is given for a 
certain parameter.
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be equal to the bulk density of 2.11 g · cm-³, one monolayer of lithium carbonate 
contains roughly 10.58 Li atoms per nm². Based on the EBS growth per cycle of 2.09 Li 
atom per nm² for the thermal ALD process, in each cycle approximately 1/5th of a 
monolayer of Li2CO3 is deposited. For the plasma-assisted process, about 1/4th to 1/3rd

of a monolayer is deposited every cycle.  
For plasma ALD at 300 °C, the amount of deposited Li atoms deviates strongly 

from the lower temperature processes. At the same time the SE growth per cycle for 
this sample, but also for the one prepared at 275 °C, deviates from the lower 
temperature depositions. The films deposited at higher temperatures changed when 
they were removed from the reactor as could be observed visually. Furthermore, the 
ellipsometric data obtained ex situ could not be fitted using the same model as during 
in situ measurements. The instability, deviating growth per cycle and increased 
hydrogen content of these layers suggests that the formed layers were not Li2CO3 but 
rather a mixture of LiOH and Li2O. The increased growth per cycle can be explained 
by the fact that LiOH is hygroscopic and easily absorbs H2O and forms a hydrate.17,23,28

It is reported for thermal ALD of LiOH at 225 °C that long purge times of 2 hours lead 
to a stable mass measured by QCM as a result of H2O desorption.17

To further investigate the film instability for growth temperatures above 250 °C, 
50 nm thick films were fabricated at different deposition temperatures. These were 
then subsequently exposed to CO2 and H2O pulses inside the ALD reactor. The films 
were measured by in situ er 
every pulse as shown in Figure 4.4

Figuree 4.44 in situ SE measurements of the reaction of 
CO2 and H2O with ~ 50 nm plasma ALD films grown at 250, 275 and 300 °C. First, CO2 was dosed
into the reaction chamber 20 times with pulses of 2 s, next H2O was pulsed 20 times for 50 ms
and afterwards CO2

is plotted at 589 nm.
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by CO2 and H2O exposure, pointing out the stability of the film. However, the film 
deposited at a slightly higher temperature of 275 °C strongly reacted with CO2, 

Both LiOH and Li2O could react with CO2 to form Li2CO3. However, it is reported in 
literature that the reaction between Li2O and CO2 for temperatures from 200 - 400 °C 
only occurs in the top few nanometers of the Li2O and then a self-limiting shell of 
Li2CO3 develops.29 This in contrast to LiOH, which would be extremely reactive 
towards CO2. Hence, the film at 300 °C most likely consists of Li2O as after the first 
CO2 
During subsequent exposure steps, the layer does not further react with CO2, implying 
the absence of LiOH. After the CO2 pulses, the sample was subjected to H2O pulses. 
As observed in Figure 4.4, the 300 °C film consisting of Li2O is reacting with the H2O 
forming LiOH. Next, CO2 is pulsed again, and the layer is again reacting to form Li2CO3. 
Unlike the film deposited at 300 °C, the as-deposited 275 °C film was very reactive 
towards the first CO2 pulses and therefore (partly) consisted of LiOH. For all other 
films, which include plasma ALD films deposited at 50 – 250 °C and thermal ALD films 
deposited at 50 –  
no reaction with H2O or CO2 occurred. These stable Li2CO3 films were used for ex situ 
XPS analysis which will be discussed later in this section. 
 The in situ SE measurements presented in Figure 4.4 show the formation of 
LiOH/Li2O for plasma-assisted ALD at processing temperatures > 250 °C. For these 
temperatures it was also shown that the film thickness versus number of ALD cycles 
develops differently. In the first 100 cycles the film growth was significantly different 
from the rest of the deposition which is correlated with the transition in film chemical 
composition. Since the use of plasma at processing temperatures > 250 °C has a 
significant effect on the film growth and composition, also the effect of the plasma 
duration was investigated. Up to this point, a plasma exposure of 3 s was adopted. 
Figure 4.5 shows the thickness evolution with number of ALD cycles for various 
plasma exposure times. As observed from the graph, the bulk growth per cycle for 
different plasma exposure times is similar. However, for longer plasma exposure 
times, the growth per cycle requires a lower number of ALD cycles to become linear, 
compared to shorter plasma exposure times. The formation of LiOH/Li2O can thus be 
further stimulated by prolonging the plasma exposure time. 

The chemical composition of the deposited films was further studied by ex situ 
XPS. No sputtering procedure was adopted, as it was found that the stoichiometry of 
the films changed due to interaction with Ar ions. Upon chemical decomposition 
during sputtering, Li2CO3 experiences a transition to Li2O (see Figure S4.3). In Figure 
4.6, the XPS core level spectra of C 1s, Li 1s and O 1s are shown for thermal ALD at 
150 °C. The binding energy scale was calibrated by using the hydrocarbon 
contamination C 1s peak at 285.0 eV. As expected, the C 1s spectrum shows a main 
peak at ~ 290.1 eV assigned to the carbonate environment in Li2CO3. The other peaks 
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fitted with a red line are associated with adventitious carbon on the sample surface. 
In the Li 1s spectrum a peak at ~ 55.4 eV is observed which is associated to Li2CO3. 
The O 1s spectrum consists of a peak with a maximum at ~ 531.8 eV. The shape of the 
peak is slightly asymmetric. To visualize the asymmetry a second peak is fitted to the 
data. The asymmetry can be explained by the crystallographic structure of Li2CO3 in 
which two oxygen atoms have an identical environment, but the third oxygen has a 
different environment of surrounding atoms.30 The obtained stoichiometry for this 
film was: 33.0 at. % lithium, 17.7 at. % carbon and 49.3 at. % oxygen, corresponding 
to stoichiometric Li2CO3. Proportionate, there is slightly more carbon than obtained 
by EBS. To some extent, the difference can be explained by the low penetration depth 
of XPS (~ 10 nm) and the presence of carbon on the sample surface. All other films 
(prepared by plasma as well as thermal ALD) are measured and subsequently fitted 
using the same method and all showed the expected Li2CO3 stoichiometry. The results 
are summarized in Table S4.1. 

Figuree 4.55 In situ SE thickness measurement for plasma-assisted ALD of Li2CO3 at 300 °C using
different O2 plasma exposure times.

Figuree 4.66 XPS a) C 1s, b) Li 1s and c) O 1s spectra for Li2CO3 grown by thermal ALD at 150 °C. 
The measured spectra (black line) and fitted peaks (blue and red) are plotted together. The 
obtained Li2CO3 stoichiometry is 33.0 at. % Li, 17.7 at. % C and 49.3 at. % O.

a b c 
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Li2CO3 films which are only slightly sub-stoichiometric can thus be deposited by 
thermal as well as by plasma ALD. In addition, it is possible to deposited Li2O at 
temperatures > 250 °C using the plasma-assisted process. It has already been shown 
in literature that this is also possible using thermal ALD for temperatures > 250 °C, 
when the CO2 step was omitted from the process.20 Deposition of Li2O can be 
beneficial when presence of carbon in the films is undesirable. On the other hand,
with thermal ALD it is possible to deposit Li2CO3 films also at high temperatures of 
300 °C. If high temperature Li2CO3 depositions are preferred, for example when the 
process is combined in supercycles (to make more complex material structures) also 
employing precursors or co-reactants which require higher deposition temperatures, 
the thermal process could be preferred.

4.3.3 Crystallinity and morphology
XRD was used to determine the crystallinity of the films deposited at different 
temperatures. Figure 4.7 shows the X-ray diffractograms for ~ 50 nm thick films. Both 
plasma and thermal ALD films show a typical diffraction peak originating from 
crystalline Li2CO3. The gonio measurements, which detect periodicity of planes 
parallel to the surface, show only the peak at 31.7°, meaning the process yields a 
preferential crystal growth orientation in the <002> direction. For thermal ALD films, 
the crystallinity increases slightly with increasing deposition temperature. A similar 
trend was observed in literature for thermal ALD of Li2CO3 on Si (100) substrates using 
a LiN(SiMe3)2 precursor,18 although the crystalline growth started only at ~ 180 °C 

FFiguree 4.77 XRD gonio scans of ~ 50 nm thick Li2CO3 films grown on TiN using thermal (blue) 
and plasma (red) ALD at different processing temperatures. The bars in the lower panel 
indicate the expected diffraction from a Li2CO3 powder sample. The reflections at ~ 42.5°
originate from the TiN (200) textured substrate. 
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according to their XRD spectra. The onset for crystalline growth could thus be 
influenced by the precursor, the substrate or a combination of both. 
     When considering the plasma ALD Li2CO3 films, the layer deposited at 50 °C is highly 
crystalline and oriented in the <002> direction, similar to the thermal process. At 
higher deposition temperatures, the spectra change significantly and the crystallinity 
seems to be suppressed. Since the samples are measured by gonio XRD, we cannot 
exclude that there is a crystalline component present in the films because this 
technique is less sensitive to 50 nm thick films. In Figure 4.8 SEM images of the 
surfaces and cross-sections are shown corresponding to the samples measured by 
XRD. The film growth, and resulting topography, change drastically when increasing 
temperature. Although for lower deposition temperatures highly uniform films are 
formed, at 250 °C, the films show large thickness variations. We expect that this is 
related to the combustion of organic ligands and the formation of LiOH/Li2O during 
deposition induced by the O2 plasma.

4.3.4 Conformality
The conformality of the deposition was studied using SEM at different positions on 

2 ~ 30 nm TiN current collector using ALD. On top of the TiN a 
~ 50 nm Li2CO3 layer was deposited using a table temperature of 150 °C. Figure 4.9
shows 6 SEM pictures taken at different heights along the pillar for plasma-assisted 
as well as thermal ALD. Image a) is taken at the top of the pillars and shows a Li2CO3

layer of ~ 55 nm for the plasma-assisted deposition. Image b) is taken halfway the 
pillar and depicts a ~ 45 nm Li2CO3 layer (82 % of thickness at top). At the bottom c), 

Figuree 4.88 a) High resolution SEM pictures showing the surface topography and b) cross-
section of Li2CO3 deposited with plasma ALD at 50, 150, and 250 °C. The scale bar applies to 
all the pictures.

a 

b 
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the plasma-assisted Li2CO3 is ~ 40 nm thick (73 %). For thermal ALD on the other hand, 
thicknesses of ~ 60, 52 (87 %) and 48 nm (80 %) are measured along the pillars. We 
can conclude that the conformality on high aspect ratio pillars is rather good. Note 
that only the lithium exposure time was varied. Elongation of the lithium dosing time 
drastically improves the conformality of thermal ALD. For example, when thermal ALD 
was adopted using 6 s lithium dosing instead of 10 s, the Li2CO3 layer at the bottom is 
20 nm instead of 48 nm. For plasma ALD the conformality remains similar when 
varying the lithium dosing time. It is expected that the conformality can still be 
improved by further optimization of the precursor and plasma exposure steps.

4.3.5 Electrochemical analysis
The Li-ion conductivity of plasma and thermal ALD Li2CO3 layers was investigated using 
impedance spectroscopy. The measurements were performed at open circuit 
potential (OCP) on 50 nm Li2CO3 films deposited at 150 °C on a TiN current collector. 
The results are shown in Figure 4.10a on a complex plane plot. Both the measured 
layers show a behavior characteristic of a solid electrolyte: an intercept with the x-axis 
at high frequency, a semi-circle at medium frequency and a 45° inclined response at 
low frequency. Such behavior is typically associated with the ionic conductivity 
through a solid material.31 The high frequency intercept with the x-axis is generally 

FFiguree 4.99 Examination of the conformality of the Li2CO3 processes at 150 °C. Micropillars of
50 mm high and a diameter of 2 mm are used for this purpose. The pillars are coated with a 
30 nm TiN layer on top of which a ~ 50 nm layer of Li2CO3 was deposited. Images a), b) and c)
show the Li2CO3/TiN layer at respectively the top, middle and bottom of the pillars. Thickness
variations from 40–55 nm (plasma) and 48–60 nm (thermal) were observed. For the thermal 
process a lithium dosing time of 10 s was used, whereas for the plasma process the
standard dose time of 6 s was sufficient. The scale bar applies to all the pictures.
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attributed to the resistance of the cables, contacts and liquid electrolyte, the semi-
circle originates from the ionic conductivity through the solid material and its 
capacitive response. The 45° slope is typically associated with a Warburg-like 
response, here the Li-ion diffusion through the liquid electrolyte. Note that in the 
measurements performed here electronic leakage through the Li2CO3 films is not 
probed.  

Further analysis was performed by fitting an equivalent circuit to the measured 
impedance response (shown in Figure 4.10a). The response of the Li2CO3 layer 
deposited by thermal ALD could be adequately fitted using model I shown in Figure 
4.10b 2 value of 5·10-4. When equivalent circuit model 
I was tried to fit the response of the plasma deposited Li2CO3 layer, no adequate fit 
could be obtained. For this reason, model II was used, resulting in the fit shown in 
Figure 4.10a 2 value of 2·10-4. 

From the complex non-linear square fitting of the models to the impedance data, 
different component values are extracted. The Rs

both thermal and plasma samples. This value corresponds to the resistance of the 
cables and the electrochemical cell. The other relevant parameters are summarized 
in Table 4.3. For the thermal sample a resistance (R1

corresponding to a Li-ion conductivity of 4·10-10 S · cm-1, well in accordance values 
predicted by simulation studies.32 From the constant phase element (CPE1), a 
capacitance value can be extracted according to the following formula33,34: 

C = Q1/n R1
(1-n)/n (Eq. 4. 1) 

II

b 

Figuree 4.110 a) Impedance spectroscopy of 50 nm Li2CO3 films prepared by thermal (blue) and
plasma-assisted (red) ALD at 150 °C and b) equivalent circuit models used to fit the data.

a 
I
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Usage of this formula assumes a normal distribution of the time constants associated 
with the constant phase element. It allows an accurate determination of the 
capacitance value associated with the CPE even with an n value around 0.8.33,34 By
using the above formalism, a capacitance value of 200 nF is extracted for CPE1, 
corresponding to a dielectric constant of ~ 25. This value is higher than what is 
expected for typical oxide films.  However, the large surface roughness of the thermal 
films must be considered (see appendix Figure S4.4). Such roughness increases the 
effective contact area of the capacitor which is not included when using the 
geometrical surface area. For this reason, also the extracted ionic conductivity value 
will be slightly overestimated and can be adjusted for surface roughness down to a 
value of 10-10 S · cm-1. 

The impedance response of the plasma-assisted Li2CO3 sample was also probed. 
Figure 4.10a shows that the plasma sample has a lower ionic resistance (as indicated 
from the intercept with the x-axis). This semi-circle consists of two overlapping semi-
circles with slightly different time constants which is reflected in the model choice 
(model II). The capacitance values were again extracted by using Equation 4.1. The 
values found were 400 and 800 nF for respectively CPE1 and CPE2. These values 
correspond to dielectric constants of 40 and 80, so significantly higher than the one 
of the thermal sample and too high for typical oxide films. 

Such capacity values can be attributed to a change in dielectric constant or 
different geometrical dimensions. However, no difference in mass density could be 
detected between the thermal and plasma Li2CO3 layers (see Table 4.2). Therefore, it 
is unlikely that a significant difference in dielectric constant exists between the two 
layers. When considering the morphology of the layers (see Figure 4.8), a columnar 
structure can be seen. Therefore, the liquid electrolyte may contact the individual 
grains. Clearly this would lead to a significant increase in contact area and thus an 
increased capacitance value. The distribution in grain size can in such case lead to a 
distribution in time constants. The two resistance values extracted from the fitting, 
each correspond to a Li-ion conductivity value in the order of 1·10-9 S · cm-1. However, 
the underestimation of the contact area introduces a significant uncertainty on this 
value which, based on the increased surface area, will be overestimated. When 
normalizing the conductivity value found here to the ratio of the different effective 
surface areas of the thermal and plasma samples, a conductivity value of 10-10 S · cm-1

is obtained, a value again in line with other literature reports.32

SSamplee R1  C1 (F)) R2  C2 (F)) 2 

Thermal 25 2 · 10-7 - - 5 · 10-4

Plasma 2.5 4 · 10-7 3 8·10-7 2 · 10-4

Tablee 4.33 Summary of the most relevant circuit model parameters.
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4.4 Conclusions 

A comparison has been made between the remote plasma ALD process and its more 
extensively adopted thermal counterpart. Self-limiting growth was obtained for both 
processes within a wide temperature window. This wide temperature window could 
especially be useful when Li2CO3 is combined in supercycles to obtain more complex 
material stoichiometries, since many other precursors or co-reactants have a limited 
temperature window. Especially the use of plasma allows for the possibility to deposit 
at lower process temperatures, which would be beneficial for temperature-sensitive 
substrates. Moreover, plasma-assisted ALD allows for shorter deposition times and 
higher growth per cycle values leading to an increase in reactor throughput.  

Stoichiometric Li2CO3 films can be deposited with both ALD processes. In addition, 
it is possible to deposited Li2O at temperatures > 250 °C through combustion of the 
organic ligands. This could be beneficial when presence of carbon in the films is 
undesirable. For thermal ALD it is necessary to also omit the CO2 step from the process 
to obtain Li2O. For plasma-assisted ALD, introduction of Li2O in the films is 
accompanied with suppression of film crystallinity and increases film non-uniformity. 
The formation of Li2O can be further promoted by prolonging the plasma exposure 
time.  

Both plasma-assisted and thermal ALD of Li2CO3 allow for conformal coating of 
high aspect ratio substrates as can be important for future Li-ion batteries. To the best 
of our knowledge this paper provides the first proper conductivity measurement of 
Li2CO3 ALD films. An ion conductivity in the order of 10-10 S · cm-1 was obtained for 
both plasma and thermal ALD after normalizing the fitted conductivity values to the 
ratio of the different effective surface areas. Studies are ongoing to characterize the 
electrochemical properties of the Li2CO3 films in more depth.  
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Appendix

Figure S4.11 a) In situ SE thickness measurement for thermal ALD of Li2CO3 at 50, 150, 250 and
300 °C. b) In situ SE film growth of Li2CO3 plasma ALD between 50 and 200 °C showing similar
growth. 

a 

b 
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FFiguree S4.22 Hydrogen concentration as a function of film depth measured by ERD for thermal 
ALD at 150 °C and plasma ALD at 150, 250 and 300 °C. As deposited, the film thickness was
~ 50 nm. The total number of measured at · cm-2 was similar for the first three samples and is
indicated by (a). The thickness of the plasma film deposited at 300 °C increases due to air
reactivity. Therefore, the thickness of this film prior to the ERD measurement was unclear. The 
total number of measured atoms for this sample is indicated by (b).

FFiguree S4.33 a) XPS O 1s spectrum for an ALD Li2CO3 film subject to Ar
chemical decomposition, a peak at ~ 528.3 eV appears originating from Li2O. 25 sputter levels
corresponds to removing approximately 30 nm Li2CO3. b) Decrease in amount of Li2CO3 as a
function of sputter level obtained from the XPS fitting.

bb aa 
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Sample OO (at.. %) Lii (at.. %) CC (at.. %) 

Stoichiometric Li2CO3 50.0 33.3 16.7
Plasma 50 47.7 33.5 18.8

Plasma 150 49.1 33.0 18.0

Plasma 250 48.0 33.7 18.4
Thermal 100 48.1 33.3 18.6

Thermal 150 49.3 33.0 17.7
Thermal 300 48.5 33.8 17.7

Tablee S4.11 Ex situ XPS stoichiometry results for both plasma and thermal ALD Li2CO3 films.

Figuree S4.44 a) High resolution SEM topography and b) cross-section images of Li2CO3 deposited 
with thermal ALD at 100, 150, and 300 °C. The scale bar applies to all of the pictures. 

a 

b 
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5 
 
 

QMS of Li2CO3 film growth by thermal and 
plasma-assisted ALD 
 
 
Quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS) was carried out to detect and identify the 
reaction products during atomic layer deposition (ALD) of lithium carbonate (Li2CO3). 
We examined gas phase species for thermal ALD using a LiOtBu precursor together 
with H2O and CO2 and plasma-assisted ALD using the same lithium precursor 
combined with an O2 plasma. For both processes it was concluded that in the first half 
cycle the LiOtBu chemisorbs on the surface by an association reaction of the complete 
precursor whereas in the second half-cycle the organic ligand is abstracted as 
tert-butanol. The differences between the two processes lie mainly in the formation 
of CO2 and H2O reaction byproducts in the second half-cycle when an O2 plasma is 
used as coreactant instead of H2O. The generation of CO2 supports the fact that it is 
possible to deposit Li2CO3 films directly by plasma-assisted ALD. Instead, in the case 
of thermal ALD, an additional CO2 dose step is required to deposit Li2CO3 and suppress 
LiOH or Li2O formation. The reaction with CO2 appears to be reversible at higher 

and therefore the composition of the plasma-assisted ALD films can be varied 
between Li2CO3 and Li2O.  
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5.1 Introduction 

Lithium carbonate is the most widely studied model system in atomic layer deposition 
(ALD) of Li-compounds.1–3 Specifically, it is considered an essential step for 
incorporating Li into multicomponent ALD electrode and electrolyte material. 
Furthermore, it is an electrochemically stable, pure ionic conductor on its own and 
therefore interesting as protective coating/electron barrier on electrode materials. In 
several studies the stoichiometry of atomic layer deposited Li2CO3 as well as LiOH and 
Li2O have been investigated by e.g. time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry 
(ToF-SIMS) or X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).1–7 From these studies it is 
known that if an ALD process is employed with two half cycles using a lithium 
precursor and H2O, either LiOH or Li2O is formed depending on the deposition 
temperature. Li2CO3 can be deposited by adding an extra CO2 subcycle to the ALD 
process. In previous chapter, it was found that if an O2 plasma is used as coreactant 
instead of H2O and CO2, the stoichiometry of the films can be varied between Li2CO3 
and Li2O, with deposition temperature playing an important role.7  
      Cavanagh et al. postulated a reaction scheme for LiOH and Li2CO3 thermal ALD and 
used a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) to strengthen their hypothesis based on 
the measured mass gains and losses during different steps of the ALD process.8 It was 
proposed that in the first ALD subcycle, LiOtBu precursor chemically adsorbs on the 
surface and remains intact. In the second subcycle LiOH is formed upon H2O exposure, 
releasing tert-butanol as reaction product. In the last process step CO2 is dosed, 
resulting in a Li2CO3 film and releasing H2O as reaction byproduct. The mass changes 
obtained by QCM were close to the values calculated using the molecular mass ratios 
of the reaction products following from the proposed reactions. So far, the reaction 
products during the ALD process have not been experimentally confirmed by direct 
measurements. Moreover, reaction mechanism studies for the plasma-assisted ALD 
process are still lacking and it is not known what the differences between plasma-
assisted and thermal ALD are in terms of surface reactions. Thermal ALD processes 
are generally exploiting ligand exchange reactions, where the ligands of the metal 
precursor are eliminated by bonding to the Lewis acid groups, most commonly 
hydrogen, provided by the nonmetal coreactant. ALD processes using oxygen, oxygen 
plasma or ozone as a coreactant typically involve a different chemistry often leading 
to combustion reactions.9 With plasma-assisted ALD, a high reactivity is delivered to 
the deposition surface by the plasma species and therefore less thermal energy is 
required at the substrate to drive the ALD surface chemistry.10 In previous studies we 
found that the use of plasma species as reactants for the Li2CO3 process allows for 

 higher growth per cycle values, and 
shorter cycle times due to the possibility to deposit Li2CO3 with less process steps.7  

In this work, a quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS) study was carried out to 
detect and identify the reaction products during ALD of Li2CO3. QMS gives direct 
insight into the gas species present in the chamber and can therefore give useful 
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information on the surface reactions. The influence of temperature and plasma 
exposure time was also investigated. Li2CO3 films were deposited by thermal ALD 
using a LiOtBu precursor combined with H2O and CO2 and by plasma-assisted ALD 
using LiOtBu together with an O2 plasma. By investigating the thermal ALD process, 
previously proposed reaction mechanisms were experimentally confirmed and 
knowledge on QMS of lithium materials was obtained, useful for understanding the 
more complex plasma-assisted ALD process. Knowledge on the reaction products can 
provide new insights which can be useful for preparing better quality ALD films for 
Li-ion battery applications. 

5.2 Experimental 

The ALD processes presented in this work were carried out using the thermal and 
remote plasma ALD reactor FlexAL of Oxford Instruments. The reactor is equipped 
with an inductively coupled plasma source and it has a turbo and rotary molecular 

thermal ALD, the cycle consists of the exposure of the substrate to LiOtBu lithium 
precursor (97%, Sigma Aldrich), H2O gas, and CO2 gas, respectively. The plasma-
assisted ALD process consists of a combination of exposure of the substrate to the 
same lithium precursor and to an O2-fed plasma generated with a plasma power of 
100 W. The lithium precursor is bubbled from a precursor pod with argon. To reduce 
possible clogging, the lithium line is equipped with a stainless-steel VCR (vacuum 
coupling radiation) face seal fitting including a silver-plated gasket with 20 μm pores.            
      The precursor dosing steps are alternated by argon purging steps. The purge time 
is kept at 6 s for consistency and to clearly separate the process steps. The table and 

d 
differently. The processing pressure was in the range of 7 - 200 mTorr and is specified 
in the time-resolved measurement section. All the ALD process parameters are 
summarized in Table 5.1. More details are presented in earlier work.7 
      A Pfeiffer Vacuum mass spectrometer with a mass-to-charge (m/z) range of 100 
atomic mass units (amu) was connected to the deposition chamber through a pipeline 
and a 150 μm diameter pinhole. The system is equipped with a Channeltron detector 
and the energy of the electrons in the ionizer was set to 70 eV. The pressure in the 
QMS was maintained below 10-6 Torr using differential pumping with a 
turbomolecular pump. Prior to every measurement the reactor was conditioned with 
a Li2CO3 film and the background signal of the reactor was measured as a reference.  
      The QMS used measures only stable neutral species which are then ionized in the 
mass spectrometer. To learn about the species present in the reactor during 
processing, first the total m/z range was measured. The measuring time per atomic 
mass unit (amu) was set to 200 ms. Only m/z values of 0 to 60 are plotted in this work, 
since for higher values only peaks with a very low ion current were found, which were 
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difficult to distinguish from the background signal. The cracking patterns for each of 
the reagents were recorded. From these results the relevant m/z ratios were selected 
for further analysis.
      For the time-resolved measurements, the selected m/z values were tracked per 
channel using a dwell time (or integration time) of 50 ms. The QMS data of at least 10 
ALD cycles were monitored to verify that steady-state values were achieved. 
Moreover, all measurements were repeated at least three times to verify 
reproducibility. The pressure in the system was monitored to distinguish 
pressure-related fluctuations in the signal from variations in the gas composition 
unrelated to the pressure changes. This allows for distinguishing the signals 
originating from species potentially involved in the reactions. Also, to distinguish 
reaction products from other species in the chamber, reference measurements were 
carried out. In the reference measurements one or more of the reagents are excluded 
from the standard ALD sequence. A similar procedure was used by Knoops et al. for 
ALD of TaNx.11  

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Mass spectra of all reagents
The mass spectrum obtained during LiOtBu precursor dose is shown in Figure 5.1. 
Several peaks associated with Ar used to bubble the precursor are also present. 
Therefore, the ionization pattern originating from only the Ar flow is plotted in the 
same figure for comparison. In addition, a measurement without injection of gas at a 

Parameter Setting Unitt 

Base pressure < 10-6 Torr
Processing pressure 7 - 200 mTorr
Process table temperature
Reactor wall temperature
Precursor pod temperature
Precursor lines and valves

150 
120 
140 
150 

Lithium precursor dosing time 6 s
Thermal process  
       H O dose
       H O reaction step
       CO dose

50 
4 
2 

ms 
s 
s 

Plasma process  
       O dose time
       Plasma exposure time
       Plasma power

5 
3 
100 

s 
s 
W 

Ar purge times 6 s

Tablee 5.11 ALD process parameters used for the measurements. 
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reactor pressure in the range of 10-6 Torr is shown. This allows one to discern between 
precursor species, the Ar signal and the background signal. Peaks are found at m/z = 
15 from CH3

+, 31 most likely from CH3O+, 41 from C2HO+ or C3H5
+, 43 from C2H3O+ or 

C3H7
+, 57 from C3H5O+ or C4H9

+ and 59 amu from C3H7O+. The cracking pattern of 
LiOtBu is very similar to the one of tert-butanol from the NIST database,12 except that 
the peak distribution is slightly different. However, this discrepancy could also be due 
to instrumental differences in sensitivity of the mass spectrometers used.
      For the thermal ALD process, the LiOtBu precursor is combined with H2O and CO2

gas steps, respectively. The cracking patterns for H2O and CO2 gas dose together with 
the background signal of the reactor are shown in Figure S5.1 in the appendix. Peaks 
originating from H2O+, H+, OH+, and O+ can be recognized in mass spectrum of H2O. 
The pattern of CO2 predominantly consists of CO2

+, CO+, and C+ species, as expected. 
In the plasma-assisted ALD process of Li2CO3, the H2O and CO2 gas are replaced by an 
O2 plasma. During the O2 plasma exposure step, mainly O+ and O2

+ species are 
identified in the cracking pattern as shown in Figure S5.2 in the appendix. 

5.3.2 Time-resolved measurements for thermal ALD Li2CO3

To obtain information on the reaction products formed during the thermal ALD 
process, time-resolved mass spectrometry was carried out. From the ionization 
patterns shown in previous section, it was concluded that the LiOtBu precursor can 
be tracked by following m/z = 15 and 59. H2O and CO2 can be tracked by following m/z
values 18 and 44, respectively. Hence, we started the investigations by tracking the 
changes in ion current for m/z = 15, 18, 44, and 59. The results for other common m/z
values will be discussed later in this section. 

Figuree 5.11 The cracking pattern obtained by mass spectrometry during LiOtBu precursor dose. 
The patterns from the reactor background and Ar flow are plotted in the same figure for 
comparison. The insert shows the chemical structure of the LiOtBu precursor molecule.
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      In Figure 5.2, the time resolved QMS data are plotted for one ALD cycle of Li2CO3. 
The graph is divided into several sections representing the different ALD process steps 
(i.e. LiOtBu, H2O and CO2 dosing, respectively), which are alternated by Ar purging. In 
addition to the standard ALD recipe, also the curves are plotted for conditions when 
only one or two of the reagents are used in the recipe. In this way it is possible to 
distinguish the reaction products from other species present in the reactor. In every 
plot four different curves are shown, corresponding to the following recipes: the 

Figuree 5.22 Time-resolved QMS data of m/z = 15 (CH3+, from tert-butanol or LiOtBu), 18 (H2O+

from H2O), 28 (CO+ from CO and CO2), 30, 44 (CO2+ from CO2), and 59 (C3H7O+ from tert-butanol 
or LiOtBu) for thermal ALD of Li2CO3. The standard ALD recipe (black) is compared to the recipe
with only LiOtBu and H2O (blue), the recipe with only H2O (red) and the recipe with only CO2

(green). The precursor dosing steps are alternated by argon purge steps of 6 s.
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standard recipe, the recipe with only LiOtBu and H2O (corresponding to the ALD 
process of LiOH),6 the recipe with only H2O, and the recipe with only CO2.  
      Before discussing the trends of the different fragments, we report on the variation 
in pressure according to the different recipes. In Figure 5.2g, the pressure curves are 
plotted. The pressure during the lithium precursor dose was around 7 mTorr. During 
the Ar purge step Ar gas was injected from a different line and the pressure increases 
and stays constant around 12 mTorr, as observed from the graph. In the first second 
of the following subcycle the automated pressure control (APC) gate valve is closed 
to promote the distribution of H2O in the chamber and limit the exposure time 
necessary to saturate the reaction with a dosing time of 50 ms. In this way also the 
purge time is kept relatively short. The Ar flow is stopped and therefore the pressure 
decreases. When H2O is dosed, the pressure reaches 20 mTorr. During the CO2 dose 
step, another small pressure drop is observed due to a slight delay of the CO2 flow 
caused by the geometry of the gas dosing system. When the CO2 reaches the 
chamber, the pressure increases to about 200 mTorr. Note that the pressure curves 
are plotted on a logarithmic scale for clarity, since the pressure during the CO2 dosing 
was relatively high, compared to the pressure when dosing other reagents. 
      In the first ALD subcycle the LiOtBu precursor is introduced in the chamber. During 
this subcycle hardly any change in the signals is observed. However, on a much smaller 
ion current scale it is possible to observe a slight signal increase at all the m/z values 
related to the precursor (e.g. 15, 31, 41 and 59 amu). This is shown in the inset of 
Figure 5.2f. The intensity of this signal is much lower compared to the signal obtained 
in the next subcycle, as will be discussed later. This suggests that the increase 
originates from dissociation of residual, unreacted LiOtBu molecules in the mass 
spectrometer or negligible abstraction of tert-butanol during the LiOtBu surface 
reaction. As addressed in the introduction, it was postulated by Cavanagh et al. that 
LiOtBu molecularly absorbs on the sample surface.8 The current QMS data is in line 
with this postulation, because the signal at m/z = 59 is definitely negligible with 
respect to the signal obtained in the next subcycle. The LiOtBu most likely chemisorbs 
on the sample surface with an association reaction of the complete precursor. In such 
an association reaction, the precursor remains intact when it chemically adsorbs 
without the release of reaction products into the gas phase.13 

In the next subcycle H2O is dosed, and large signals at m/z = 15, 18 and 59 are 
detected instantly. The signals are now much larger as compared to the first subcycle, 
which suggests the presence of surface reactions. After dosing, the APC is kept closed 
for 4 s meaning the reactor is not being pumped and therefore the signals only 
decrease very slowly. The increase for m/z = 59 indicates that a precursor fragment 
was released during this subcycle, since this is the main peak of the LiOtBu cracking 
pattern. This is supported by the increase in ion current for m/z = 31 and 41 amu, as 
shown in the appendix (Figure S5.3). The presence of these mass values also indicates 
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that the precursor ligand is most likely released in the form of tert-butanol since 31, 
41 and 59 amu are the three major peaks in the tert-butanol mass spectrum.  
      H2O is difficult to pump and in the purge step after H2O dose, it seems as if not all 
the H2O is removed from the chamber. However, it was shown in previous chapter 
that the purge times are sufficient to suppress a significant CVD contribution to film 
growth.7 As mentioned in the introduction, it is known from previous studies that H2O 
dosing initiates the reaction towards LiOH.6 LiOH is hygroscopic and can easily adsorb 
H2O and form a hydrate.14 The hygroscopic character is reversible and H2O can desorb 
from the LiOH-hydrate during the purge times, which might be the reason for the slow 
decay of the signal during the purge step. 
      In the third subcycle, CO2 was introduced in the chamber and the reaction towards 
Li2CO3 took place.7 As observed from Figure 5.2b, it is established that H2O is a 
reaction byproduct. Moreover, no precursor-related reaction products were 
observed. 
      Based on these observations, a reaction sequence during Li2CO3 thermal ALD can 
be proposed. Our reaction mechanism is in line with findings from literature, and 
therefore confirms earlier data.8 In summary, in the first subcycle the LiOtBu precursor 
chemically adsorbs without the significant release of reaction products into the gas 
phase (Equation 5.1). In the second subcycle LiOH is formed upon H2O dosing and the 
ligand is released in the form of tert-butanol (Equation 5.2). 

LiOC(CH3)3 (g) LiOC(CH3)3 (ads) (Eq. 5.1) 

LiOC(CH3)3 (ads) + H2O (g) LiOH(ads) + HOC(CH3)3 (g) (Eq. 5.2) 

LiOH-LiOH(ads) + CO2 (g) Li2CO3 (ads) + H2O (g) (Eq. 5.3) 

The first two equations also describe the binary reaction of LiOH ALD. In previous 
chapter it was shown that the introduction of CO2 in the chamber initiates the 
reaction towards Li2CO3.7 As preliminary conclusion, we have demonstrated that upon 
CO2 dosing, H2O was released in the gas phase and is therefore a reaction byproduct, 
according to Equation 5.3. 

5.3.3 Time-resolved measurements for plasma-assisted ALD Li2CO3 
The plasma-assisted ALD process of Li2CO3 consists of two half cycles: in the first 
half-cycle the lithium precursor is dosed in the chamber and in the second half cycle 
the O2 plasma is ignited (see Figure 5.3). The pressure in the chamber, which is plotted 
in Figure 5.3g, shows a similar behavior for the precursor injection and purging as was 
the case for the thermal ALD process. The pressure is now slightly higher, because 
there is an additional Ar flow from the ICP gate valve to prevent a backflow of species 
into the plasma source when the O2 plasma is not used (for the thermal ALD process 
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the ICP gate valve was closed). During the O2 gas dose the pressure slightly drops to 
10 mTorr and increases again during the Ar purge step. 
      The introduction of LiOtBu in the first half-cycle leads to a small increase in signal 
for m/z = 15 and 59 (Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3f), but also for 31 and 41 amu (appendix
Figure S5.4). All masses related to the precursor show a small increase in ion current, 

Figuree 5.33 Time-resolved QMS data following m/z = 15 (CH3+), 18 (H2O+ from H2O), 28 (CO+

from CO and CO2), 30 (most likely CH2O+), 44 (CO2+ from CO2), and 59 (C3H7O+ from 
tert-butanol or LiOtBu) for plasma-assisted ALD of Li2CO3. The standard ALD recipe (black) is 
compared to the recipe with only O2 plasma (red) and the recipe with only LiOtBu and O2 gas 
(blue). O2 (g) and O2 (plasma) represent O2 gas and plasma exited O2, respectively. The precursor 
dosing steps are alternated by argon purge steps of 6 s.
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most likely originating from dissociation of unreacted LiOtBu molecules in the mass 
spectrometer. During the Ar purge, the signal decreases slowly again. The H2O (m/z = 
18) and CO2 (m/z = 44) level are not altered when LiOtBu is injected into the chamber. 
Similar to the thermal ALD process, also for plasma-assisted ALD no significant release
of reaction products into the gas phase was observed in the first subcycle. Therefore,
it is expected that the precursor chemisorbs by an association reaction as well.
      As was reported in previous chapter, no surface-reaction takes place when O2 gas 
is introduced in the chamber without ignition of plasma.7 This is confirmed by the 
mass spectrometry data in Figure 5.3. If we only use LiOtBu and O2 gas, the curve 
follows the same trend as when there is no lithium precursor (as indicated by the blue 
and red line). However, if the plasma is switched on, we observe a large signal increase 
for all the masses shown in Figure 5.3. The increased ion current for m/z = 15, 31, 41 
and 59 amu during the plasma step indicates a reaction of the precursor ligand. In 
addition, volatile byproducts such as CO2 and H2O were detected (Figure 5.3b and 
Figure 5.3e), attributed to the combustion of the absorbed ligand by O radicals.15,16 
By comparing the measured CO2 cracking pattern shown in appendix Figure S5.2 
(parent ion at m/z = 44: 100 % and at m/z = 28: ± 25 % of normalized peak height) to 
the measurements shown in Figure 5.3, it can be concluded that also CO is present in 
the deposition chamber during the O2 plasma step. As observed from the time-
resolved measurements, the CO+ signal (Figure 5.3c) has a comparable intensity 
during the plasma exposure step as the CO2

+ signal (Figure 5.3e). The origin of CO 
could either be through incomplete combustion of the ligands or through dissociation 
of CO2 in the plasma. Although the signals are decreasing, the detection of H2O, CO2 
and CO continues for the whole plasma duration. Moreover, the presence of high 
signals at m/z = 15 (CH3

+), 29 (CHO+, shown in appendix Figure S5.4) and 30 (most 
likely CH2O+) during the O2 plasma exposure step suggests additional surface 
reactions. The peaks are similar in height with respect to the fragments of 
tert-butanol, different from the thermal ALD process, where m/z = 15 is relatively 
small and m/z = 29 and m/z = 30 are much smaller. Therefore, it is expected that other 
surface reactions occur, for which only a fraction of the precursor is converted to 
combustion byproducts.  
      Another finding concerns the deposition of Li2CO3 directly using the plasma-
assisted ALD route.7 It is shown in Figure 5.3 that a high amount of CO2 is formed 
during the O2 plasma exposure step. Therefore, it is expected that a secondary 
reaction by CO2 produced at the surface takes place and leads to Li2CO3. We 
hypothesize the following reaction sequence Li2CO3 plasma-assisted ALD accordingly: 
The first subcycle is expected to be similar to what was found for thermal ALD 
(Equation 5.1). The second subcycle however is expected to be more complex and 
proposed to consist out of two elementary steps. Next to the typical combustion 
reactions induced by the O2 plasma (Equation 5.4), a reaction with the CO2 produced 
at the surface is taking place, leading to the formation of Li2CO3 (Equation 5.5). Note 
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that the combustion byproducts are written in brackets in these equations since the 
exact number of each byproduct formed is unknown at this point.  
 

LiOC(CH3)3 (ads) + O*
(g) LiOH (ads ) + HOC(CH3)3 (g ) 

+ combustion byproducts [CO2 (g) + CO (g) + H2O (g) + CHxOy (g)
]  (Eq. 5.4) 

 
2 LiOH (ads) + CO2 (g) Li2CO3 (s) + H2O (g)     (Eq. 5.5) 

 
      The reaction mechanism was proposed for plasma-assisted ALD of Li2CO3 on the 

plasma exposure time of 3 s. Now the influence of substrate temperature and plasma 
exposure time will be discussed since it was found in previous work that the 
stoichiometry of the plasma-assisted ALD process is temperature and plasma 
exposure dependent.7 By using a short O2 exposure time and a substrate temperature 

2CO3 was formed. At higher temperatures Li2O is formed 
and it was proposed that this is further promoted by prolonging the O2 plasma 
exposure. However, when changing the temperature we do not observe clear 
differences from QMS. Likely, this is related to the fact that the QMS will only measure 
a small part of the reaction products coming from the heated table and substrates 

comprises the largest part of the reactor. All internal surfaces of the reactor (i.e., also 
the reactor walls) contribute to the reaction since the process window of plasma-

temperatures (T 
originates from the formation of Li2CO3 instead of Li2O. Another probable reason for 
the minimal change in QMS signal is that the difference in obtained reaction products 
we expect to see in the reaction is quite small. If we replace Li2CO3 by Li2O in Equation 
5.5, essentially only the relative amount of CO2 byproducts would slightly increase. 
      It was shown in previous studies that a plasma duration of 1 s was already 
sufficient to obtain stoichiometric Li2CO3, which (partly) shifts towards Li2O at 
elevated temperatures (T 
exposure promotes the development of Li2O at T 
were observed for longer plasma exposure times and the higher growth rates were 
typical for LiOH/Li2O growth (probably related to the hygroscopic nature of the films).7 
We now take a closer look into the CO2 combustion byproduct. In Figure 5.4, QMS 
data for 15 and 44 amu are plotted for a plasma exposure time of 10 s and table 

aph, the detection of CO2 
continues for a long time when the plasma duration is extended whereas the CH3

+ 
signal saturates. CO2 is formed by the combustion of precursor ligands (Equation 5.4), 
and expected to be simultaneously used in the reaction towards Li2CO3 (Equation 5.5). 
Since only 1 s plasma duration is sufficient to obtain Li2CO3 films, we know from 
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Figure 5.4b that an excess of CO2 is present. However, the source of precursor ligands 
(and therefore CO2) will eventually be released in the gas phase and pumped away 
from the reactor. This is confirmed by the graphs in Figure 5.4a, as the CH3

+ signal 
(which is directly related to the combustion of precursor ligands) saturates. However, 
since the detection of CO2 continues, it is expected that a longer O2 plasma exposure 
leads to CO2 desorption from the Li2CO3 film. This will eventually reduce the CO2 in 
the surface region of the film, which allows for LiOH/Li2O to form. 

5.4 Conclusions

The reaction mechanism of thermal and plasma-assisted Li2CO3 ALD has been 
investigated using time-resolved QMS. It was concluded that for both processes the 
LiOtBu precursor ligand chemisorbs on the surface with an association reaction of the 
complete precursor. By introducing the coreactant in the following subcycle, the 
organic part is released in the form of tert-butanol. This provides proof for the 
previously proposed reaction mechanism of thermal ALD LiOH/Li2O.8 When an O2

plasma is used instead of H2O to undergo this reaction, also H2O, CO2, CO, and 
(oxidized) hydrocarbon reaction products are formed. The presence of (oxidized) 
hydrocarbon reaction products indicate that additional surface reactions occur for 
plasma-assisted ALD, where only a fraction of the precursor is converted to
combustion products. The formation of CO2 in the plasma is especially interesting as 

Figuree 5.44 QMS data for a long plasma exposure time of 10 s and substrate temperature of 300 
3+) and m/z = 44 (CO2+). The standard ALD recipe (black) is compared 

to the recipe with only O2 plasma (red) and the recipe with only LiOtBu and O2 gas (blue). O2 (g)

and O2 (plasma) represent O2 gas and plasma exited O2, respectively. The precursor dosing steps 
are alternated by argon purge steps of 6 s.
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it allows to produce Li2CO3 films directly: it is possible to deposit Li2CO3 with less 
process steps since we do not need to add CO2 intentionally as is the case for thermal 
ALD. Moreover, we propose that for extended plasma exposure times, CO2 is removed 
from the Li2CO3 film leading to formation of Li2O. Experimental evidence was given 
that CO2 detection continues when the plasma exposure time is extended, while at 
the same time the source of precursor ligands, and thus CO2, is released in the gas 
phase and pumped from the reactor. This will eventually lead to the formation of Li2O, 
in line with observations in previous chapter.7 The insights achieved by QMS studies 
into the reaction mechanisms of lithium ALD processes stimulates the future 
application of this diagnostic tool to more complex lithium (plasma-assisted) ALD 
processes. 
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Appendix

Figuree S5.11 Cracking patterns obtained by mass spectrometry during a) H2O and b) CO2 gas
dose. The patterns from the reactor background are plotted in the figures for comparison. 

a 

b 
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Figuree S5.22 Cracking pattern obtained by mass spectrometry during O2 plasma ignition used for 
plasma-assisted ALD of Li2CO3. The patterns from O2 gas and the reactor background are 
plotted in the figure for comparison. O2 (g) and O2 (plasma) represent O2 gas and plasma excited
O2, respectively. 
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Figuree S5.33 Time-resolved QMS data of m/z = 29 (CHO+), 31 (most likely CH3O+ from tert-butanol 
or LiOtBu), 41 (C2HO+ or C3H5+ from tert-butanol or LiOtBu) and 45 (CHO2+) amu for thermal ALD
of Li2CO3. The standard ALD recipe (black) is compared to the recipe with only LiOtBu and H2O 
(blue), the recipe with only H2O (red), and the recipe with only CO2 (green).The precursor dosing 
steps are alternated by argon purge steps of 6 s. 
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Figuree S5.44 Time-resolved QMS data for plasma-assisted ALD of Li2CO3 following m/z = 29 
(CHO+), 31 (most likely CH3O+ from tert-butanol or LiOtBu), 41 (C2HO+ or C3H5+ from tert-butanol 
or LiOtBu) and 45 (CHO2+) amu. The standard ALD recipe (black) is compared to the recipe with 
only O2 plasma (red), and the recipe with only LiOtBu and O2 gas (blue). O2 (g) and O2 (plasma)

represent O2 gas and plasma excited O2, respectively. The precursor dosing steps are alternated 
by argon purge steps of 6 s. 
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6 
 
 

ALD of LiF using LiN(SiMe3)2 and SF6 
plasma 
 
 
Lithium fluoride films were prepared by atomic layer deposition (ALD) using a new 
route in which LiN(SiMe3)2 is used as precursor and SF6 plasma as coreactant. 
Conformal LiF films were deposited at 150 °C at a growth rate of ~ 0.4 Å per cycle. All 
deposited films were polycrystalline and slightly lithium-rich with a composition of 
LiF0.8, independently of the plasma conditions (e.g. exposure time, pressure and 
power). The levels of H, C, N, O, Si, and S were all < 1 at. %. Spectroscopic ellipsometry 
measurements were carried out over the wavelength range of 140–2480 nm and 
showed a refractive index of 1.37 at 633 nm for films deposited using 1 s plasma 
exposure time. It can be concluded that short plasma exposures are preferred, since 
a prolonged exposure time leads to an increase in optical absorption and lower 
growth per cycle values. Furthermore, mass spectrometry measurements revealed 
the formation of SiMe3F species during both half-cycles, originating from the reaction 
between the precursor ligands and fluorine species present either at the surface or in 
the plasma. Moreover, the SF6 plasma step led to the formation of fluorocarbon 
species, suggesting that dissociation and recombination in the plasma takes place. 
Overall, the work in this chapter demonstrates that SF6 plasma offers a promising 
alternative to other coreactants for ALD of high purity lithium fluoride. 
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6.1 Introduction

Lithium fluoride (LiF) is of large scientific and technological interest because of several 
emerging applications. LiF films have a large electrochemical stability window of 
0 - 6.4 V vs Li+/Li,1 a good chemical stability,2,3 and a high mechanical strength.4–6 LiF 
has therefore gained attention for its role as an electrode protective/passivating film 
or as an additive to improve electrode performance in lithium ion batteries.5–7

Moreover, LiF has one of the largest optical band gaps,8 and has a low refractive index 
of 1.39 at 633 nm.9 Due to these properties, LiF is useful as a protective transparent 
optical coating to preserve performance in the ultraviolet region of e.g. aluminum 
mirrors for space applications.10,11 LiF has also been employed as the electron 
injection layer of organic light-emitting diodes.12,13 Moreover, LiF has been explored 
as a promising electron contact layer in solar cells.14,15

So far, lithium fluoride based thin films have been deposited with various physical 
vapor deposition methods, including thermal and electron beam evaporation and 
pulsed laser deposition.3,16–18 In recent years, atomic layer deposition (ALD) of LiF was 
demonstrated.2,5,10,19–22 ALD is a thin film growth technique based on sequential and 
self-limiting half reactions. Its benefits of precise thickness control at sub-nanometer 
level and ability to deposit uniform and conformal films on high-aspect ratio and large-
area substrates, are widely recognized.23 These merits will enable applications of LiF 
such as 3D-nanostructured batteries or solar cells with a demanding surface topology. 
Moreover, LiF ALD cycles can be combined with ALD cycles of other materials to tune 
the film properties. This is the case of LiF combined with AlF3 to deliver lithium 
aluminum fluoride, serving as e.g. solid-state Li-ion electrolyte. A literature overview 
of LiF ALD is presented in Table 6.1. LiF has for example been deposited using LiTMHD 
or LiOtBu as lithium precursor and TiF4 as coreactant (the latter also in combination 
with Mg(TMHD)2). Otherwise, anhydrous HF and HF-pyridine have also been adopted 
as the fluorine source. The combination of LiTMHD with TiF4 lead to high growth per 

aTMHD = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionate.
 

Precursorr Coreactant(s)) Tsub (°C) GPCC (Å)) Ref.. 

LiTMHDa TiF4 250 - 350 1.5 - 1.0 19

LiTMHDa TiF4 + Mg(TMHD)2a 300 - 350 1.6 - 1.4 20

LiOtBu TiF4 200 - 300 0.35 - 0.48 2

LiOtBu HF-pyridine 150 0.8 5

LiOtBu NH4F 150 - 300 0.35 - 0.65 22

HF-pyridine 125 - 250 0.2 - 0.6 21

Anhydrous HF 150 0.15 10

SF6 plasma 150 0.37 This work

Tablee 6.11 Overview of process details collected from earlier and the present work on the ALD 
of lithium fluoride.
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cycle values and nearly stoichiometric films with impurity levels < 1 at. %.19 However, 
the deposition has proven challenging, as the growth was highly dependent on the 
temperature gradient inside the reactor and required a relatively large LiTMHD dose 
to deliver uniform films. Furthermore, the films were often characterized by poor 
adhesion to the substrate. Although these drawbacks can be partially overcome by 
introducing an additional Mg(TMHD)2 dose step,20 the process becomes complicated. 
The combination of LiOtBu and TiF4 delivered much better film uniformity,2 yet no ALD 
saturation behavior was reported. More recently, LiF has been deposited using 
anhydrous HF,10 or a HF-pyridine solution,5,21 leading to lower deposition 
temperatures and films with good uniformity. However, the HF precursor is 

safer alternative to anhydrous HF and the use of compressed gas cylinders is avoided, 
strict safety precautions are still required. Very recently, ALD LiF  based on a less 
harmful chemistry, i.e. LiOtBu and NH4F, has been reported.22  

In our present work, an SF6-fed plasma is exploited as fluorine source for ALD of 
LiF films. SF6 plasmas, as well as other F-containing plasmas such as CF4 and NF3, are 
extensively used for etching of Si-based materials (Si, SiO2, Si3N4, etc.) and chamber 
cleaning. For the latter purpose, fluorine plasmas are readily available in many plasma 
operated ALD reactors. The use of a SF6 plasma as coreactant has so far only been 
investigated for the deposition of AlF3.24 It was demonstrated that this approach is a 
promising alternative to the more commonly used anhydrous HF and HF-pyridine as 
the F-source for ALD of AlF3. SF6 is a stable, non-toxic gas which is easy to handle. 
Here, we combine SF6 
has a relatively low melting point of 70 °C and it can be used in vapor draw mode. 
Therefore, the temperature of the precursor delivery line as well as of the walls of the 
vacuum chamber can be kept relatively low and line clogging is less probable. We 
examined the growth, film properties as well as surface reactions involved in the LiF 
plasma-ALD process. ALD behavior was confirmed at 150 °C and the growth rate of 
the films was approximately 0.4 Å per cycle. All investigated films were found slightly 
lithium-rich (LiF0.8) with negligible levels of impurities. From spectroscopic 
ellipsometry measurements it followed that films were characterized by optical 
absorption in the shorter wavelength range. The latter increased with the plasma 
exposure time. To gain more insight into the ALD growth of LiF, quadrupole mass 
spectrometry (QMS) studies were carried out to identify the reaction mechanisms 
during the two half-cycles and the similarities and differences with the thermal ALD 
process of LiF are highlighted.  

6.2 Experimental 

The LiF films were fabricated using the Oxford Instruments FlexAL™ thermal and 
remote plasma ALD reactor. The reactor consists of a rotary and turbo molecular 
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pump such that it can reach a base pressure of < 10-6 Torr by overnight pumping. The 
pump unit as well as the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) source are connected to the 
deposition chamber through gate valves. 
      In Figure 6.1, the ALD process developed in this work is shown. The LiF ALD cycle 
consists of the exposure of the substrate to LiN(SiMe3)2 (97 %, Pegasus Chemicals) as 
precursor and a SF6 (99.995 %) fed plasma as coreactant. Note that in the gas phase, 
LiN(SiMe3)2 is mainly present as a dimer but also a small percentage of monomers are 
observed.25 Because of their lower coordination, monomers are expected to be more 
reactive than dimers and can dominate the ALD reaction mechanism. In line with 
previous ALD studies, only monomers are considered in this work.21,26 The LiN(SiMe3)2

dose and SF6 plasma step are alternated by Ar purges to remove all the unreacted 
species and reaction products from the chamber. The LiN (SiMe3)2 precursor was kept 
in a stainless steel container and inserted into the chamber by vapor draw for the 
standard process. Also, the option to bubble the precursor with Ar carrier gas was 
investigated and is discussed in next section. The LiN(SiMe3) precursor pod was kept 
at 85 °C and the supply line was heated to 120 °C to prevent precursor condensation. 
The power for the SF6 plasma was set to 300 W. The pressure during processing was 
kept constant at 50 mTorr and a 100 sccm SF6 gas flow was continuously injected from 
the top via the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) valve. It was confirmed that no film 
growth occurs without ignition of the plasma, indicating that LiN(SiMe3)2 does not 
react with SF6 gas. The wall temperature was set to the maximum temperature of 
120 °C. 
      Depositions were performed on a Si (100) wafer with native oxide (Siegert Wafer, 
10-20 Ohm·cm) and on a Si wafer with micropillars which are 50 μm high and have a 
diameter of 3 μm and 5 μm spacing. Since SF6 plasmas can be used for etching of Si-
based materials, 10 Al2O3 ALD cycles ( 1.5 nm) were used as a protective layer prior 
to LiF processing. Substrates were placed on a 200 mm carrier wafer and the table 
temperature was set to 150 °C.

Figuree 6.11 Schematic of the pulsing sequence of the ALD cycles for LiF. 
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 To obtain the optical properties of the LiF films over the wavelength range of 
140 - 2480 nm, ex situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) measurements were 
performed using vacuum ultraviolet variable angle SE (VUV-VASE) at J.A. Woollam Co., 
Inc. Ex situ 
steps of 5°, and photon energy steps of 0.05 eV. The SE model consisted of a 
combination of one Sellmeier function and Gaussian oscillator functions. The number 
of Gaussian oscillators needed to describe the dielectric function increased for longer 
plasma exposure times. The surface roughness layer was fitted using a Bruggeman 
effective medium approximation (EMA). Herein, the roughness layer refractive index 
is described as a mixture of 50 % film and 50 % voids. Ex situ SE was also used to probe 
thickness uniformity over 200 mm Si wafers. The film thickness was monitored by in 
situ SE with a J.A. Woollam, Inc. M-2000F (250 - 1000 nm) system. The results from 
the ex situ SE data were used to fit the data obtained in situ but without taking the 
surface roughness layer into account as it lead to correlation between fitting 
parameters. This simplification hardly affected the variation in thickness which was 
the only parameter extracted.  

Thickness values were confirmed by high resolution SEM (Zeiss Sigma) operated 
at 2 kV acceleration voltage. An average of at least five measurements was taken to 
determine the uncertainty. SEM was also used to investigate the morphology of the 
deposited layers. The samples were sputter coated with a 5 nm conductive Au/Pd film 
prior to the SEM measurements to prevent accumulation of electrons on the sample 
surface. 
      The LiF films were also investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).27 
XPS spectra were recorded by a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha+ system using 

-
pressure of the system was 10-6 mTorr. Sensitivity values of 0.06 and 4.43 were used 
for composition analysis of the Li 1s and F 1s regions, respectively. These are the 
standard values from the database associated with the instrumentation of the 
Avantage XPS software. The background used to analyze the peaks is a Smart 
background. The Smart background is an iterative Shirley background to which a 
constraint has been added such that at no point a background will have a greater 
intensity than the actual data.28  
      Elastic backscattering (EBS), elastic recoil detection (ERD) and Rutherford 
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) were carried out by Detect99 to determine the 
composition and mass density of the films. A 2000 keV He+ beam was applied for both 
ERD and RBS. ERD was performed to determine the hydrogen content using 75° 
sample tilt and the detector at a recoil angle of 25°. For determination of the other 
elements, RBS was performed with perpendicular incidence and in channeling mode 
to reduce the background under the Li, C and O features and with two detectors, at 
scattering angles of 170° and 107°. EBS was necessary for a more accurate 
determination of the Li content in the films. Here, a 2800 keV proton beam was used 
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in combination with glancing angle geometry to enhance the Li peak area to (Si) 
background height; also here the sample was tilted by 75°. The scattering angle was 
170° in Cornell geometry. For all ion beam techniques, the product of the number of 
incident particles with the opening angle of the detector has been determined using 
a beam chopper. The product was calibrated using a reference sample of known 
composition and thickness. In the case of EBS and RBS, the reference sample was a 
100 nm Ni layer on c-Si. For ERD it was a 180 nm Si3N4 layer containing 3.4 at. % H. 
For each sample, the two RBS spectra were simulated simultaneously with the EBS 
spectrum by NDF (Nuno's DataFurnace), a computer code for IBA data fitting.29 For 
the EBS simulations, 7Li and 19F cross sections of Paneta et al. have been used.30 In the 
rest of the paper we refer to the combination of RBS, EBS and ERD as ion beam 
analysis (IBA). The crystal structure of the layers was determined using a Philips X’Pert 

 
      A Pfeiffer Vacuum mass spectrometer with a mass-to-charge (m/z) range of 100 
atomic mass units (amu) was connected to the deposition chamber through a pipeline 
and a 150 μm diameter pinhole. The system is equipped with a Channeltron detector 
and the energy of the electrons in the ionizer was set to 70 eV. The pressure in the 
QMS was maintained below 10-6 Torr using differential pumping with a 
turbomolecular pump. Prior to every measurement the background signal and 
pressure of the reactor were measured as a reference. The measuring time per atomic 
mass unit (amu) was set to 200 ms. For the time-resolved measurements, the selected 
m/z values were tracked per channel using a dwell time of 50 ms. The QMS data of at 
least 10 cycles were monitored to verify that steady-state values were achieved. The 
measurement procedure is explained more extensively in previous chapter.31  

6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 ALD process 
Film growth of ALD LiF was examined by in situ SE using a deposition temperature of 
150 °C. In Figure 6.2 the film thickness is shown as a function of the number of cycles. 
The first 50 cycles show a slightly enhanced growth compared to the steady growth 
regime. This can be due to an initial growth effect, but it can also originate from the 
fitting procedure to extract the thickness from the ellipsometry data. In the fit, the 
optical properties of the film have been assumed constant throughout the whole 
thickness but this assumption is not necessarily accurate.  The growth per cycle is 
~ 0.4 Å, which is in the range of reported literature values for processes which use 

precursor.10,21 The growth was also monitored after each 
half-cycle, as shown in the inset of Figure 6.2. The magnitude of the changes in this 
“apparent” thickness after the precursor and SF6 plasma steps do not necessarily 
reflect the real change in physical thickness because the top surface is not included in 

t thickness 
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increases by several angstroms, because of the chemisorption of the precursor on the 
surface. After the SF6 plasma step, the apparent thickness decreases, because of the 
removal of the organic ligands. It can be expected that the precursor ligands are 
abstracted, and the surface is then terminated with fluorine. The reaction mechanism 
is further discussed in Section 6.3.3.

In Figure 6.3, the saturation curves for the ALD process of LiF are shown. The 
growth per cycle was determined as a function of the LiN(SiMe3)2 dosing time, SF6

plasma exposure time and purge times. The saturation of the pressure during the 
LiN(SiMe3)2 dose and plasma power are reported in Figure S6.1. To extract the growth 
per cycle, the film thickness was monitored every 10 cycles while changing the dose 
time of the reagents, pressure or argon purge. The self-limiting behavior of the 
LiN(SiMe3)2 dosing time was tested with and without the use of an Ar carrier gas 
Figure 6.3a). In some cases, the use of an Ar carrier gas could lead to the decrease of 
the precursor saturation time. However, no difference was observed for our process, 
meaning that the vapor pressure of the precursor is high enough to dose a sufficient 
amount of precursor in the reactor and avoid the use of a carrier gas. The growth per 
cycle versus LiN(SiMe3)2 dosing time shows a so-called soft saturation behavior. A 
LiN(SiMe3)2 dosing time of 6 s was selected for the recipe. A purge step of 2 s was 
enough to remove the reaction products and unreacted precursor molecules from
the chamber. Extending the purge time did not change the growth per cycle value. 
Figure 6.3b reports the growth per cycle as a function of the plasma exposure time. 
After an initial increase, the growth per cycle decreases again for extended plasma 
exposure times. Such a particular trend, which was confirmed by SEM analysis (the 

Figuree 6.22 Film thickness as a function of the number of cycles measured by in situ

plasma exposure at 150 °C. The inset shows the apparent thickness measured every half-cycle.  
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corresponding SE measurements and SEM images can be found in Figure S6.2 and 
Figure S6.3, respectively) has been observed more often for plasma-ALD processes.32

It can be attributed to several potential causes such as an etching effect playing a role 
for long plasma exposure times or inhibition of precursor adsorption after exposing 
the surface for a longer time to F radicals. Another likely cause is that the film 
properties are affected by the length of the plasma exposure time which has 
subsequently an effect on the growth itself. As will be addressed in the next section, 
the optical absorption of the films changes quite significantly for long exposure times 
showing that the film properties are affected. For the standard recipe, 1 s plasma 
exposure was selected. Also for the plasma half-cycle a purge step of 2 s was sufficient 
to remove the reaction products and unreacted molecules from the chamber. 
Relatively short cycle times of 13 s were defined for the standard process of LiF ALD 

Figuree 6.33 Growth per cycle obtained by SE as a function of a) precursor dose and purge and 
b) plasma exposure and purge for ALD of LiF obtained at 150 °C. The precursor dose was 
investigated with and without the use of Ar carrier gas. The SE data in b) were compared to 
SEM data (diamond symbols). The dotted lines serve as a guide to the eye.  
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films (Figure 6.1). It is worth reporting that the effect of pressure during the precursor 
and plasma exposure steps and the effect of plasma power were also investigated. A 
pressure increase above 50 mTorr during precursor exposure did not lead to any 
increase in growth per cycle (Figure S6.1). Moreover, the SF6 plasma was only stable 
when the pressure was 50 mTorr or higher. Therefore, a pressure of 50 mTorr was 
selected for the process. Adjusting the plasma power did not affect the growth per 
cycle (Figure S6.1).
      To further demonstrate the ALD behavior of the LiF process, the uniformity and 
conformality were investigated. For both studies the standard recipe was used. Film 
thickness and refractive index uniformity were determined for a ~ 90 nm thick film 
using ex situ SE on various points of films deposited on a 200 mm wafer. The measured 
thicknesses and refractive indices are presented in Table S6.1. The non-uniformity
(standard deviation, 1 sigma) of the thickness and refractive indices were determined 
to be 4.4 % and 0.2 %, respectively. This points to rather good uniformity of film 

FFiguree 6.44 Analysis of the conformality of the LiF ALD process. Micropillars of 50 μm high and
a diameter of 3 μm are used for this purpose. On top of the pillars a 60 nm layer of LiF was
deposited. Images a), b) and c) show the LiF layer at respectively the top, middle and bottom
of the pillars. Thickness variations from 57–62 nm were observed. The scale bar of 100 nm
applies to all insets.
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thickness and excellent uniformity of the refractive index. However, the process 
parameters were optimized for the growth per cycle value and not for film uniformity. 
Therefore, the thickness uniformity can probably still be improved. The conformality 
of the deposition was studied using SEM at different positions on high aspect ratio Si 
pillars. The Si pillars were covered with a LiF layer of approximately 60 nm. Figure 6.4
shows three SEM pictures taken at different heights along the pillar. Image “a” is taken 
at the top of the pillars and shows a LiF layer of 62 ± 2 nm. Image “b” is taken at half-
length of the pillar and depicts a 60 ± 2 nm LiF layer (96 % of thickness at top). At the 
bottom (c), the LiF film is 57 ± 2 nm thick (93 %). From these measurements we can 
conclude that a conformal coating on high aspect ratio pillars was achieved.

6.3.2 Film properties
XPS measurements were carried out to analyze the chemical composition of the LiF 
films. A survey spectrum can be found in the appendix (Figure S6.4). In Figure 6.5, the 
XPS core level spectra of C 1s, Li 1s, and F 1s are shown for 40 nm thick films prepared 
at 150 °C using 1 s plasma exposure time. The spectra for different plasma exposures 
are very similar and therefore not shown here. The binding energy scale was 
calibrated using the C 1s peak at 284.8 eV, associated with adventitious carbon on the 
sample surface. The Li 1s peak and F 1s peak are observed at 55.5 eV and 685.1 eV, 
respectively, both in close agreement with literature reports for LiF films.33

A sputtering procedure was adopted to investigate the stoichiometry of the film. In 
contrast to our previous XPS studies of Li2CO3,34 the stoichiometry of the films did not 
change during depth profiling. The obtained LiF stoichiometry of the film is 54.4 at. %
Li, 44.3 at. % F, 0.3 at. % C and 0.4 at. % O. Hence, the films deposited in this work are 
found to be lithium-rich with a stoichiometry of LiF0.8. The obtained stoichiometry falls 
in the range of values reported for ALD LiF films, which have a F/Li ratio of 0.73 to 
1.23.5,10,19–22 Carbon and oxygen were only found at the surface of the films. The 
atomic percentages of Si, N and S were below the detection limit of the XPS. Literature 

Figuree 6.55 a) C 1s, b) Li 1s, and c) F 1s spectra of a 40 nm thick lithium fluoride film grown at 
150 °C using 1 s plasma exposure time. The measured data (black dotted lines) and fitted peaks 
(blue lines) are reported. Carbon is detected only at the surface of the films.
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has also reported the absence of impurities originating from the selected precursor 
or coreactant. However, in some cases the presence of traces of oxygen or hydrogen 
was reported.2,5 In addition, LiF films deposited using longer plasma exposure times 
were probed by XPS, since these films differ in terms of film growth as shown in the 
previous section. It was found that the stoichiometry of the films is rather 
independent of plasma exposure time. These results and a comparison of the 
stoichiometry of the films for surface scans and during depth profiling can be found
in Table S6.2 in the appendix. The influence of pressure and plasma power on the film 
stoichiometry were also investigated, but no changes in stoichiometry were observed 
(not shown here). Moreover, film composition did not show noticeable changes after 
storage in atmosphere for one month (see appendix, Figure S6.5). This also holds for 
the film thickness as well as the mass density and roughness which will be discussed 
later. These results suggest that LiF grown by ALD is stable under ambient conditions.

A combination of ion beam techniques, which are nondestructive and give 
accurate quantitative information, was used to complement the aforementioned XPS 
data.35 In addition, these techniques allow to probe also the hydrogen content in the 
film. LiF films deposited using different SF6 plasma exposure times were studied and 
the results are shown in Table 6.2. The original experimental and simulated data are 
reported in the appendix (Figure S6.6). The films are lithium rich and of high purity, in 
line with previous XPS studies. The IBA data also show that the total number of 
deposited atoms per cycle in a nm2 decreases for longer plasma exposure times. 
Previously, in Figure 6.3b, it was shown that the growth per cycle in terms of thickness 
also decreases for longer plasma exposure times. This means that the thickness 
decrease observed for longer plasma exposure times is caused by an actual decrease 
in deposited LiF per cycle. According to the trend in the SE and SEM data, a further 
decrease in growth per cycle would be expected when prolonging the plasma 
exposure to 3 and 10 s. From the IBA data this decrease is not confirmed.

A combination of the IBA and SE data was used to calculate the mass density of 
the samples. From IBA measurements the areal number density of a specific atom 
(atoms per nm2) was extracted. The areal densities were multiplied with the mass of 
the atoms under consideration and after summation the mass density was obtained 

SSample LLii aat.. 
nnm--2 ·· cycle-1 

FF aat..  
nm-2 ·· cycle-1 

F/Li [H]]  
(at.. %) 

[O]]  
(at.. %) 

[C]]  
(at.. %) 

Densityy  
(gg ·· cm-3) 

1 s plasma 2.0 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 0.78 1.0 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.1
3 s plasma 1.6 1.3 0.83 0.8 1.1 0.9 2.3

10 s plasma 1.6 1.2 0.75 1.1 0.9 1.3 2.3

Tablee 6.22 Properties of 40 nm thick LiF films prepared using plasma exposure times of 1, 3 and 
10 s. The stoichiometry was calculated from IBA results. The mass density was obtained by 
combining IBA and SE results. In the first row the typical error is given for a certain parameter.
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by dividing by the film thickness. The mass density for all LiF films was found to be 
~ 2.3 g · cm-3. The bulk value of the mass density of stoichiometric LiF reported in the 
literature is 2.6 g · cm-3.36 Typically, thin films prepared by ALD or other techniques 
are reported to have a somewhat lower mass density compared to the bulk material. 
Differences in mass density probably also exist due to the sub-stoichiometric nature 
measured for our LiF films.

The deposited films were studied by XRD for various plasma exposure times. 
Figure 6.6 shows the X-ray diffractograms of ~ -
Bragg- -
planes parallel to the surface, show only the typical diffraction peak of crystalline LiF 
at 38.7°.37 The small peak near 44° originates from the sample holder. This means that 
the process yields a preferential crystal growth orientation in the <111> direction. The 
FWHM and intensity of the peak at 38.7° do not change for different plasma exposure 
times within the measurement error. This means that film crystallinity does not 
significantly depend on the plasma exposure time. The LiF films prepared by thermal 
ALD reported in the literature also showed crystalline features, although in most 
studies no preferential growth orientation was reported.2,5,10,19–21 There is only one 
study on thermal ALD LiF reporting on a preferential crystal growth orientation in the 
<200> direction.22 The origin of the preferential crystal growth orientation and 
therefore also the difference between the preferential crystal growth orientation of 
the thermal LiF process and our plasma based process is unclear.

Figuree 6.66 - films are deposited using 
plasma exposure times of 1, 2, 3 and 10 s. The dotted lines indicate the positions of the
expected diffraction for LiF powder samples.
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Figure 6.7 shows high resolution SEM images of a 70 nm LiF film deposited using 
a 1 s plasma dose on top of a Si substrate. The crystallites exhibit a size comparable 
to the sample thickness and seem to have a triangular shape. Longer plasma exposure 
times lead to similar results. From the height difference observed in the cross 
sectional image in Figure 6.7b, it can be concluded that there is significant surface 
roughness. The presence of surface roughness was confirmed by ex situ SE 
measurements. The surface roughness was relatively high, being ~ 10 nm for each of 
the films.

Figure 6.8 shows the optical properties as obtained from vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) 
SE measurements for LiF films deposited at 150 °C using different plasma dosing 
times. As shown in Figure 6.8a, the refractive index (n) is 1.37 at 633 nm and shows a 
relatively low dispersion for the film deposited using 1 s plasma exposure. At 633 nm 
the refractive indices are 1.38 and 1.39 for 3 s and 10 s plasma exposure, respectively. 
The refractive index values for LiF films prepared by thermal ALD using HF and TiF4 as 
coreactants vary from 1.37-1.39 and are thus in agreement with our findings.5,19,21

As observed from Figure 6.8b, absorption occurs in a rather broad range of 
wavelength. However, LiF films are well known for their large optical band gap and 
high transparency. The LiF films deposited in this work are slightly sub-stoichiometric
(LiF0.8). Anionic vacancies can lead to the formation of lattice defects. DFT studies in 
the literature show that when F vacancies occur, new energy levels develop which 
may affect the band-gap.38 However, valence band XPS spectrum analysis (Figure 
S6.7) shows features at 29-30 eV and 8-10 eV, independent of the plasma exposure 
time, and in line with literature of stoichiometric LiF.39 It should be noted that 

FFiguree 6.77 a) High resolution SEM images showing the surface topography and b) cross-section
of a LiF film deposited on Si using a 1 s SF6 plasma exposure. The scale bar applies to both 
images.
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the band gap itself cannot be determined from the VUV-SE data since it lies outside 
the measured energy range of 8.8 eV. Finally, we consider the possibility that the 
plasma environment can play a role in the formation of this absorption features. 
Specifically, it has been shown that when LiF is irradiated with ions,40,41 electrons,42 or 
even (V)UV radiation emitted from discharges,43 color centers can be produced. The 
most dominant defects which can be created in LiF are F centers (an electron localized 
at a fluorine vacancy).41 As observed from the absorption spectra Figure 6.8b, the 
absorption features become dominant and extend to longer wavelengths upon 
increasing the SF6 plasma exposure time from 1 to 10 s. Since the film stoichiometry 
is the same, independently of the plasma exposure time, we consider it plausible to 
attribute the presence of the absorption features to changes caused by plasma 
radiation. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that no absorption features 
are reported for thermal ALD of LiF.2,19–21 Instead, literature studies of AlF3 films 
prepared by ALD using an SF6 plasma also show absorption features in the lower 
wavelength range.24

Figuree 6.88 Refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) as a function of wavelength as
determined from VUV-SE for 40 nm thick films deposited using 1, 3 and 10 s SF6 plasma
exposure. The inset shows the extinction coefficient as a function of photon energy.
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6.3.3 Surface reactions 
The gas phase reaction products were analyzed by mass spectrometry to gain insight 
into the surface reactions occurring during the ALD process. Specifically, we would 
like to highlight the similarities and differences between the thermal ALD process 
when using HF, and the SF6 plasma based LiF ALD process developed in this work. A 
study on the surface reactions of thermal ALD of LiF with LiN(SiMe3)2 as precursor and 
HF-pyridine as coreactant was already presented in the literature.21 Herein, it was 
reported that LiN(SiMe3)2 molecules can either physisorb or chemisorb during the first 
half-cycle. Physisorbtion of LiN(SiMe3)2 on LiF was attributed to strong interactions of 
Si and N in LiN(SiMe3)2 with F and Li in LiF, respectively. During the second half-cycle, 
the surface is exposed to HF to promote ligand abstraction from the physisorbed Li-
N(SiMe3)2 molecules and form LiF.  Specifically, the precursor ligands on the surface 
were abstracted in the form of SiMe3F and NH3. However, it was reported that if 
physisorbed HF is present, the precursor ligand could instead chemisorb and already 
lose its ligands, i.e. LiF would be formed already during the precursor dosing step.21,44 
Compared to other metal fluorides, which are shown to adsorb a significant amount 
of HF after HF exposure, the amount of adsorbed HF on LiF is expected to be limited 
because of the Lewis base nature of LiF.44 
Despite the presence of peaks at m/z = 77 (SiMe2F+ from SiMe3F) and m/z = 17 (NH3

+ 
from NH3) in the mass spectrometer at the end of the precursor step, the authors 
concluded with a complementary quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) study that the 
precursor ligands are indeed primarily abstracted during the HF exposure. Moreover, 
they concluded that at higher deposition temperatures (> 200 °C) the ligand 
abstraction during the precursor step is suppressed because of the limited 
physisorbed HF on the LiF surface. 

To gain insight into the species present in the reactor during the LiF plasma-ALD 
process, the spectra during precursor dosing and SF6 plasma ignition were measured 
in the range of m/z = 1-100 as shown in Figure 6.9. In Figure 6.9a the cracking pattern 
of the LiN(SiMe3)2 precursor is shown. Note that the peak from the parent molecule 
itself and the peaks with the highest expected intensity (146, 130, and 147 amu, 
respectively) could not be measured since they lie outside the range of the mass 
spectrometer.45,46 The peak with the highest intensity within the explored mass range 
is located at 65.5 amu, and its width would suggest there are multiple contributions 
to it.26,45 We expect that the m/z of 65 amu corresponds with the double ionized 
species from m/z = 130 (N(SiMe2)2

+), and the m/z of 65.5 corresponds with the double 
ionized species from m/z = 131 (HN(SiMe2)2

+).26,47 Figure 6.9b shows the spectra of 
SF6 plasma and SF6 gas, which are essentially identical in terms of detected species. 
As expected, the peaks during SF6 plasma exposure are lower than the SF6 gas 
spectrum due to dissociation in the plasma. All measured species are ion fragments 
of SF6. Note that again the parent molecule itself (SF6) could not be measured since it 
lies at m/z = 146. Instead, SF3

+ at m/z = 89 was tracked to measure SF6.  
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A complete overview of the measured species is presented in Table S6.3 in the 
appendix. Figure 6.10 presents a selection of these species, which are followed during 
one cycle of LiF. In Figure 6.10a-e, the following masses are considered: m/z = 17 
(NH3

+ from NH3), 65.5 (from LiN(SiMe3)2 or HN(SiMe3)2), 69 (CF3
+ from CF4 or CHF3), 

77 (SiMe2F+ from SiMe3F or SiMe2F2 and LiNSi2+ from LiN(SiMe3)2) and 85 (SiF3
+ from 

SiF4 or SiMeF3 and Me2SiNCH+ from LiN(SiMe3)2). Note that m/z = 77 is the largest 
peak in the mass spectrum of SiMe3F, whereas the peak at m/z = 92 (SiMe3F+) has 
negligible intensity.46 Additional mass-to-charge ratios 15 (CH3

+), 31 (CF+), 33 (CH2F+

or SH+), 34 (CH3F+ or H2S+), 50 (CF2
+), 51 (CHF2

+), and 81 (SiMeF2
+ from SiMeF3 or 

SiMe2F2) amu can be found in the appendix in Figure S6.8. Also, the pressure in the 
system was monitored and reported in Figure 6.10f. The graph is divided into several 
sections representing the different ALD process steps, i.e., LiN(SiMe3)2 dose and SF6

plasma exposure, which are alternated by Ar purging. Compared to the ALD recipe for 
LiF described earlier, all purge steps are now extended to 5 s to clearly separate the 
process steps and facilitate data interpretation. (As shown in Figure 6.3, extended 
purge times did not influence the process.) In addition to the standard ALD recipe, in
Figure 6.10 the data are also reported for recipes where one of the reagents is 
omitted from the recipe. For these recipes no ALD growth occurred, and the data is 

Figuree 6.99 Ionization pattern obtained by mass spectrometry during a) LiN(SiMe3)2 precursor 
dosing, and b) SF6 plasma ignition (filled curves).
is depicted. The ionization pattern for the SF6 gas (plasma off) is also added (open curve).
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reported after 10 cycles so that steady-state values were achieved. Therefore, it is 
possible to distinguish the reaction products from other species present in the reactor 
and fragmentation and ionization occurring in the mass spectrometer. In every plot 
three different curves are shown, corresponding with the following recipes: the 
standard recipe, the recipe with only LiN(SiMe3)2 and SF6 gas (no plasma), and the 
recipe with only SF6 plasma.

FFigure 6.110 Time-resolved QMS data of m/z = 17, 65.5, 69, 77 and 85 amu after 10 cycles. 
Only the ion with the highest intensity contribution is indicated in the figure. The standard 
ALD recipe (black) is compared to the LiN(SiMe3)2 + SF6 recipe (blue dotted) and SF6 plasma 
recipe (red dotted). The precursor and coreactant dosing steps are alternated by argon purge 
steps of 5 s.
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In the first half-cycle the lithium precursor was introduced in the chamber which 
led to an increase in signal at m/z = 65.5 for the standard recipe as well as for the 
LiN(SiMe3)2 + SF6 (g) recipe, as expected. The peak at m/z = 65.5 is smaller in the case 
of the ALD process compared to the LiN(SiMe3)2 + SF6 (g) recipe. We attribute this 
observation to precursor adsorption and reaction with the surface in the case of the 
ALD process, whereas for the LiN(SiMe3)2 + SF6 (g) recipe the surface was already 
saturated with Li-precursor. Also a signal at m/z = 77 was observed during the 
LiN(SiMe3)2 dose. The standard ALD recipe has a higher signal compared to the other 
recipes, pointing out that this is a reaction product of the Li-precursor with the 
surface, promoted by the presence of F- species on the LiF surface. As mentioned 
before, this reaction product was also found in the mass spectrometer for the thermal 
ALD LiF process at 150 °C, although in combination with NH3.21  

In the second half-cycle the surface is exposed to SF6 plasma. Note that from the 
QMS measurements no clear evidence of sulfur-containing reaction products was 
observed. The signal at m/z = 34 (Figure S6.8) could however also originate from H2S 
species formed in the plasma. Furthermore, no S is detected in the film. The dominant 
neutral species in an inductively coupled SF6 plasma are known to be SF6, F, F2, and 
SF4, while the dominantions are SF5

+ and F+.48–50 The concentration of S and S+ is 
typically a factor 103 lower than the concentration of F and F+.50 Moreover, it is known 
that F is very reactive due to its very high electronegativity and electron affinity.51 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that only F takes part in the surface reactions. 
During this half-cycle again peaks at m/z = 65.5 and 77 were observed, as well as a 
peak at m/z = 17 (NH3

+). Also other fluoromethylsilane species and fluorocarbons 
were found. Specifically, reaction products at m/z = 85 (SiF3

+ from SiF4 or SiMeF3) and 
m/z = 69 (CF3

+ from CF4 or CHF3) were observed. As shown in Figure S6.8 in the 
appendix, reaction products at m/z = 81 (SiMeF2

+ from SiMeF3 or SiMe2F2), m/z = 50 
(CF2

+) and m/z = 31 (CF+) were observed. Moreover, relatively small peaks at m/z = 33 
and 34 assigned to CH2F+ and CH3F+ were found. It can be observed that all masses 
reported in Figure 6.10 (except 65.5 amu, which corresponds with the precursor 
molecule) show a higher intensity during the second half-cycle with respect to the 
first half-cycle. This indicates that ALD surface reaction products are primarily 
generated during the plasma exposure.  

To summarize the findings from the QMS studies in the first and second half-
cycles: a fraction of the precursor molecules that adsorb at the surface already loses 
one of its ligands during the LiN(SiMe3)2 dose step. The remaining Li-precursor ligands 
are abstracted during the plasma step. Moreover, the reaction products can be 
further dissociated in the plasma leading to e.g. fluorocarbon species. The following 
reaction is proposed for the precursor dose, where the adsorbed precursor can 
undergo partial loss of ligands:  

 
(2-x)F (s) + LiN(SiMe3)2 (g)

  LiN(SiMe3)x (ads)
 + (2-x)SiMe3F (g)  

x  (Eq. 6.1) 
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During the SF6 plasma exposure step, the fluorine plasma species remove the 
remaining precursor ligands to form LiF. The equation is unbalanced for simplicity as 
the surface species and the ratio of the reaction products are unknown at this point: 
 

LiN(SiMe3)x (ads) + (3+y+z)F (g)  LiF (s) + SiMe3-yF1+y + CH3-zF1+z + NH3 (g) (Eq. 6.2)
        

Our results seem to differ from those of thermal ALD of LiF reported in literature. 
Unlike thermal ALD, a reasonable fraction of the precursor molecules already loses 
ligands during the first half-cycle. Moreover, in the case of thermal ALD, the reaction 
during the first half-cycle was explained by the presence of surface adsorbed HF. As 
mentioned before, LiF is a Lewis base that can share the lone pairs on F. Therefore, 
we consider it more likely that F from LiF would be partly consumed in the ALD 
reaction during the first half-cycle. This could also explain why our films are slightly F-
deficient. Moreover, unlike thermal ALD LiF, additional fluoromethylsilane and 
fluorocarbons are detected in the second half-cycle. Most likely dissociation and 
recombination in the SF6 plasma takes place. 

6.4 Conclusions 

and SF6 plasma. Self-limiting growth was obtained at ~ 0.4 Å per cycle and conformal 
coverage of high aspect ratio pillars was achieved for deposition at 150 °C. Moreover, 
high purity films were obtained with contamination levels < 1 at. %. The obtained 
stoichiometry of the films was LiF0.8 as determined by IBA and XPS measurements. 
Furthermore, the ALD process yields polycrystalline films with preferential growth in 
the <111> direction. The film density was 2.3 g · cm-3. Within the measurement error, 
no deviation in film stoichiometry, crystallinity or density was found for the plasma 
conditions studied. When a plasma exposure of 1 s was used, the refractive index at 
633 nm was 1.37. Despite the fact that LiF is well-known to be transparent, some 
optical absorption was found in the films. Prolongation of the plasma exposure time 
leads to an increase in optical absorption while the stoichiometry is unchanged. We 
therefore consider it plausible to attribute the presence of the absorption features to 
the interaction of the SF6 plasma with the film. Also lower growth per cycle values 
were obtained for longer plasma exposure times, and therefore short plasma 
exposure times are preferred. It is expected that the optical properties can be further 
optimized by modifying the plasma conditions. To gain more insight into the 
deposition process, also QMS measurements were performed. From the detected 
species it could be concluded the LiN(SiMe3)2 ligand already partly dissociates during 
the precursor dosing step. In contrast to thermal ALD, additional formation of 
different fluoromethylsilane and fluorocarbon species was observed during the SF6 
plasma exposure step. Most likely the SF6 plasma species promote the abstraction of 
the remaining ligands and their subsequent dissociation in the plasma. Overall, this 
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work demonstrates that the easy-to-handle and readily-available SF6 plasma is a 
promising alternative to coreactants such as TiF4, or HF-pyridine for ALD of lithium 
fluorides. 
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Appendix

FFiguree S6.11 Growth per cycle obtained by in situ SE as a function of a) pressure during 
LiN(SiMe3)2 dose and b) SF6 plasma power for ALD of LiF obtained at 150 °C. The precursor dose
time was set to 6 s and the plasma exposure time was set to 1 s. The plasma power was set to
300 W when the pressure during LiN(SiMe3)2 dose was varied and the pressure during 
LiN(SiMe3)2 dose was set to 50 mTorr when the plasma power was varied. The dotted lines 
serves as a guide to the eye.   

FFiguree S6.22 Film thickness as a function of cycle number for different plasma exposure times
measured by in situ SE. The dosing time of the LiN(SiMe3)2 precursor was set to 6 s. 
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Figuree S6.33 High resolution SEM images showing the cross-section of LiF films deposited on Si 
using 2200 cycles and a 1 s, 3 s and 10 s SF6 plasma exposure, respectively. The scale bar applies 
to all images. 
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PPosition 
TThicknesss (nm)) Refractivee indexx nn att 6333 nm 

x (mm) y (mm)

-100 0 92.0 ± 0.5 1.375 ± 0.005
-50 0 89.5 1.370
0 0 90.0 1.375

50 0 85.5 1.375
100 0 80.0 1.375

0 100 85.0 1.375
0 50 88.5 1.380
0 -50 87.0 1.370
0 -100 85.5 1.370

Tablee S6.11 Thicknesses and refractive index values on various locations of a 200 mm wafer 
with a 90 nm LiF film prepared using a plasma exposure time of 1 s. The centre of the wafer is
defined as (0,0). In the first row the typical error is given for the thickness and refractive index.

Figuree S6.44 XPS survey spectrum of a lithium fluoride film grown at 150 °C using 1 s plasma
exposure. The spectra for 3 s and 10 s plasma exposure are very similar and are therefore not
shown. 
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Tablee S6.22 Stoichiometry of LiF films deposited at 150 °C using different plasma exposure 

Samplee F/Lii CC (at%)) OO (at%)) HH (at%)) 

1 s plasma duration
XPS surface 0.80 9.0 ± 0.5 4.5 ± 0.5 -
XPS depth profiling 0.81 0.5 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.5 -
RBS/ERD 0.78 0.8 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1

3 s plasma duration
XPS surface 0.80 6.0 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 0.5 -
XPS depth profiling 0.82 0.5 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.5 -
RBS/ERD 0.83 0.9 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1

10 s plasma duration
XPS surface 0.80 6.5 ± 0.5 7.0 ± 0.5 -
XPS depth profiling 0.80 0.5 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.5 -
RBS/ERD 0.75 1.3 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1

Figuree S6.55 a) C 1s, b) Li 1s, and c) F 1s spectra of a 40 nm thick lithium fluoride film grown at 
150 °C using 1 s plasma exposure time after storage in atmosphere for one month. The 
measured data (black dotted lines) and fitted peaks (blue lines) are reported. Carbon is 
detected only at the surface of the films. 
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FFiguree S6.66 Spectra from 40 nm LiF deposited at 150 °C using 3 s plasma exposure as measured
with a) Elastic Recoil Detection (ERD), b-c) Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) at 
170° and 107° respectively, and d-f) Elastic Backscattering Spectrometry (EBS). The 
experimental spectra are plotted in black and the simulated spectra in red. Figure e) shows the 
7Li peak in detail and f) zooms in on three peaks originating from nuclear reactions with 19F.
The 107° RBS spectrum c) also shows a significant Li peak which is in line with the EBS result.
The EBS spectrum shows a peak between the C and O peak which is not simulated. The origin 
of this peak is unclear, although its position is close to the nitrogen surface channel. RBS clearly 
shows the absence of N in the films. Note that the spectra for 1 s and 10 s plasma exposure are 
very similar and are therefore not shown. 
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Figuree S6.77 XPS valance band spectrum of a LiF film grown at 150 °C using 1 s plasma exposure.
The spectra for 3 s and 10 s plasma exposure are very similar and are therefore not shown. 

m/zz Assignedd ionss Assignedd parentt speciess 

15 CH3+ CH3F, CH4

16 CH4+ CH4

17 NH3+ NH3

20 HF+, Ar++ HF, Ar
31 CF+ CF4, CHxFy

32 S+, CHF+ SF6, H2S, CHxFy

33 CH2F+, HS+ CH2F2, CH3F,  H2S
34 CH3F+, H2S+ CH3F, H2S
50 CF2+ CF4, CHF3, CH2F2

51 CHF2+, SF+ CH2F2, CHF3, SF6

52 NF2+ NF3

65.5 HN(SiMe2)22+ LiN(SiMe3)2, HN(SiMe3)2

69 CF3+ CF4, CHF3

73 SiMe3+ LiN(SiMe3)2, HN(SiMe3)2, SiMe3F, SiMe3H 
77 SiMe2F+, LiNSi2+ SiMe3F, SiMe2F2, LiN(SiMe3)2

81 SiMeF2+ SiMe2F2, SiMeF3

85 SiF3+, Me2SiNCH+ SiF4+, SiMeF3+, LiN(SiMe3)2

89 SF3+ SF6

Tablee S6.33 Relevant m/z ratios, their assigned ions and their (main) assigned parent molecules.
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FFiguree S6.88 Time-resolved QMS data of m/z = 15, 31, 33, 34, 50, 51, and 81. The standard ALD
recipe (black) is compared to the LiN(SiMe3)2 + SF6 recipe (blue dotted) and SF6 plasma recipe 
(red dotted). The precursor and coreactant dosing steps are alternated by argon purge steps
of 5 s. 
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This chapter has been published as: N. Hornsveld, W.M.M. Kessels and M. Creatore, Journal of 
Physical Chemistry C 1124, 5 ( . 
 

7 
 
 

ALD of aluminum phosphate using AlMe3, 

PO(OMe)3 and O2 plasma 
 
 
High purity, uniform, and conformal aluminum phosphate (AlPxOy

supercycles 
 2  

2 plasma exposure. In situ spectroscopic ellipsometry and mass 
-limiting behavior and to gain 

insight into the surface reactions during the precursor and coreactant exposures, 
respectively. Compared to earlier reported AlPxOy ALD studies using H2O and O  as 
coreactant

1:1 POx:Al2O  th per 
supercycle is found to be 1.8 Å. The [P]:[Al] atomic ratio for this process is 

 AlP O2.9

alumi

AlPO4 by using a 2:1 POx:Al2O  cycle ratio. The limited incorporation of P in the film is 
suspected to derive from the steric hindrance of the relatively bulky phosphorous 

 precursor chemisorbs on 

 already undergoes methyl ligand abstraction upon chemisorption. 
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7.1 Introduction 

Aluminum phosphate (AlPxOy

applications such as catalyst support,1,2 electrode coating to improve both safety and 
cycle performance of Li-ion battery cathodes, –7 thin film dielectric,8–  and oxidation 
resistant coating for carbonaceous materials.11,12 Film uniformity and conformality are 
highly relevant for the practical application of al

- xOy is used to coat cathode particles,4,5 or in case of 
oxidation resistant coatings on fibers or carbon nanotubes.11,12 

phosphate thin films. The stoichiometry of the films determines film properties such 
as catalytic activity, permittivity, leakage current 
stability.  
      -

irements in thin film deposition.14 -
limiting half- coreactant
to exceptional conformality and thickness control. For multicomponent oxides, the 
composition of the films and other related film properties, can be tuned by adjusting 
the number of ALD cycles for each oxide, in a so-defined ALD supercycle.15  
      So far, several studies on the synthesis of aluminum phosphate by ALD have been 
published. The results and most important process details have been summarized in 
Table 7.1  or 
Al(Oi  2O5  precursors and H2O or t-C4H9OH coreactants 
at fairly  - 9,16 e compositional range 

sensitive substrates, a high substrate temperature may be unsuitable (see e.g. 
ref. 12
because it may lead to Cl impurities in the deposited films and can cause corrosion of 
the process chamber.17 More recently, a process using the chlorine free precursor 
AlMe

12 coreactant after the precursors 
11,17 

incorporate a sufficiently large atomic content of phosphorus in the film for the 
 2O after AlMe  

and O  ,12 coreactants,11 the [P]:[Al] atomic ratio 
x 

11,12 This is likely to be caused by steric 
 precursor. Moreover, the use of a high number of POx 

 plasma polymerization greatly increases the 
 precursor, therefore increasing the phosphorus content in the 
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film.18 

since 
 

       aluminum phosphate thin 
films using plasma- 2 plasma is applied after each precursor 

-assisted ALD a high reactivity is delivered 
to the surface by the plasma species and therefore less 
the substrate to drive the ALD surface chemistry than in the case of thermal ALD. 

 
these lead to successful deposition of AlPxOy (see Table 7.1
fair comparison could be made to already existing AlPxOy ALD processes. We 

 - 

When using a 1:1 POx:Al2O  cy supercycle is found to saturate 
at 1.78 Å. Compared to AlPxOy ALD studies using a AlMe  precursor in combination 

2O and O ,12  the use of coreactants,11 the use of an oxygen plasma 
increased the ability to incorporate phosphorus in the film. The [P]:[Al] atomic ratio 
for the saturated proc 2PO6

literature reports. The phosphorus content can be further enhanced by increasing the 
number of POx cycles or substrate temperature. When using a deposition 

x cycles per Al2O  
stoichiometry close to AlPO4

x:Al2O  cycle recipe (Al2PO6 as x:Al2O  
cycle recipe (slightly phosphorus rich AlPO4

ratios. Mass spectrometry data suggests that the phosphorus precursor remains 
On 

the other hand, AlMe  4 
terature studies of ALD Al2O  

 POx.19 

7.2 Experimental 

The AlPxOy 

and has a rotary and turbo molecular pumping unit such that it can reach a base 
-6 

are connected to the deposition chamber through gate valves. 
      Figure 7.1  (the process 
development is discussed in section . AlPxOy  deposited by combining 
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cycles of Al2O and POx

adopted since it did not lead to any Al2O or POx x, cycles consisting of 
(97 %, Sigma- 2 fed plasma are adopted, 

precursor 

dose step by 

and for a longer period of time. 
Moreover, a stabilization step of 1 s

for the POx cycle. The Al2O cycle consists of alternating exposures to AlMe (> 99 %, 
Sigma- 2- precursor 

ntroduced into the chamber by vapor 

2O W.
      One ALD supercycle consists of n POx cycles and 1 Al2O

table temperature 

Figuree 7.11 supercycle for deposition of AlPxOy. 
The duration of the AlMe The reactor pressure is also indicated in the 
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ght be slightly 

could reach exactly the same temperature as the table due to a reduced thermal 
contact in vacuum. 
      The f monitored in situ by spectroscopic 

- 245 - ex 
situ 
M- – Ex situ measurements 

 - X AlPxOy 
-described by 

the Cauchy formula (n( A + B/ 2- C/ 4

had a length of -
 nergy dispersive 

X-

AlPxOy films. 
      

+ beam impinging on the 
performed in 

channeling mode, to reduce the background under the C and O features, using the 
-ray 

K-Alpha+ syst -
-8 

representative for the bulk part of the films. The crystallinity of the AlPxOy 
 source 

 
      -to-charge (m/z

 

detector and the 
-6 

a AlPxOy film and the backgro
-

resolved measurements, the selected m/z 
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that steady-
reported more extensively in Chapter 5.   

7.3 Results and discussion 

7.3.1 ALD process optimization 
As mentioned before, the plasma-assisted ALD process of AlPxOy consists of POx and 
Al2O  cycles. The plasma-assisted ALD process of Al2O  
and its saturation behavior has been extensively investigated.21,22 On the contrary, 
ALD of POx has been less explored so 
POx on could be achieved.  
our studies (see Figure S7.1

in Figure S7.1 of the appendix. Furthermore, the POx 
air exposure and therefore the stoichiometry of the films could not be determined by 
ex situ  

The results of the saturation behavior of the AlPxOy supercycle are presented in 
Figure 7.2 supercycle  as 

indication on the phosphorus incorporation in the films. The 
be discussed in section Figure 7.2a, the saturation behavior  

supercycle 

 
do not saturate. By using a hold step, the GPC and phosphorus content increased 

 
exposure, the gate 

 
supercycle increased by using a 

 dose. As a side effect the 
dosage of the phosphorus precursor is more efficient, since a shorter phosphorus 
precursor dosing time is needed to achieve the same phosphorus content in the films. 

supercycle saturates fasterthan the [P]:[Al] ratio. A 
supercycle is mostly determined by the 

Al2O  2O  cycle compared to the 
POx o is determined by both cycles. Since our main goal 

on of the 
 dosing and therefore chosen as 

 dose time. The [P]:[Al] ratio for the saturated process is then 
supercycle  
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FFiguree 7.22 supercycle
coreactant

dose and O2 plasma 
,

dose 
and O2 plasma exposure after AlMe are presented. The lines serve as a guide to the eye. 

 

b 

a 
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d 

c 
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Figure 7.2b depicts the saturation behavior of the O2  
supercycle and [P]:[Al] ratio both saturate at approximately 

 
(1.2 Å/supercycle

 dose. The [P]:[Al] ratio decreased 

exposure times are used, the surface is more reactive to the AlMe  molecules in the 

oxygen plasma is expected to convert the methoxy-  molecule 
into OH and/or –
the chemisorption of AlMe .19  in 

 coreactants,11  and 
 are very similar. Most certainly the presence of OH or –O surface species 

-groups seems not 
to be necessary for chemisorption of AlMe . 

The saturation behavior of the AlMe  dose Figure 7.2c. As 
supercycle 

this highly volatile and reactive precursor. The standard AlMe  
 

x 
plasma after AlMe  (see Figure 7.2
AlMex and PO  can occur. The reason is probably that alkoxy groups of the 

center.24,25 supercycle 

AlMe  coreactant Table 7.1
phosphorus content is much higher for our plasma-based process. The oxygen plasma 
presumably not only removes the organic ligands, but also enhances the reaction of 

 
2 plasma exposure time is greater than 

in situ SE measurement only 
plasma-assisted ALD of Al2O  that film uniformity is 

improved for longer plasma exposures compared to the saturation time.21 This is 

flux of plasma species is highest. Therefore, the standard value for the O2 plasma 
exposure time after AlMe  
films can be expected. Film uniformity (and conformality  of sed 
in section . 
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From the results in Figure 7.2
of an O2 plasma greatly improves the surface reactivity of both precursors in the 

saturates much faster 
. This could be related to a more 

efficient combustion and/or differences in reaction upon AlMe
2 ed 

for the POx 2O cycle. To exclude that the 

and slightly reduces the ion energy,26
x cycle (red 

not influence the saturation time. 
supercycle saturates at 1.78 Å. 

-
assisted Al2O 22

x

Figure 
S7.1

As discussed in previous paragraph, there is a limit to the incorporation of 
AlPxOy

1:1 POx:Al2O cycle ratio. The film composition can be tuned by varying the number 
of POx 2O cycles is kept constant. Figure 7.

supercycle and [P]:[Al] ratio as a function of the number of POx cycles used 
in the recipe. The [P]:[Al] ratio increased rapidly to almost 1 by only increasing the 
number of POx cycles to 2, corresponding to a stoichiometry close to AlPO4

Figuree 7. supercycle
of number of POx cycles for the AlPxOy

dashed lines serve as a guide to the eye. 
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(see section 
of POx supercycle also 

x cycles but
phosphorus content in the films could be further increased for a number of POx cycles 

x AlPxOy

x:Al2O cycle ratio process as highlighted in Figure 7. . 
especially interesting, because it leads to a slightly phosphorus-rich aluminum 
orthophosphate (AlPO4

investigated for an 
extended range of deposition temperatures. Figure S7.2

en 25 and 
Figure 7.4, the 

supercycle is plotted for processes using 
x:Al2O supercycle

of POx (Figure S7.1 2O separately also 
21,22 Furthermore, it can be observed that the 

to differences in the table temperature set point and the actual substrate 

mentioned before, it is unlikely that the substrate could reach exactly the same 

FFiguree 7.44 supercycle as a function of substrate temperature for AlPxOy processes 
x:Al2O cycle ratio. The dashed lines serve as a guide 

supercycle is obtained from spectroscopic ellipsometry (in Å, closed 
-2  
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temperature as the table due to a reduced thermal contact in vacuum. Finally, it 
should be noted that the results obtained from SE are in line 
ERD analysis: the number 
per supercycle  
 
7.3.2 Film uniformity and conformality 

behavior of the AlPxOy process. Film thickness and refractive index non-uniformity 
rmined using SE-

e Figure 7.5 and Figure S7. -uniformity (standard 

 

observed from Figure 7.5a
to the position of the injection of the precursors. The refractive index (Figure 7.5

that the  than AlMe  molecules since the 
 

similar gradient in the film thickness is observed (Figure S7. a
rved in the contour plot of the refractive index (Figure S7. b

x cycles are deposited for every Al2O  cycle, and 
therefo
the sensitivity of the measurement. 
      

ng TEM and EDX. 
Figure 7.6 - Figure 
7.6b-d cl s a conformal, ~ 

Figure S7.4 
xOy on top. The 

s indicate conformal deposition of 
AlPxOy  
 
7.3.3 Chemical, physical and optical properties 

section  
-depth study is carried out on the overall stoichiometry of 

the films, including the presence of impurities, and also verifying temperature 
ex situ 

x:Al2O  cycle ratio. Carbon traces (~  
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FFiguree 7.55 xOy films across

AlPxOy x:Al2O cycle ratio. The grey circle indicates the 
-  
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sputtering of the surface led to less than ~ 1 % carbon in the bulk of the layer. This is 
Figure S7.5. Next to carbon, oxygen, 

Figure 7.7, XPS 
measurements of AlPxOy

sputter

adventitious carbon peak at 284.8 eV. The binding energy values are in agreement 
in literature.27,28 Specifically, 

located at the position expected 
for a AlPO4 film. The Al 

4 and 
Al2O . This outcome could suggest some presence of Al2O
deconvolution could not be performed since the expected peak positions for AlPO4 

and Al2O are close to each other and the peaks are very symmetric. The obtained 
stoichiometry for the 1:1 cycle process is calculated to be Al PO
process Al1.1PO4.8.

Figuree 7.66 - -field TEM 
xOy c- -

field TEM
 

cc                  d                 

bb                  aa                  
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The stoichiometry, atomic percentage of hydrogen and calculated mass density 
obtained by a combination of RBS and ERD are presented in Table 7.2. These 

% and can therefore be used to 
confirm the previously presented XPS data. The atomic percentages and 
stoichiometry from XPS for deposition -
presented in Table S7.1

ly at the top surface of the films and 

compared to the RBS and ERD measurements. This is attributed to the excess of 
carbon and oxygen present on the surface after air exposure as XPS only measures 

nanometers of the film. The use of higher substrate temperatures limits the 
incorporation of hydrogen impurities.
      Figure 7.8 the number of atoms depo
reported, measured by a combination of RBS and ERD. The AlPxOy process using a 1:1 
cycle ratio is compared to the AlPxOy 2O plasma
ALD reference process.22

ratio, the number of incorporated phosphorus and oxygen atoms increased, as 

aa bb 

cc dd 

FFiguree 7.77

The expected peak positions for AlPO4, Al2O and P2O5 films are indicated in the figure for 
reference. 
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expected. The increase in number
the number of POx Al] 
ratio as a function of POx Figure 7. . Based on the RBS/ERD data for 

2 are incorporated every supercycle. The 

surface density in AlPO4 units per nm2 can be calculated via N is the 

mass density, N is Avogadro’s number, and is the molecular mass of AlPO4. Given 
the fact that one monolayer of aluminum orthophosphate contains roughly 5.4 AlPO4 

units, and therefore also 5.4 P atoms per nm2 in each supercycle approximately half a 
monolayer of AlPO4 is deposited. For reference,
the Al2O ALD process. For Al2O
deposited.
      , the total number of incorporated atoms 
and the amount of film thickness both depend on the substrate temperature (Figure 
7.4 Figure 7.8

AlPxOy

1:1 cycle process and the Al2O process, and
POx Figure 7.8d
hydrogen is mostly dependent on the Al2O

For the AlPxOy 1:1 process, approximately the same number of phosphorus atoms 
are deposited per supercycle for different temperatures (Figure 7.8
number of deposited phosphorus atoms per supercycle for the AlPxOy

x ALD are temperature dependent (Figure S7.1
adsorbed on a Al2O

adsorption on POx does. The data in 
Figure 7.8b also suggest that the decrease in phosphorus content in the films for 
increased temperatures reported in Table 7.2 is mostly related to the decrease in 

a ERD measurements. The 

error is given for a certain parameter.

Cyclee ratioo Tsub  Stoichiometrya  Masss densityy (g  cm-  

1:1 25 AlP O 1.2
1:1 AlP O 4.7
1:1 AlP O 2.6 2.1

25 AlP O 6.6 2.1
AlP O 2.1
AlP1.15O 2.5 2.1

Tablee 7.22 xOy
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number of incorporated aluminum atoms. This (in addition to the contribution of the 

supercycle
temperatures for the 1:1 cycle (Figure 7.

since 
phosphorus adsorption after an Al2O cycle is not temperature dependent, the effect 

The mass density for AlPxOy

cm- Table 7.2
The mass density of ALD Al2O films is found to be ~ 2.8 g cm- .21,22 The incorporation 
of phosphorus in the film decreases the mass density. The mass density is slightly 

or higher substrate temperatures and this is expected to be related to an 

FFiguree 7.88 The number of Al, P O and H atoms deposited per nm2

of deposition temperature measured by RBS and ERD. The AlPxOy 1:1 process is compared to 
the AlPxOy process and an Al2O plasma ALD reference.22 For the AlPxOy

to the number of atoms per supercycle, 2O consists of only one ALD cycle. The 
dashed lines serve as a guide to the eye.
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a mass density of ~ 2.1 g cm-

not vary that 
much for these samples either. density of P-doped Al2O ALD 
films is reported to vary from 2.2 g cm ([P]:[Al]  g cm
([P]:[Al] .9,16 Therefore, the obtained mass density for our ALD AlPxOy films lies 

      The as-

(Figure S7.6 AlPxOy films can be crystallized using a heat 
treatment of the as deposited films.17

The optical constants of the AlPxOy films dep
evaluated using ex situ Figure 7.9. The films are 

range. The inset of Figure 7.9 s
x:Al2O cycle ratio as a 

yielding a value of 1.51 and 1.47 at 589 nm, respectively. From the difference in 

refractive index decreases. Our refra
in literature of ALD AlPxOy

17,18 Moreover, the 

Figuree 7.99 The refractive index versus [P]:[Al] ratio for films deposited using substrate
temperatures from 25 - cycle ratio. The refractive index and [P]:[Al] ratio

- ex situ
VASE for films dep  
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refractive index for Al2O  ALD films is reported to be 1.64 
14  

As observed from Figure 7.9, the refractive index decreases for higher deposition 
temperatures. This is expected since the phosphorus content of the films increases as 

Only the phosphorus content of the sample depo
expected. 
 
7.3.4 Surface reactions 

AlPxOy supercycle 
surface reactions can help in understanding the limited incorporation of phosphorus 
in the film. Moreover, it can give insights into the benefits to use the O2 plasma 
coreactant. To identify the species present in the reactor, first the spectra during 

he range of m/z  - Figure 
S7.7 in the appendix  and AlMe  
for example m/z + (PO +

2
+

m/z +
4, or m/z 2

+

CH OH. The typical combustion byproducts H2O and CO2  
m/z 2O+

2
+ pectively.  

Figure 7.  depicts the time resolved QMS data of one ALD cycle of AlPxOy using a 
Figure 7. a-f, the QMS measurements are reported for m/z 

16, 18, 44, 57, and 79. Additional mass to charge ratios 28 (CO+ or C2H4
+

29 (C2H5
+/CHO+

2H6
+/CH2O+ O+/P+ , 2

+/CH OH+
2O2

+ or 
C2H6O+ appendix Figure S7.8. Also the 

Figure 7. g. The graph is 
divided into several intervals representing the different ALD process steps: i.e., 

 dose, O2 plasma exposure, AlMe  dose and O2 plasma exposure, alternated 
by Ar purge steps. Compared to the ALD recipe for AlPxOy described in section 7.2, all 

tion 

2 
er 

species present in the reactor, such as precursors, coreactants and background 

 
 and O2,  and O2.  

       in the first subcycle led to an increase in signal for 
m/z  15 (CH + (PO +

because the signal for the AlMe  + O  
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these m/z values, although the pressure is comparable. All masses related to the 
most likely originating 

molecules in the mass spectrometer since 
+ O2

Figuree 7. Time-resolved QMS data of m/z + from CH4 or AlMe 4+

from CH4 or O+ from O2 2O+ from H2 2+ from CO2 2+ from AlMe
and 79 (PO +

+ O2 + O2 coreactant
dosing steps are alternated by argon purge steps of 5 s. 
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overlap. The curves representing H2O and CO2 species overlap for all recipes. This 
means that the CO2 and H2

 is introduced into the chamber. This suggests that no significant 
 

cycle. Therefore, it can be presumed that the precursor chemisorbs by an association 

29 
      Next, the O2 plasma is expected to convert the methoxy  
molecule into in Figure 7. , a little amount of CH + 

2 ion byproducts 
2O and CO2. Appendix Figure S7.8 

formation of CxHy and CxHyOz byproducts. As observed in Figure 7.2b in section , 
supercycle 

presence of and for extended O2 
hydrocarbon groups are removed by the O2 plasma, surface groups are created that 

 in the next process step. 
      During the AlMe  dose step the formation of CH4

+ and CH + 
observed. For CH + ch smaller. 
CH  most certainly originates from dissociative ionization of CH4 in the mass 
spectrometer. CH4 is one of the classical reaction products observed by ALD of Al2O . 

surface combine and form CH4.15 
AlMe -related peak during AlPxOy standard ALD (see Figure 7.  dissociates 

-  
has a high reactivity.29  + O  
not react or adsorb and stay 

. Therefore, 
AlMe  + O  recipe. 
      2 plasma is used to remove the remaining methyl 
ligands by comb section  
the plasma coreactant 

 x and necessity for removal of 
these groups in this process step (see Figure 7.2 Figure 7. a and b, 
CH + ions are formed, but also the typical combustion products H2O and CO2. Figure 
S7.8 xHy and CxHyOz byproducts, similar to the 
combustion of the phosphorus precursor ligands. The formation of H2O in the plasma 

Al2O .19 
      section  
is used. QMS data suggests that, unlike AlMe , the relatively bulky phosphorus 
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precursor remains intact upon adsorption and limits the incorporation of phosphorus 
atoms by steric hindrance. Therefore, it can indeed be expected that the aluminum 
content of films deposited using the 1:1 cycle process is larger than the phosphorus 

AlPxOy paper by Dobbelaere et al, AlPxOy fi
[P]:[Al] atomic ratio of 1.8 using plasma polymerization.18  
molecules are partly dissociated in the plasma and therefore steric hindrance is not 

overcome by using > 1 POx cycles.   

7.4 Conclusions 

Amorphous aluminum phosphate thin films have been deposited by plasma-assisted 

achieved for every precursor and coreactant process step and the process resulted in 

2 plasma 
step is beneficial for increasing surface reactivity for the precursor molecules. When 

supercycle saturates 
at ~ 1.8 Å. The [P]:[Al] atomic ratio for the saturated process is approximately 

 (AlP O2.9 2O  and POx 
cycles and/or the substrate temperature. When using 2 POx cycles, a composition 
close to AlPO4 is obtained. The use of higher substrate temperatures reduces the 

as a result, 
AlPxOy 1:1 POx:Al2O  cycle process is 

determined by differences in chemisorption processes of both precursors and steric 
hindrance of the phosphorus precursor. Regarding this effect, it has been proposed 

 
 results in a release of CH4 

groups in the gas phase, similar to the more commonly used ALD process of Al2O . 
2 

ligands of both precursor molecules and introduce surface groups that are prone to 
2 

plasma can offer advantages to more commonly used thermal ALD processes of 
AlPxOy  
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Appendix

Figuree S7.11 In situ thickness measurement for ALD of POx at

ith respect to O2 plasma exposure time. The Ar purge 

 

Figuree S7.22 In situ thickness measurements for ALD of AlPxOy
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Figuree S7.  xOy films across
xOy

x:Al2O cycle ratio. The black circle indicates the 
-
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Figuree S7.44 xOy films pre
HAADF-STEM and b-

xOy is
visible on top.
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Figuree S7.55 

Tablee S7.11 Ex situ XPS stoichiometry results for AlPxOy

POx:Al2O cycle ratio and deposition temperatures from 25 -
hydrogen could be probed.
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Figuree S7.66 XRD gonio scans of ~ xOy

AlPxOy

predominantly amorphous in nature.
 

Figuree S7.77 and AlMe
and AlMe

precursor molecule, respectively.
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Figuree S7.88 Time-resolved QMS data of m/z + or C2H4+ from CO, CO2, C2H4 or C2H6

(C2H5+ or CHO+ from C2H6, CH2 2H6+ or CH2O+ from C2H6 or CH2

(CH O+ or P+ from CH (O2+ or CH OH+ from O2 or CH 2O2+

from CH2O2

coreactant
dosing steps are alternated by argon purge steps of 5 s.
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8 
 
 

Conclusions and outlook      
 
 
This chapter provides answers to the research questions posed in the introduction. 

Moreover, the conclusions clarify how the thesis makes a valuable contribution to the 

field of ALD for Li-ion batteries. Additionally, points of attention are being mentioned 

and discussed, and conclusions are drawn which lead to suggestions for future 

research.  
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8.1 Conclusions 

The goal of this work was to develop and to understand existing and novel plasma-
assisted and thermal ALD chemistries to deposited thin films which can serve as 
artificial EEI in Li-ion batteries. From the literature research in Chapter 2 it could be 
concluded that artificial EEIs are very promising for improvement of Li-ion batteries. 
However, there are still many opportunities in expanding the available ALD 
chemistries to deliver artificial EEIs as well as to improve understanding in the 
synthesis of ALD films. For instance, the existing literature studies do not yet explore 
the possibility to adopt plasma-assisted ALD for the synthesis of artificial EEIs, which 
could be especially interesting when processing time or temperature becomes crucial. 
The conclusions drawn from the remaining chapters in this thesis give answers to the 
research questions as outlined in the introduction and are summarized here.  
 
The developed ALD chemistries and their typical growth behavior  
In the current work, various ALD chemistries have been developed and examined 
which are potentially useful for the synthesis of artificial EEIs. Specifically, in Chapter 4 
it was shown that plasma-assisted and thermal ALD can be adopted to grow ultra-thin 
Li2CO3 films between 50 and 300 °C using lithium tert-butoxide as a precursor and O2 
plasma or H2O/CO2 as coreactants. Both processes were shown to have a wide ALD 
temperature window in which self-limiting growth of ~ 0.8 and 0.60 Å per cycle was 
obtained, respectively. In Chapter 6, a new ALD chemistry has been demonstrated to 
prepare LiF films using LiN(SiMe3)2 and SF6 plasma. For this process, a growth per cycle 
of ~ 0.4 Å was obtained. After an initial increase, the growth per cycle as a function of 
the plasma exposure time decreases again for extended plasma exposure times. 
Possible explanations are an etching effect of the SF6 plasma, inhibition of precursor 
adsorption after exposing the surface for a longer time to F radicals, or a change in 
film properties by the length of the plasma exposure time which subsequently effects 
the growth itself. Chapter 7 presents a novel plasma-assisted ALD chemistry to 
deposit aluminum phosphate (AlPxOy) films using supercycles consisting of 
(i) PO(OMe)3 dosing combined with O2 plasma exposure and (ii) AlMe3 dosing 
followed by O2 plasma exposure. AlPxOy thin films could be deposited between 25 and 
300 °C. ALD behavior was achieved for every precursor and coreactant process step, 
and the process resulted in a growth per supercycle is found to be 1.8 Å using a 1:1 
POx:Al2O3 cycle ratio. 
 
Tunability of the film properties using the ALD process parameters 
For the developed ALD recipes, the properties of the as-deposited films were 
investigated. Moreover, the influence of the ALD process parameters on the film 
properties was studied. High purity films were obtained for all investigated processes. 
Also, the film properties of the deposited films did not show noticeable changes after 
prolonged exposure to atmosphere. These results suggest that the Li2CO3, LiF and 
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AlxPOy films grown by ALD are stable under ambient conditions. For both Li2CO3 
processes, stoichiometric films could be deposited. The stoichiometry of the plasma-
assisted ALD process of Li2CO3 shows a temperature dependence. It is possible to 
deposit Li2O at temperatures > 250 °C through combustion of the organic ligands. The 
formation of Li2O can be further promoted by prolonging the plasma exposure time. 
The thermal ALD deposition of Li2O requires omitting the CO2 step from the process. 
The Li2CO3 films are crystalline, however, the crystallinity is suppressed, and surface 
roughness increases when Li2O is introduced in the films. For AlxPOy, the 
stoichiometry (i.e. [P]:[Al] atomic ratio) can be tailored by changing the POx:Al2O3 
cycle ratio or the substrate temperature. In literature reports where the same 
aluminum precursor was used, the [P]:[Al] atomic ratio was either limited to 0.2 or a 
very high number of phosphorus cycles was needed in order to increase the 
phosphorus content. Instead, in this thesis deposition of films with a composition 
close to AlPO4 by using a 2:1 POx:Al2O3 cycle ratio was demonstrated. The use of 
higher substrate temperatures reduces the incorporation of hydrogen and aluminum 
atoms, which, as a result, leads to an increase in the phosphorus content in the film. 
In contrast to the other ALD processes in this thesis, the AlxPOy ALD process led to 
deposition of amorphous films for the whole temperature range. The study of LiF ALD 
mainly focused on the effect of the SF6 plasma step. Within the measurement error, 
no deviation in film stoichiometry, crystallinity or density was found for the plasma 
conditions studied. However, prolongation of the plasma exposure time leads to an 
increase in optical absorption. Therefore, it is considered plausible to attribute the 
presence of the absorption features to the interaction of the SF6 plasma with the film. 
Also, lower growth per cycle values were obtained for longer plasma exposure times, 
and therefore short plasma exposure times are preferred. 
 
The reaction mechanisms of the selected ALD processes 
To gain more insight into the deposition process, the reaction mechanism of the 
developed ALD processes was investigated using mass spectrometry. For both Li2CO3 
processes it was concluded that in the first half-cycle the LiOtBu chemisorbs on the 
surface by an association reaction of the complete precursor whereas in the second 
half-cycle the organic ligand is abstracted as tert-butanol (see Chapter 5). The 
differences between the two processes mainly lie in the formation of CO2 and H2O 
reaction byproducts in the second half-cycle when, instead of H2O, an O2 plasma is 
used as coreactant. The formation of CO2 in the plasma is especially interesting as it 
allows for the fabrication of Li2CO3 films directly: it is possible to deposit Li2CO3 with 
less process steps since we do not need to add CO2 intentionally, as is the case for 
thermal ALD. The reaction with CO2 appears to be reversible at higher deposition 

. Therefore, 
the composition of the plasma-assisted ALD films can be varied between Li2CO3 and 
Li2O. From the detected species during ALD of LiF it could be concluded the 
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LiN(SiMe3)2 ligand already partly dissociates during the precursor dosing step. In 
contrast to thermal ALD, additional formation of different fluoromethylsilane and 
fluorocarbon species was observed during the SF6 plasma exposure step. Most likely 
the SF6 plasma species promote the abstraction of the remaining ligands and their 
subsequent dissociation in the plasma. For the AlxPOy process, differences in 
chemisorption processes of both precursors and steric hindrance of the phosphorus 
precursor leads to a lower phosphorus content in the film. Regarding this effect, it has 
been proposed that PO(OMe)3 chemisorbs on the surface without the release of 
reaction products into the gas phase. Instead, the introduction of AlMe3 results in a 
release of CH4 groups in the gas phase, similar to the more commonly used ALD 
process of Al2O3. The two intermediate O2 plasma steps are needed to remove the 
(remaining) organic ligands of both precursor molecules and to introduce surface 
groups that are prone to reactions with the precursors.  
 
The differences between the plasma-assisted processes and their thermal 
counterparts 
For the different model systems studied, the differences between plasma-assisted 
and thermal ALD are investigated. A comparison in terms of growth behavior, but also 
chemical, crystallographic, optical and electrochemical properties of the films are 
studied. The most remarkable conclusions are summarized here. A comparison 
between the two Li2CO3 processes showed that plasma-assisted ALD allows for 
shorter deposition times and higher GPC values compared to its thermal ALD 
counterpart, leading to an increase in reactor throughput. Moreover, the use of 
plasma allows for the possibility to deposit at slightly lower process temperatures, 
which would be beneficial for temperature-sensitive substrates. In addition, the 
generation of CO2 in the plasma, makes it possible to deposit Li2CO3 films directly by 
plasma-assisted ALD. When comparing the AlPxOy ALD studies in this thesis to earlier 
reported AlPxOy ALD studies using H2O and O3 as coreactants or without using 
coreactans, the use of an O2 plasma generally leads to higher GPC values. Also, 
plasma-assisted ALD of AlPxOy was shown to have a wider temperature window 
compared to its thermal counterpart. For LiF thermal ALD reported in literature, no 
optical absorption features were observed. Besides, as SF6 plasmas etch Si-based 
materials, 10 AlOx ALD cycles (~ 1.5 nm) were needed as a protective layer prior to 
plasma-assisted LiF processing on Si. LiF can only be used on electrodes which are 
insensitive to etching of the SF6 plasma or in combination with a protective layer. 
Furthermore, all the developed processes in this thesis allow for conformal coating of 
high aspect ratio substrates (AR between 10 - 25) which can be important for future 
Li-ion batteries. The conformality on high aspect ratio pillars is slightly lower for the 
plasma-assisted ALD process of Li2CO3, compared to the thermal ALD process. In 
addition, the ionic conductivity for both Li2CO3 processes is measured for the first time 
and is in the order of 10-10 S · cm-1 for plasma-assisted as well as thermal ALD films. 
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The merits of plasma-assisted ALD processes for deposition of materials which could 
serve as artificial EEI 
It is expected that the developed plasma-assisted ALD processes could be useful for 
deposition of artificial EEI films. This expectation is based on the good material quality 
of the deposited films and the ability to deposit uniform and conformal films on 3D 
structures. From the various results is this thesis selected merits are highlighted: 

The plasma-assisted processes of Li2CO3 and AlxPOy generally have shorter cycle
times and higher growth per cycle values and therefore allow for shorter
deposition times over their thermal counterparts. This can be beneficial when
process throughput becomes relevant.
Plasma-assisted ALD of Li2CO3 and AlxPOy have a wider ALD temperature window
compared to their thermal counterparts.
Unlike thermal ALD Li2CO3, the stoichiometry of plasma-assisted Li2CO3 films,
ranging from Li2CO3 to Li2O, can be controlled by substrate temperature and O2

plasma exposure time.
It has been shown that the use of an O2 plasma step is beneficial for increasing
surface reactivity for the precursor molecules for AlxPOy ALD.
Fluorine plasmas are readily available in many plasma aided ALD reactors, making
plasma-assisted LiF deposition accessible.

To summarize, several material systems were investigated and a considerable 
contribution to the fundamental understanding in ALD was generated. Specifically, 
understanding of plasma-assisted ALD processes, the different benefits of plasma-
assisted ALD and the ability to coat 3D structures conformally could be very useful for 
further research on artificial EEIs and for potentially new application fields in which 
these properties will be required. 

8.2 Perspectives of future work 

A major part of this dissertation is aimed at the fundamental understanding of the 
ALD process and film properties. These aspects have been extensively investigated. 
With the obtained knowledge, excellent control over the film properties can be 
achieved. Based on the current results, it is expected that the developed ALD 
processes could be useful for deposition of artificial EEI films. Promising results were 
obtained, for instance, for the conformality of the Li2CO3 ALD process on 2 x 
pillars. However, for solid-state batteries AR of > 50 (depending on the thickness of 
the electrode) might be needed to achieve high power capability.1 The conformality 
should therefore be further investigated when certain applications are demanded. 
Moreover, experiments are needed to evaluate the electrochemical properties of the 
films. This especially holds for AlxPOy and LiF films; for Li2CO3 the properties need to 
be investigated in more detail. For example, it should be tested if the films are 
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pin-hole free, allow for Li-ion transport and possibly electronically insulating (the 
latter depends on the battery configuration). In addition, the implementation of these 
films in a battery half-cell should be carried out and evaluated. Moreover, the 
mechanical properties of the films must be tested as the artificial EEIs should be 
mechanically stable, especially for anodes that undergo large volume changes. The 
ALD process parameters and the evaluated film properties so far should be correlated 
to the electrochemical and mechanical properties. It would be interesting to 
investigate if the electrochemical and mechanical properties can be tuned by the ALD 
process parameters to achieve the best results for different electrodes. Eventually, it 
should be possible to rationally design films by ALD. 

From the literature studies in Chapter 2, we can clearly see the effectiveness that 
ultrathin protective films by ALD generally have in improving the performance of both 
the anode and cathode in Li-ion batteries. Each of these materials have their own 
unique properties. However, a better understanding of why certain ALD chemistries 
work well on selected electrodes is needed. It is particularly important to address 
working mechanisms of the ALD films to be able to develop artificial EEIs with more 
rational design. In this way, advanced characterization tools, especially in situ 
techniques to measure during battery operation, will play an essential part. 

The excellent control over the quality of films and the straightforward deposition 
process promises a great potential for industry-level applications of ALD in the future. 
In this work, lab-scale substrates were used in various ALD processes. Moreover, the 
growth per cycle of a typical ALD process is on the order of 0.1 nm. For Li-ion batteries, 
but also for different energy-related applications, a technique which can fabricate 
materials in a relatively large amount and short time is required. Otherwise, cost 
effectiveness can not be achieved. ALD is still facing some challenges when it comes 
to industry-scale application. In the past years, spatial ALD (sALD) has been tested to 
decrease processing times. During sALD, the substrate moves through separated gas 
zones of constantly flowing reactants. Growth rates in sALD are determined primarily 
by substrate translation speeds rather than the purge times during temporal 
(conventional) ALD. Yet, sALD was employed, for instance, for ALD of Al2O3 on porous 
LiCoO2 battery electrodes.2 The results for improved battery performance were 
comparable for temporal and sALD-coated electrodes. Holst Centre and their spin-off 
LionVolt in the Netherlands are currently working on spatial ALD (sALD) to fabricate a 
prototype of a 3D solid-state battery.3 Also, batch and inline deposition tools are being 
explored. Currently, there is a lot of interest in roll-to-roll ALD for application in Li-ion 
batteries.4,5 This technique is an industrial, low-cost, high throughput method to 
deposited ALD films, which opens up possibilities for future battery design. It has 
already been shown that electrode or separator sheets up to 600 mm wide can be 
processed by roll-to-roll ALD. NMC cathodes were provided with ALD TiO2 films using 
the roll-to-roll technique with a speed of 2.4 meters per minute.4 Delft Intensified 
Material Production (Delft IMP), a spin-off from TU Delft, is currently working on a 
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large scale project to deposit ultra-thin ALD films on powder material  by a pneumatic 
transport reactor which allows for continuous deposition.6 Moreover, Forge Nano has 
developed different kinds of rotary and fluidized batch reactors to deposit ALD films 
on particles. The company has plans to build a pilot facility to internally process up to 
1,000 tons of anode material for the EV battery market this year.7 Regarding the 
industrial application, benchmarking for ALD layers is needed. Up to now, very little is 
known on the current artificial EEIs introduced at industrial level. Benchmarking 
would allow to properly compare the quality of typical ALD films for this application. 

Moreover, molecular layer deposition (MLD) is attracting attention for battery 
applications. MLD is the organic counterpart of ALD and can fabricate organic and 
hybrid inorganic–organic thin films. The incorporation of organic segments in the MLD 
process offers additional combinations for the film structure, which could lead to 
unique mechanical, optical, and thermal properties.8 Until recently, MLD has rarely 
been reported for deposition of artificial EEI films. The major concern is the instability 
at high voltage of the organic components in the MLD films. To be applicable on the 
cathode side, polymers with high voltage stability are needed. Moreover, polymers 
with good electronic or ionic conductivity should be developed. Nevertheless, it is still 
interesting to explore the application of MLD for artificial EEIs due to the unique 
properties of MLD, such as high flexibility. Currently, artificial EEIs with better 
mechanical properties are highly desired due to the large volume change of most 
promising anode materials (e.g. Si). Therefore, MLD films with high flexibility might be 
very promising for protecting the anode. The combination of hybrid ALD/MLD films 
could also be useful to meet the demands of specific applications. 

The application of ALD/MLD for artificial EEIs could also be interesting for battery 
technologies beyond Li+, namely Na+, Na-S, Na-Se, Na-O2, Zn+ and K+ based batteries. 
In these types of batteries, similar problems arise at the electrode-electrolyte 
interface. Commercialization of certain next-generation batteries is inhibited by 
challenges such as structural changes and unfavorable side reactions at the interface. 
These issues need to be addressed in order to prevent rapid performance degradation 
and therefore limited battery lifetime.  

Finally, the current work shows that the ALD toolbox could be further expanded, 
resulting in new ALD processes with unique properties. Also, excellent control over 
the film properties could be achieved. It is necessary to rationally engineer interphase 
of electrode materials to enhance battery performance. With this in mind, more 
opportunities and possibilities should arise for ALD and MLD chemistries in Li-ion 
battery applications. Hopefully, this thesis motivates researchers to explore the 
possibilities of ALD even further.   
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Summary 

Li-ion batteries power several portable electronic devices ranging from microsystems 
and portable electronics, up to electric vehicles. Moreover, batteries will play a crucial 
role in the future energy system and the strive to create a carbon-neutral society. 
However, further advancement of Li-ion battery technology is necessary to meet the 
future needs regarding power and energy density, but also battery safety and lifetime. 
One of the main obstacles in the improvement of Li-based battery performance is the 
electrode-electrolyte interface. Interfacial reactions often lead to unfavorable 
phenomena that can compromise the overall performance of Li-ion batteries. To 
achieve good interface compatibility between the electrolyte and electrode, artificial 
electrode-electrolyte interphases (EEIs) are designed and engineered to stabilize and 
protect the electrodes. Fabrication of artificial EEIs has drawn increasing attention 
due to its effectiveness in performance improvement, the ability for synthesis via 
scalable manufacturing technologies, and the tunability of properties in all aspects. 
Ideally, the artificial EEI should be ultrathin and continuous, block diffusion of 
electrons through the layer (depending on the nature of electrodes) and have a good 
mechanical strength. In this respect, the application of nanolayers prepared by atomic 
layer deposition (ALD) has attracted notable interest from the battery community 
because of the excellent conformality and precise growth control that can be 
achieved. These merits enable processing virtually on any substrate, from powders to 
porous substrates, or any other complex electrode surface structures for next 
generation batteries. In addition, ALD offers tunable film composition and relatively 
low deposition temperatures to design coatings specifically applicable to certain 
electrodes. 

This PhD dissertation contains a review of the emerging applications of ALD for 
Li-ion batteries with a major focus on ALD processes for artificial EEIs. A large part of 
existing literature studies focuses on the application of artificial EEIs and the effect on 
the battery performance. The current work aims to develop and understand existing 
and new plasma-assisted and thermal ALD chemistries applicable for the synthesis of 
such layers. Specifically, lithium carbonate (Li2CO3), lithium fluoride (LiF), and 
aluminum phosphate (AlPxOy) are selected as these are promising candidates for 
artificial EEIs. Insights into these ALD processes are achieved in terms of film growth 
behavior, surface reactions occurring during the ALD half-cycles, and film 
crystallographic, optical, electrical, and chemical properties, as well as film 
conformality on 3D structures. The common denominator among the chapters is the 
adoption of diagnostics during the ALD process, such as spectroscopic ellipsometry 
and mass spectrometry, to identify the surface reaction mechanisms and to learn how 
to tune the above-mentioned properties of the deposited films.  
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In the case-study of Li2CO3, the differences between the plasma-assisted process 
using LiOtBu and O2 plasma and the thermal process using LiOtBu, H2O and CO2 are 
identified in terms of film growth, reaction mechanism, stability upon ambient 
exposure and conductivity. The plasma-assisted process shows several advantages, 
such as a shorter cycle time, a higher growth per cycle, a larger temperature window, 
and the ability to form Li2CO3 directly without using CO2. By varying the deposition 
temperature and plasma exposure time, the reaction chemistry and hence the film 
stoichiometry and crystallinity of the films can be tuned. The Li2CO3 films are shown 
to be purely Li-ion conductive, therefore potentially suitable as artificial EEI. ALD of 
LiF is investigated for a cycle including LiN(SiMe3)2 and SF6 plasma. Interestingly, the 
LiF films show no changes in film stoichiometry, crystallinity or mass density for the 
various plasma conditions studied. Extending the plasma exposure time, however, 
leads to an increase in optical absorption and lower growth per cycle. Also, the gas 
phase reaction products are identified, and a reaction mechanism is proposed for the 
LiF process. Overall, the work demonstrates that SF6 plasma offers a promising 
alternative to other coreactants for ALD of high purity LiF. Furthermore, the process 
development and materials characterization of ALD AlPxOy using AlMe3, PO(OMe)3 
and O2 plasma is described. High purity, uniform films are achieved using a large 
deposition temperature window. Compared to earlier reported AlPxOy ALD studies 
using H2O and O3 as coreactants or without coreactants, the adoption of O2 plasma 
generally leads to higher growth per cycle values and promotes phosphorus 
incorporation in the film. These findings are confirmed by investigation of the reaction 
products during the ALD half-cycles and result in the ability to grow better quality 
films. 

In conclusion, this work provides key insights into the development of ALD 
processes as well as into the accurate control over film properties relevant for 
application in Li-ion batteries. The excellent control over the quality of the layers 
offered by ALD promises great potential for future Li-ion battery applications. 
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